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INTRODUCTION



Scholars from a large variety of fields have contributed to the analysis of the iron and

steel industry since the use of stone coal in blast fumace technology opened the way for mass

production until the present day. Given the Promethean nature of this industry -----providing raw

materials for machinery, tools, vehicles, devices and structures used by others industries— it

has  been assigned a top position both in development plans and  developmental analysis al!

throughout the twentieth century.

Many chemical and  physical processes involved in the processing of iron to Steel and

other alloys were not fiilly understood until well into the 2Oth century. As a direct consequence

of  this, production blue-prints were embodied to a much higher extent in human capital than in

the mill equipment. Iron masters rotated frequently and determined best practice on a trail and

error basis. The nature of this  industry produced a vast  amount  of technical literature as a

means of transmitting empirical observation and  furthering scientific understanding of man’s

dominancee over the brute forces of nature —mixing earth, wind and  fire to produce the key

resource for a system of mass distribution and mass production.

The first noteworthy history of the industry dates back to the forties. Duncan Burn’s The

economic  history of steelmaking (1940) gives a British centered assessment of the industry’s

progress and performance and develops the paradigm for most later economic history research:

finding  the origins of Britain’s climacteric —both in this industry and  in industry as a whole.

Burn  (1940) assessed the failure to integrate into larger steel plants in (Ireat Britain and the lag

in developing the basic steelmaking process as the sources of industrial decline.

Within a span of three years T.H Burnham and  G.O. Hoskins commended themselves

specifically to  this end: to  “finding the signifcant factors iii  the decline of  the industry”

presenting their 1943 Iron and Steel  in Britain,  1870-1 930.  Measurement and  comparison,

especially on an aggregate leve! seemed to pose very limited restrictions and  both studies

provide a vast amount of quantitative information. The steel industry was among the pioneers

of  cost-accounting, steel was  a  fairly homogeneous product and  lobbies, carteis  and  steel

associations liad  promoted the recoilection of  statistical information on prices, quantities,

tariffs, productivity, etc. early on.

Burnham  and  Hoskins (1943) mark the research agenda for most future  work. They

distinguish inevitable causes of Britain’s decline, such as lacking resource endowment for the

‘Burnham  and Hoskins (1943), p. 17.
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to-be-dominant basic open hearth techniques, high tariffs and dumpin  practices applied by

rival  countries, the overvaluation of the pound iii post World War 1 and the relative increase in

British transport cost. Among the avoidable causes of decline they quote the belated use of

native phosphoric ore deposits, the sniall scale of British installations, their low throughput and

productivity, the lack of standardization and the lag in vertical and horizontal integration.

Perhaps their most provocative conclusion is blaming weak entrepreneurship —the lack

of  vision, initiative and self-esteem, necessary to maintain Britain iii a leadership position. This

hypothesis was to  be retaken again and again in historiography. The first to reexamine the

question were J.C. Taplin and W. Taplin in their 1962 History of the British steel industry, a

more  descriptive story of  the  industry sprinkled with biographies of  the  more important

innovators, H. Bessemer, W. Siemens, S. Gilchrist Thomas, etc. and a detailed assessment both

by  time periods and by sectors and firms. In 1964 they were followed by P. Temin’s Iron and

steel  in l9th century America —the success story based on similar factors as those explaining

decline: economies of scale; vertical integration; product, process and input innovations. But

Temin (1966) had developed an alternative way of explaining decline: the ‘demand hypothesis’

—the slow growth of British demand as the source of its decline— and regression analysis as a

method for testing cost efficiency —a method to be retaken by later analyses—. He heid both

slow  growth of domestic markets and closing foreign markets, which made replacement of

capital stock unprofitable, responsible for decline. For Temin it was aging capital stock which

was to causing lower efficiency.

Ten years later, the tradition of comprehensive histories of the industry was to be broken

by  two major contributions specifically reexaniining the original paradigm. D.N. McCloskey’s

contribution in 1973 reviewed Economic maturity and entrepreneurial decline [in] British ¡ron

and  steel, 1870-1913. McCloskey (1973) fornid that reduced domestic markets limited British

steel  industry’s growth.  McCloskey carne to  deny entrepreneurial failure by  showing that

productivity was as high as iii  Germany and US and that differences iii productivity growth

could  be explained by Great Britain’s head start. Accordingly lags in adopting technologies

were  due to  site specific obstacles and entrepreneurs adopted techniques as  soon as these

obstacles were overcome. McCloskey’s ‘productivity hypothesis’ —whereby Britain’s decline

was  explained by  the  lack  of  supply  side  changes— was  based  on  the  analysis  of

“entrepreneurial performance in the industry [...] the industry’s market structure, the growth
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of  it demand, its choice of technique and its productivity relative to competitors abroad2.”

The  second  contribution,  R.C.  Allen’s  Ph.D.  thesis,  focused  on  International

competition  and ¡‘he growth of the British iron and steel industry 1830-1913. Allen seriously

questioned  both the ‘demand hypothesis’ and ‘productivity hypothesis’. He found that German,

British  and  American products,  when  examined  extensively rather  than  during bench  mark

years,  faced  similar demand  growths  between  1870 and  1913. Input  innovation in  US  and

Germany  and  export  policies  in  Germany  seemed  much  more  relevant  for  explaining

divergences  in product  price efficiency. As in the case  of McCloskey, Allen made use of total

factor  productivity comparisons to  assess the  efficiency of production  —implicitly assuming

tbat  German, US and British firms moved in competitive markets.

The  seventies and  eighties witnessed  a  series of  articles  consolidating Alien’s results.

Allen  himself published two  articles  (1977,  1981) on blast  furnace productivity  in north-east

coast  England and in the  US  confrming  both  the  entrepreneurial failure and the  productivity

hypothesis  and challenging the  use of superior production techniques as the  origin of the  US

productivity  gains. This was  countered  to  sorne extent  by Berck  (1978) who found a  higher

productivity  for US  furnaces  although not  sufficient enough to  explain British  failure. Allen

(1979,  1983) went on to explain how Germany and US overtook  Great Britain on foreign iron

and  steel markets —technical superiority, low raw material cost  and high markup policies on

Germany’s  home markets— and the process of cooperative innovation iii furnace design in the

British  Cleveland district, respectively. The first of the  latter two  was complemented in  1980

by  S.  Webb’s research on the  role of German trade  policy on the  growth  of its iron and  steel

industry.

Not  until more recently have a number of studies seriously questioned Allen’s results.

Abé  (1996)  sunimarizes recent contributions. Elbaum (1986) was the  first major criticism, he

serutinized  the  Allen’s figures  for  working  hours  and  showed  that  if  corrected  for  hours

worked,  the slight productivity gap found by Allen would reduce or even disappear. As Hyde

had  noted  la  1974 for McCloskey’s work  on relative efficiency, the  assumptions upon  which

total  factor productivity measurements were based —the  assumption of competitive markets—

already  invalidated these results. Elbaum, la turn, introduces idea of entrepreneurial failure due

to  ‘institutional constraints’  —“atomistic,  nineteenth-century  economie  organization  [...]

2  McCloskey (1973), p.  vii.
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[which  impeded them] from adopting modem technological and organizational innovations3.”

Wengenroth  (1986) also rejected Allen’s total factor pro ductivity method because of its failure

to  distinguish various  qualities of  iron and steel. Together  with Toffiday (1991) he  criticizes

comparing  prices and factor inputs of different kinds of product.

Entrepreneurial  failure has also been scrutinize for the case of the US  industry, the late

adoption  of the basic oxygen process by US steel triggered off a series of articles. Adams and

Dirlam heid a back-and-forth discussion with MeAdams on the belated  adoption of new  steel

technologies  by large US  firms in the  late flfties. G. Ray (1984) has retaken  this matter la a

chapter  of his The dffusion  of mature technologies.

Numerous  other  studies  have  been  undertaken  on  the  fleid  of  iron  and  steel.

Feldenkirchen  (1982) and  Becht and Ramírez (1994)  looked  lato banking and steel industry

relationships,  Barbezat (1989,  1994)  and  Wengenroth  (1985)  have  made  incursions  lato

German  carteis.  A  promising  une  of  research  has  been  reestablished  more  recently:

microeconomic  studies on a firm leve!. Forerunners had been Richardson and Bass (1965) with

a  work  on the  profitability of Conseti Iron Conipany. This had been complemented by a similar

analysis  for Dowlais by Edwards and Baber  la  1979. The issue of Consett  was  retaken by K.

Warren’s  Consert Iron, 1840 to 1980  published la  1990,  Baldwin, Berry and Church (1992)

followed with an article on the accounts of the company, la  1994 they further their study to the

profitabillty  of Consett and later Boynes and Edwards (1995) widened this to include decision

making  processes  based  on  accounting.  Paskoff  (1989)  has  also  edited  two  volumes  of

entrepreneurial  biographies and  firm histories  mixed with  the  history of  the  more  important

iron  and steel technologies la Iron and steel in the nineteenth century.

Of  course,  Chandler’s contributions to  the  management of the  iron and  steel industry

have  been  invaluable4 as  well  as  bis  concepts  of  semi-continuous  flow  industry,  speed

economies  and  the  other  managerial and  organizational  innovations he  has  defined. Nuwer

(1988)  is an interesting analysis la the  Chand!erian tradition  relating skills, fiows, holdups and

wages  la the  steel industry.

Additionally,  given the  high  transport costs  both  for  inputs  and  for  final products

incurred  by the  industry, a fair amount of literature on location theory related to  the  iron and

 Elbaum (1986), p. 2.

 Chandier (1977), pp. 258-269. Chandler (1990), pp. 127-140, 281-284, 321-332, 488-499, 550-61.
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steel  industry has been generated. Isard (1948) pioneered postwar literature on iron and steel

production  in  the  l9th  century, reviving the  tradition of  the  German location school

surrounding Alfred Weber.  Isard and Capron (1949) provided conjectures on  the  future

location patterns of the industry in the US. In 1971, N. Pounds compounded The geography

of  iron and steel —an  economic geography of the industry. Ilekman (1978) returned to the

analysis of the changing locations of iron and steel production in the 2Qth century and Altman

(1986) provided a case study on resource endowment and location for Quebec and Ontario for

the  turn of the century.

As  we perceive, the literature on iron and steel has been varied but at the same time the

major contributions have concentrated on the industries in Germany, US and Great Britain —

the  leading producers well into the twentieth century. Discussion has centered 011 explaining

growth,  strategy and innovation in these countries. Very little has been said of the remaining

countries which established steel milis to follow the leading nation’s developmental path.

Spain is certainly one of the more interesting cases. Spain’s role in world iron and steel

production from the last quarter of the nineteenth century through the early twentieth century

was primarilythat of an iron ore supplier. The importance of Spanish iron ores had grown with

the  scarcity of low-phosphorous iron ores in countries with high demand sueh as Great Britain,

Gerniany and Belgium and even the US. The liberalization of Spanish mining legislation in

1868  had helped remove the  legal barriers to  commerce and investment. And finaily the

exploding Bessemer steel rail  demand in  the  last  quarter of  the  l9th  century provided

incentives and opportunities for expansion. More than haif of the ores extracted in Spain was

mined  off the north coast, in  Biscay and Cantabria. Both mining areas had the additional

advantages of coastal proximity and low-cost open cast, i.e. surface Iayer, mining. This series

of  circunistances helps explain why Spain mined an average 8.05 % of world iron ore between

1882 and 1922.

Spaints small but relevant role as an iron ore producer, comparable to that of Gerinany,

did  not carry over to the further transformation to iron and steel, where Spain’s total industry

produced a sparse 0.69 % of total world output over the same time period. Given that  two

thirds  of iron and steel production was concentrated in the northern province of Biscay and

that  Spain had large coal reserves relatively close to these Biscayan ore deposits, it is hard to

explain its minor role in world iron and steel production. Spanish contemporaries were well

aware  of  this potential for  comparative advantage and  even  modern day historians have
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maintained the  ‘legend of lost opporti.mities’ in this industrial sector. Consequently theories

evolved explaining the failure to  develop a stronger industry. Two major explanations liave

been put forward, attributing underdevelopment to the lack of intemal demand, or alternatively

to  the vices of protectionism and rent-seeking.

But  otherwise literature on modern Spanish iron and steel plants has been limited by two

bias. For the Basque country, the bulk of research has been subordinate to an ongoing debate

on  the financial origins of capitalist development and the remaining contributions for industry

in  other regions respond to a more regionalist analysis. As Nadal (1989) has exposed, with the

introduction of stone coal blast furnaces the  center of gravity of  Spanish production had

moved north from Andalusia, first to the coal fields of Asturias and finallyto the Biscayan iron

ore  mining district surrounding Bilbao. Three more or less modern mills existed both ha Bilbao

and Asturias, respectively, towards the last quarter of the l9th century. Onlytwo of the Bilbao

plants survived, merging to a single company ha 1901 and absorbing the rests of the third ha the

twenties. Asturian mills had disadvantages ha the high slag ratios of their ores, the negligent

coking qualities of their coals and the obsolete equipment they liad acquired before the coming

of  the new steelmaking technologies —Bessemer, Thomas and Siemens steels. At the turn of

the  century there was a brief appearance of a Malaga mill whieh operated selling below the

oligopoly prices reigning at  the moment. A short competitive market episode ended their

existence.

During the twenties Basque capitais integrated iron ore mines ha Teruel and Guadalajara

with  an integrated plant ha Sagunto near to Valencia, but the adversities of interwar Europe

prevented the planned scope economies of importing cheap foreign coal as returns to  ore

exports and led to the financial failure of the enterprise. An integrated mill was established ha

Ponferrrada, León ha the post Civil War period. And finally state dirigism under the premises of

autarchy created an integrated plant ha Avilés, Asturias ha the late fiflies.

Basque mil]s became the dominant enterprises ha Spanish iron and steel markets seffing

over 50% all products ha the period of analysis —1882 to  1936. Their market share could have

been  higher stffl liad they not  put  hato practice cartel restrictions on  the  amounts to  be

produced  by each factory. Both large and small establishments participated ha the common

sales office cartel.

Given  the  technical superiority of  the  Basque milis large parts  of  this  study  will

concentrate on analyzing their performance. From 1974 on  González Portilla (1974, 1978,
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1984,  1985,  1987,  1993) had  retaken the  traditional view —originally propagated by

Lezurtegui  and  Alzola  from  the  Biscay  employer  association —Liga  Vizcaína de

Productores— to avoid nationalization of iron mines— that Basque industrialization had been

financed almost exclusively with the  gains obtained in iron  ore mining. In  the  course of

exposing the industrialization process, González Portilla provides an assessment of the origins

and performance of Basque modern steel milis, their evolution towards cartelization, as well as

cost  analyses for different Basque steel products, inputs and transportation and makes sorne

productivity comparisons with Asturias. A first volume on Biscayan steel enterprises for the

late  nineteenth century published by González Portilla iii 1985 combines bis previous work

with  material obtained from the  archives of  the  two merging factories—Áltos Hornos de

Bilbao la Baracaldo and La Vizcaya in Sestao, both industrial suburbs of Bilbao— to provide a

business history for  both mills up  to  the  First World War. Montero (1990a,  1994) has

complemented this with a review of the Biscayan shipping, banking and mining industries

shedding sorne light on their relation with iron and steel in Bilbao.

To  the contrary Fernández Pinedo (1985, 1987) has sustained that  capital reinvested

from  mining benefits was important but that the  economic growth and savings of Biscay,

together  with the repatriation of capitais from former colonies were far more important for

explaining its  industrialization process.  Escudero  (1990,  1992,  1994,  forthcoming) has

reviewed mining benefits and mining lobbies. Fernández Pinedo (1988, 1992) looked lato the

origins of modern Basque steel milis and reconsidered profits, salaries and living standards for

Altos  Hornos de  Vizcaya —the  merged Biscayan firm. Valdaliso has  studies shipping

companies based la Bilbao and la 1993 recalculated the origins of capitais invested la Biscay

between 1879 and 1913.

Ojeda (1985) provided a piecework reconstruction of the Asturian iron and steel industry

la  the 1 9th century. A great amount of other historical sources has been published by Aclaro

Ruiz-Falcó (1988, 1990). Post Civil War steel industry la Asturias has been covered by Benito

del  Pozo (1991) for SIASA, González (1988) and Fraile (1993). Other regional contributions

are  more la lime with individual firm’s histories.

Two incursion by non Spanish historians are to be mentioned. J. Harrison’s (1983) study

of  heavy industry, state intervention and economie development la the Basque country and Y.

Shaw’s (1977) assessment of the impact of iron ore exports on Bilbao. Rent-seeking la the iron

and  steel industry has been put under scrutiny by Fraile (1991), Arana (1988) provides a
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thorough  analysis of  the  central  employer’s sindicate —La  Liga  Vizcaína de Productores.

Olábarri  (1978)  and Mees  (1992)  have  written  a  very  complete  accounts  of  the  labor

movement.  And earlier  work  provides  very  detailed statistical  information on  an  aggregate

level  for regional and national production —Barreiro  (1943),  Sánchez Ramos  (1945,  1945a)

Fernández-Miranda  (1925) and París Eguilaz (1954).

The  objective of this  study  is to  provide  a  systematic analysis of  the  performance  of

modem  Spanish iron and Steel industry, i.e. between the mid-1880’s and the Spanish Civil War

in  1936. The principal issues are  determining how large of a comparative advantage Spain had

iii  iron and steel products  and how it maintained, augmented or lost this advantage over time.

They  could be sunimarized la the foliowing hypotheses to be tested:

1.  Did Spanish iron and steel have the potential to compete on world markets?

II.  What limited its comparative advantage?

III.  Could technical change have reestablished relative efficiencies?

IV. Was wrong location the key to disadvantages?

The  first step, the identification of comparative advantages la the  different product  unes,

is  performed by calculating price ratios.  Spanish best practice cost  prices  are  compared  with

market  prices la the US, Germany, (ireat  Britain and Belgium. These ratios are calculated with

yearly  cost  data  collected  for  the  two  major  faetones  la  Biscay —the  dominant  integrated

milis—  and  market  price  data  assembled  with  the  existing  literature  and  statistics.  The

heterogeneity  of  the  market  price  data  and  the  quality  differences of  products  render  our

results  very  provisional  but  enable  us  to  identif’  input  and  product  Enes with  potential

comparative  advantages:  primary transformations such as pig  iron,  steel and rails; and  other

product  and  input  Enes  with  notorious  disadvantages  as  la  the  case  of  secondary

transformation  Jike sheets, plates and other more sophisticated products.

The  pattern to  be  observed here  is a potential  comparative advantage coming from ore

and  the  growing impact of fuel  ineificiencies as the  degree of transformation nises. A world

wide  feature, common to the majonity of the product,  process and organizational innovations la

iron  and steel,  was  fuel saving or the  reduction  of  fuel ineificiencies. This made the  second

analysis,  a  review of  technical changes  and  their  eeonomic impaet  on  the  sector,  especially

relevant.



The  complexity of  the  transformation processes has  made it  necessary to  separate

primary  from  secondary transformation processes. Primary  transformation allows us  to

compare  installation costs  and throughput rates  with  other  world  producers. Important

innovations were adopted at the Biscayan factories but we may consider them conservative

both  in terms of the lag with which they were introduced and iii  terms of by how much they

actually  increased production  capacity.  The  primary  processing  installation remained

technically up to date but producing under capacity.

The  second part  of our processing analysis is concemed with sales products. The final

transformation process does not show the asset speciflcity we fornid for primary processing.

Rolling, reheating and flnishing equipment is more versatile and can be used for a variety of

products. What did or may have determined higlier efficiency is assessed by using investment

data  and cost accounting series. Series are examined statistically and results are contrasted

with  additional information we dispose of. Both  studies show that a  number of adversities

obstructed establishing or reestablishing markets for these products abroad.

Further statistical research in over 25 product unes for these same mills using 20 years of

monthly cost accounting data show partial  patterns of what codetermined the movement of

cost prices. Clearly quotas of preferentially priced ores, the incidence of coal both in price and

quality,  production scales,  strong forward  Iinkages and  labor  rationalization drove  the

dynamies of cost efficiency. But even at times of maximum efficiency and a favorable market

environment, Spanish rolled products did not become cheap enough to allow them to compete

abroad.

A  last and definite step for generalizing this result for iron and steel production in any

part  of  Spain, was that  of testing the  correct location of  Spain’s main production center:

questioning what would have happened if capitalists had put their modern fctories  on coal

deposits rather than close to ore mines. This involves going back to classical German location

theory to  model features relevant for our analysis, such as volume reducing production and

high  transportation cost.  A model within Alfred Weber’s location theory framework tests

whether or not an alternative site could bave improved the competitiveness of Spanish iron and

steel manufactures.

It  remains difficult to assess whether the linkages the iron and steel sector had with other

areas  of manufacturing and the scope effects fully compensated the welfare loss of producing

iron and steel manufactures in Spain. Even so, the microeconomic analysis of the sector has

xm



been conclusive in showing that forward integration into the secondary transformations of ore

was an inefficient strategy in Spain.
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Chapter  1

SPAIN’S  COMPETITWITY  IN IRON  AND STEEL
PRODUCTION,  1885-1927



This  study will provide  a systematic analysis of the  performance of the  early phase  of

modern  Spanish integrated iron and steel milis, i.e. from the mid-1880’s until the  Spanish Civil

War  in  1936. The main issue is to  determine whether or not  Spain had a  competitive edge  in

iron  and  steel  transformation.  Evidence  of  this  wili be  provided  by  determining in  which

products  Spain  had  a  competitive  advantage  and  how it  maintained, increased  or  lost  this

advantage  over time,  We will flnd that  Spain was  competitive in ore  intensive products  and

that  its  competitive  margin  decreased  as  products  became  more  coal  intensive.  Even  in

products  with  a  high proflt  margin there  was  a  downward  trend  in  beneflts indicating  the

necessity  to find flrm strategies to maintain or increase competitiveness.

Spains  role  in world  iron and steel production from the  last  quarter  of the  nineteenth

century  through  the  eariy twentieth century was that  of an  iron ore supplier. The  importance

of  Spanish iron ores  grew with the  scarcity of low-phosphorous ores  in  countries with  high

demand  such as  Great  Britain,  Germany and Belgium. The  liberalization of  Spanish mining

legislation  in  1868  helped  remove  the  legal  barriers  on  property  rights,  commerce  and

investment.  And finaily, the  exploding Bessemer  steel rail  demand in the  last  quarter  of the

1 9th  century provided  incentives and opportunities for expanding mining activity. More  than

haif  of the  ores extracted in Spain were mined near the  north coast,  in Biscay and Cantabria.

They  had  the  additional cost  advantages of  coastal  proximity and  low-cost  open  cast,  i.e.

surface  layer, mining. This set of circumstances help explain why Spain mined an average 8.05

%  of world iron ore between 1882 and  1922.

Spain’s small but relevant  role as an iron ore producer,  comparable to  that  of Belgium

or  Germany, did not carry over to  the ftirther transformation of iron and  steel, where  Spain’s

total  industry produced  a  mere 0.69  %  average  of total  world  output  over  the  same time

period.  But  knowing that  Spain had fair sized coal reserves moderately close  to  Biscay’s rich

ore  deposits, it is hard to  understand why ores were exported and why Biscayan entrepreneurs

conformed  with their meager role in world iron and steel production. Spanish contemporaries

were  well  aware  of the  industry’s potential for  comparative advantage1and even modern  day

economic  historians have maintained the hypothesis of lost  opportunities in the  Spanish iron

and  steel sector.  Its  failure has been  attributed to  the  lack  of internal demand, e.g.  railways

Alzola  refers  to  exporting  Biscay ores  instead  of  processing  them  as  “imitating Esau who  soid  his

firstborn  son for a plate of  lentils”,  Alzola y Minondo (1896),  p.  55. See also Adaro Magro (1885),  p.  175.



were  built using mainly foreign iron and steel exempt from duties2, or the existence of high

leveis of protectionism which sheltered the sector from the efficiency of world economy and

instilled the associated mechanisms of rent-seeking3.

A  correct assessment of opportunities and those being lost, demands a comparative

analysis both in time and space. The industry’ s potential is reflected in the attempts made by

foreigners  to  set  up  processing plants in  Bilbao, Biscay’s major port,  and Asturias4. The

Second Carlist War5 (1872-1876) and the social and economic turmoil it caused, especially in

Northern  Spain, prevented some of the original plans from installing iron and steel milis in

Biscay  in  the  Bessemer plants’  latter  boom years6. These  projects  show  that  foreign

2  Nadal  (1989),  p.  183  “La demanda ferroviaria,  menos intensa  que  en  otras  épocas,  acuñó,  en  los

últimos  años del siglo  XJX, el  nacimiento del acero español.  Esta  constatación refuerza,  a fortiori,  la tesis de

la  gran oportunidad perdida  treinta años  antes por  la industria del  hierro colado y  del  hierro  afinado,  como

consecuencia  de  la franquicia  al material extranjero acordado por  la  ley de junio  de  1855.”  see also  pp.  158-

165,  and  187.

 Fraile  (1991),  p. 202  “Lo que realmente diferenciaba a España de  la mayoría  de  sus vecinos  era  la

proclividad  del  marco institucional  a generar y  mantener a  lo largo del  tiempo  estructuras de  oferta  con un

marcado  carácter restrictivo y  monopolista  que  tendían  a separar  a la industria  española  de  la competencia

internacional  por  medio  de  la protección  arancelaria.  Con un marco institucional  adecuado,  los empresarios

industriales  españoles  eligieron  una  estrategia de  maximización  acorde  con  los  precios  relativos  de  los

factores  y  las tasas esperadas de  beneficios. Para un mismo nivel de  beneficios,  la facilidad  de  obtener rentas

del  estado [...J hacia más atractiva  la asignación de  recursos en búsqueda de  rentas.”

 The  Houillére  et  Métallurgique  des Asturies  of  Mieres was floated in Paris in  1865, Minas  y

Fábrica  de Moreda y  Gijón was formed  in Paris  in  1878,  and the Compañía  de Asturias  of La Felguera  was
created  in Paris  in 1894. Adaro Ruiz-Falcó  (1968) and Memorias de  Central Siderúrgica  de  1924.

 The  last  of  the  three  throne  succession uprisings  which affected  Biscay,  one  of  the  centers  of  the

Carlist  movement,  in favor  of  crowning  Carlos  María  Isidro  de  Borbón  in  this  case  opposed  to  maintaining

Amadeo  of  Saboya as the King of Spain.

6  “Krupp  was very  impressed by  the  news Alfred  Longsdon  [Krupp’s  English  partner]  brought  him

from  England  about  the  successful implementation of  the  process [direct  Bessemer processing  from the  blast

fui-nace: Wengenroth’s  note]  and he proposed constructing blast  fui-naces in Essen,  or,  as a  radical  alternative,

erecting  a completely  new works  in Spain on his iron mines there.”  correspondence  on the 4th  of May,  1876,

2



entrepreneurs  coincided with  Spanish contemporaries in identifying potential proflts from iron

and  steel milis in  Spain. Nonetheless, from what  we know,  foreign  capitais concentrated  on

safeguarding  their  ore  suppiies by buying or  participating in mining companies7 rather  than

investing  in  processing  piants  in  Spain. In  iron processing industries,  foreign  investment  in

mining  was pientiful whereas investing in processing abroad was scarce. One important reason

was  the  limited size of home and regional markets in countries like Spain, as pointed  out  by

Chandler  to explain why American and German steelmakers did not invest in other countries8.

But  using reasoning as much as empirical observation, we can contrast if processing in

Spain  was  a feasible strategy for foreign firms versus  shipping ores to  their home production

sites.  Basic transformation coefficients and the  existing freight rates  data for ore  and coal are

instrumental  for  these  calculations.  The  primary processing  of  ore  to  iron  in  coke  blast

furnaces  used approximately two tons  of Biscayan ore9 and somewhat over  a ton  of coke’°.

Wengenroth  (1994),  p.  90.  In  1871, the Bilbao River and Cantabrian Railway  Company Limited,  a  subsidiary

of  John  Brown  Co.,  bought  plots  in Sestao (Bilbao) to construct blast furnaces and process  iron  ore  from the

nearby  Galdames  mines they  owned,  transported  by a  factory owned railway  they  started building  that  same

year.  The railway  was finished  in  1876 and blast  furnaces had been  completed  iii  1873 but  the  2nd  Carlist

War  and its  aftermath  made the  company abandon the  blast  furnace project  and  seil  the  installations  to  the

Duke  of Mudela in July of  1879. The  furnaces were  finally fired up  in October  1880. The  new company,  San

Francisco  de  Mudela,  profitably  produced and exported pig  iron until the end of  the century.  See  Bahamonde

Magro  (199?) pp.  576-7; Escudero  (forthcoming), p.  37,  Montero  (1990), p.  68 and Montero (1995),  p.  70.

Charles  Cammell and John  Brown  see Wengenroth  (1986),  p. 185;  Consett,  Dowlais,  Krupp,  and

Ibarra  in Orconera  Iron Co.  Ltd.;  Cockerill,  Denain and Anzin,  Montaire in  Société Anónyme  Franco Beige

des  mines de  Somorrostro.  AHV (1902),  PP. 53 and 69.

 Chandler  (1994),  p.  139,  “None  of  the  American  companies  invested  iii  a  plant  abroad  if  an

extensive  capacity  already existed in  that area [...]  the  investment required  to achieve minimum scales would

have  created massive  overcapacity  in the  region in which the  new plant was built.”  and  idem,  p.  491,  “Like

the  Americans,  the  German  steelmakers  rarely  built  works  abroad  to  support  their  rnarketing  organizations,

for  the  capacity  required  to  compete  with  existing  plants  in  those  markets was  too  costly  and would  have

increased  output  too much to be worth  the investment.”

 Appendix  3 of La Reforma Arancelaria  (1890), vol.  II,  p.  400  gives an ore consumption  of  1.98 mt.

for  pig  iron production  in Bilbao in  1886 and  1890.  The  monthly accounting  data  for the  Baracaldo mill  in

1897  show an average  of  1.95 mt.  consumed  per  ton of  pig  iron.  Indirect  methods dividing  ore consumption

3:.



For  the  moment,  we  will  assume  Spanish coal  inappropriate  for  coking  and  processing

purposes;  this assumption will be reconsidered ftirther ahead. Note that for a foreign firm there

are  two ways of obtaining 1 ton  of pig iron: shipping two tons of ore north for pro cessing and

further  transformation,  or  shipping a ton  of  coke to  Bilbao for  processing the  ore there  and

then  shipping home a ton of pig iron.

Table  1 below,  shows  the  available freight data  for ore  and  coke  from  Spain  and  to

Great  Britain  and  vice  versa,  respectively. Coke  freights  are  considerably higher  than  ore

freights,  making processing in Spain more expensive. Differences in freight rates for coal  and

ore  would be negligible, but we have introduced an important adjustment in the  existing data:

Coal  freights have been multiplied by 1.4 to  obtain the equivalent coke freight.  There are two

justifications  to  doing this, first of ah, 1.4 tons of coal are necessary to produce  a ton  of coke,

and  secondly, coke freight rates  recorded in company records in Biscay were  on the  average

forty  percent ab ove those  of co al.

Another  consideration  is  that,  to  some  extent,  the  deterioration,  moisture  and

disintegration  coal and coke  suifer from handling and shipping also contributed to  making the

Spain  site strategy less attractive. These are a  few clear disadvantages for processing  ores in

Spain,  but  we  need  to  add  yet  another important  argument. Freight  rates  for  pig  iron  or

transformed  products  were higher than for coke or ore. Generally higher value-added products

suifer  higher freights  and there is nothing to  make us  assume the  opposite to  be true  for iron

and  steel transformations11. Summing up the original question, we can say that processing ores

by  pig  iron  production  give  the  somewhat higher  figure of  2.05,  but sorne of  the  total  consumption  of  ore

used  in  these calculations was also used  in the Siemens-Martin process.  Two tons per  ton of  pig iron  seems a

reasonable  figure  given  that  little  technical  variations  were  introduced in  the  blast  furnaces that  could  have

lowered  this ratio  from since they were built. The average iron content of ores mmcd to that  date was between

52  and 56%.

o  This  is  based  on  data  taken  from La  Reforma Arancelaria  (1890),  Madrid,  Vol.  II,  p.  400  for

production  in Bilbao in  1886 and 1890.

see  f.  i.  Hoover  (1948), chapter 3.
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in  Spain  rather  than  northern  Europe  would  have  been  more  costiy  according  to  the  evidence

and  notions  we  have  used’2.

Table  1.1  Iron  ore and cokefreightsfrom  Bilbao and Great Britain,

(Shilling  GB)
ORE COAL INCOKE EQUIVALENT

Harley Escudero Fairplay Harley Prados Fairplay

Bilbao- Bilbao Bilbao Wales 13K Wales

NE  GB Middlesbr. Middlesbr. Bordeaux Spain Genoa

1871-1875 15.4 13.9 18.1 22.8

1876-1880 10.2 8.7 11.9 15.1 19.3

1881-1885 7.0 7.1 10.5 12.7

1885-1890 5.9 5.7 8.7 11.1 13.9

1891-1895 5.1 5.5 6.6 8.5 9.7

1896-1900 6.0 6.1 6.9 9.4 12.2

1901-1905 4.6 4.4 4.8 5.5 7.1 8.4

1906-1910 4.3 4.4 4.7 5.9 8.1 9.2

1911-1915 5.3 7.3 7.8 8.0 11.9 24.1

1916-1920 21.0 26.8 110.6

1921-1925 7.5

Sources:  Harley (1989), pp.  334-7; Prados (unpublished); Escudero (forthcorning), table  6.8.1; Fairplay  (1920).

The  exercise  aboye  has been useful to explain why foreigners preferred exporting ores

rather than processing them in Biscay, but stili leaves open the question why Spanish investors

floated  modern milis in Biscay afier the Second Cariist War. Establishing the efficiency or

competitiveness of the milis’ products will validate the economic rationale of these investments

in  a period of iow protection and restricted home markets.

Fortunateiy a set of data for two of the three important modern steelmills floated in the

early  1880’s has survived’3. The company they both merged into in  1901, Altos  Hornos  de

Vizcaya,  has preserved the minutes of the board of directors and annual shareholder meeting

12  We  must  be  cautious  about jumping  to conclusions,  coke  freights  might  hayo been  brought  down

substantially  by  increased  shipping  and  higher  amounts  being  shipped  on  a  regular  basis  from  northern

Europe.  Two-way  traffic could have been coke and iron  rather than coal and ore.

 ‘Ile  data  set  is  for Altos  Hornos  de  Bilbao  [AHB] and La Vizcaya [VZC].  The third  mili  is San

Francisco  de  Mudela [SFM} (founded in  1879).
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memoranda from the origins of the companies until the present, monthly cost accounting for

most  of the production unes are available from 1897 to  1923 for the Baracaldo miii, Altos

Hornos  de Bilbao,  and from 1901 to 1923 for the Sestao miii, La  Vizcaya.’4

A  first  step  to  establishing the  degree of  competitive advantage of  the  milis is

confronting Biscay milis’ cost prices with foreign market and export prices. The flow chart

beiow  shows the inputs and products we will review in their sequence of transformations.

Discussion of  production wili follow this same order.

Chart 1.1 Simplfiedproductionflowchart.

COKE     IRON ORE

PIG  IRON

4
STEEL

BLOOMS

BILLETS      RAILS      PLATES      SHEETS     BEAMS

BARS     WIRE                    GALVANISED
SHEETS

B.  Cost price —  international price comparisons

Coai  and ore are the  primary inputs in  processing iron ore to  crude iron or,  as  it

generaliy known, to pig iron. Even today over 80 % of the costs of reducing ore to  iron are

composed by these two inputs. Graph 1 and 2 relate the factory cost prices at Biscayan milis

to  market prices on sorne of the major world markets at the time. The graphs show ratios

between market prices abroad and home factory prices. Values below the break-even point —

one— indicate that the cost price in Biscay was aboye that particular market price abroad.

14  This  data has been averaged to annual series weighting monthly prices by their  productions.
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Whereas  values  aboye  one  show how much lower the  cost  price  was,  compared to  rnarket

prices  abroad,  i.e.  a  1.85 ratio for Cumberland ore  on England’s North  West  Coast  markets

indicates  that  Curnberiand ores  were  85%  more  expensive on  that  market  than  the  ore

delivered  at factory gate in Bilbao.

Coke  freights to  Bilbao definitely were taking off sorne of the  competitive edge which

Bilbao  producers  might have had processing their ores with home coal.  Both  of the  Spanish

milis imported coal and coke  mainly frorn Great Britain  and  Germany. With the  exception of

Graph  1.1 Coal price  ratio.

Market Piice /  Cost Pzice
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Durham  coke  soid on the British West  coast, Bilbao factory cost prices were generaiiy aboye

market  prices on iocations for the foremost competitors on international markets. Prices carne

down  for Bilbao producers  at  the  beginning of the  century, relatively speaking, but  with the

exception  of Connelisville coke,  ah  other ratios  remained between 0.6  and 0.8,  i.e.  coal was

between  66 and  25 per  cent dearer at  factory gate than  on major market  places such  as the

Ruhr,  Pittsburgh, Middlesbrough and Northern Yorkshire markets, which ah had production

sites  near to  coal fields.

1884  86  88  90  92  94  96  98  1900  2    4    6    8    10   i2   14    16    18  20  22
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Graph  1.2 Iron ore price  ratio.
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As  we will explain in the second part of this analysis, coal cost prices can be considered

optimum.  Bilbao producers had contracting agents in the  Tyne ports and the generaily signed

annual  contracts.  The  prices  shown  here  are  contract  prices  which  we  have  obtained  as

weighted  averages  from  references  in  the  Board  of  Director  Minutes  for  both  factories

between  1884 and  1923. The different price series for coal and coke —for both faetones  when

this  applies— for  data found between  1884 and  1923 can be  found in appendices  A  and B.

Appendix  C shows the  remaining data series which have been brought  together  to  caiculate

the  corresponding ratios.

On  the  other  hand, Bilbao did have a  large price advantage  in ore  procurement.  The

ratio  shown below is between market prices abroad and factory cost prices in Bilbao. Original

prices  have been  adjusted for different ore yields’5. The Bilbao milis started  off with  a  clear

15  Allen  (1975),  pp. 301-2.  Ore cost  used  is the  cost  of  one  ton  of  ore  at  the  furnace  divided  by  its

iron  yield,  f.i.  56 % ore  at  12 shilling  would be  12 s.I0.56 =  21.42.  This is to calculate how much is spent

on  obtaining  the amount of ore necessary to produce a ton of iron.

1890    88     90     92     94     96     98    1900    2      4      6      8      10     12
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price advantage in iron ore at the end of the l9th century’6. Biscayan ores cost price was over

four  times lower than Oid Range and Masabi ore at market prices in Pittsburgh around 1887

and stayed around twice as cheap as ores at north-east and north-west coast markets in Great

Britain.  The  trend for  this price advantage was  downward as  the  new  ore  fields were

increasing extraction, i.e. Lake  Superior, Lorraine, Sweden, and given that  Biscayan and

Cantabrian ore fields were depieting at the same time.

Pig  iron, the foilowing processing phase in our flowchart, will be anaiyzed next. Eariier

we  showed sorne input coefficients for pig iron production: Bilbao steel milis processed two

tons  of 52-56 % pure iron ore with a little over one ton of coke to obtain one ton of pig iron.

Table 2 augments our first perceptions of pig iron production by comparing cost structures for

various sites in 1897.

The  sites quoted in France, Belgium, Germany, Great Britain and USA paid over and

around 60 percent of their total costs on ore procurement. These were coal sites, and bringing

Table  1.2 Pig iron input costs in percentages 17

Ore
Cost

Coke
Cost

Flux
Cost

Labor
Cost

Others
Costs

Cost Price
Shilhing

Loire 65.8 23.4 2,6 5.6 2.6 54.5

Liege 60.4 27.4 2.8 6.6 2.8 50.0

Westphalia 61.2 26.8 2.9 5.7 3.3 49.3

Cleveland 60.6 26.8 4.0 5.6 3.0 46.7

Pittsburgh 70.7 16.0 4.0 6.7 2.7 35.4

Bilbao 29.8 53.1 3.8 9.5 3.8 37.3

Source: calculated from Rodríguez Alonso  (1902), p. 155.

ores  from  outside  was  much  more costly than the coke empioyed for processing it which they

had  on  their  sites.  Bilbao shows  the  opposite  picture,  over  50 percent  of  its  total  cost  was

spent  on  using  coke from  abroad18.

16  With the exception of  Cleveland ores  which  were  the  cheapest  lii  Europe in  that time period.

Nevertheless  Cleveland pig  iron never found an  equally  economical  steel  transformation process it  was

inadequate both for Bessemer and Thomas converters. See Wengenroth (1994), chapter 5.

17  i.e.  the total spending on each factor as a percentage of the total cost.
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Relating  this  back  to  Graphs  1 and  2, we  can  underline that  the  initial potential  for

comparative  advantage in Bilbao lies in ore versus coke proximity. Whereas coal sites will be

less  competitive in the  primary transformations of ore because these are  more  intensive in ore

than  in  coal.  The  opposite  is  true  for  ore  sites:  they  will  be  very  competitive  in  primary

transformations  and less and less competitive as the proportion  of coal employed, directly and

indirectly,  increases in the consecutive secondary transformations.

According  to  this,  we would expect Biscayan producers to  be  competitive  producing

pig-iron  and those  steel products with a low coal processing content.  For  a  rough notion  on

how  much coal the  different products  consumed we can go back to our  flowchart. Processing

ore  to  pig iron in Bilbao in 1897 consumed 1. 11 tons of coke plus 0.14 tons of coal,  which is

equivalent to a total  of 1.69 tons of coal19. Steel summed a total of 2.4 per ton, blooms around

2.9  t.  Heavy rails added up  a total  of 3.4 tons of coal consumed per  ton.  Billets contained  a

total  of 3.8 tons of coal per ton produced and commercial bars up to  5.6 ton. Each additional

stage  of transformation increased the  total amount con sumed as further  heat and energy were

applied  in processing.

Table  1.3 Pig ¡ron: international marketprice versus home costprice

Shilling  GB Cleveland AHV
No.  3 Baracaldo

Year Pig-Iron Pig-Iron

1885          33.0         39.29
1890          37.0         48.65
1895          36.0         40.15
1900         70.5        53.86
1905         49.5         42.39
1910          50.0        46,65
1913         59.0        54.43
1920         2 10.0        174.96

Sources:  Buraham  and Hoskins (1943), p.  137 and cost accounting  AHV.

18  Explaining  why  Bilbao producers  did not use  Spanish coal for processing will  be an  important  issue

to  address.

19  1.11  *  1.4  [conversion ratel  +  0.14  =  1.69
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As  expected processing pig iron in Bilbao was  still a very competitive activity. Table 3

shows  the Baracaldo milis cost price performance in pig iron production together with market

prices  for Cleveland No.  3  pig-iron, which had  ore  costs  beiow those  of Bilbao  producers.

Bilbao  cost prices  remained below  Cleveland No.  3 market  prices until  after the  turn  of the

century.  Cleveland  is the  lowest  price pig  iron  for  the  time,  even  though  it  is  not  strictly

comparable  to pig irons used for steel processing. Its chemical composition made it  unsuitabie

any  of the  modern  steel processes  known at  the  time, it  was  generaily processed  into  forge

iron  and not  into  steel.  Its lower  price does not just  reflect supply side  efflciency but  also  a

lower  demand  because  it  was  commercially useless  for  making  steel.  In  spite  of  these

reservations,  these  series do allow us to obtain a general picture of the price level and trend  of

Spanish  products  in  world  economy. The  average margin of price  ratios  shown  in  graph  3

gives  a good picture of Bilbao pig ironts competitiveness with respect to  other world pig irons:

it  was between  10 and 50 per cent cheaper than market prices abroad.

Graph  1.3 Pig  ¡ron price  ratio.
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Sorne  care should be taken when interpreting comparisons between these different data

sets.  Obvious reasons are the  heterogeneous character of their sources and the bias introduced

by  practices  such as  tariffs, base  pricing and price  discrimination. But  there  are  also  more

technical  reasons. Pig  irons vary in their composition. Even  on one  specific site  a  variety of

qualities  can be produced according to imputs, speed, pressure and flux used in the furnaces.

Additional  care must be taken as ah Bilbao cost prices used in this paper exciude capital

costs.  This  biases  Spanish  prices  downward  and  reduces  the  real  margin  they  have  for

competing  in  international  markets  even  more  than  we  can  see  in  the  graphs.  Even  so

Baracaldo’s  average cost prices come pretty close to Cleveland’s market prices throughout  the

period.  They  maintain a  constant  distance  to  Cleveland’s prices  and  both  pig  irons  were

processing  ores from their surroundings.

Heavy  rails were among the more important secondary steel transformations being  soid

until  World  War  1.  This  was  a  fairly unsophisticated  secondary  product  which  could  be

produced  with  a  relatively low amount  of coal.  Wc find that Bilbao rail  cost  prices  remain

below  the  market  prices  assembled in table 4.  Graph 4  shows a  similar picture  for  different

data.  Cost  prices  had  a  20-40  per  cent margin over  market  prices  elsewhere. Whereas  pig

irons  were  not  strictly comparable due  to  different chemical compositions,  heterogeneity  is

even  more  pronounced  for  steel  products  which tend  to  have  numerous profiles  and  sizes.

Higher  prices wihl often reflect  smahler batches of production and greater  diversity of profiles

rather  than  higher  material costs.  Even  so,  we  can  still  identify a  competitive  margin  for

Spanish  rails.

Table  1.4 Heavy ra/ls: international market versus home cost price.

Shilling  GB G.  Britain Germany USA ÁHV

Steel Steel Steel Steel

Rails Rails Rails Rails

Year (9) (9) (9)

1890
1895
1900
1905
1910
1913
1922

6.45

8.75
6.50
7.00
8.25
9.30

7,85

9.00
5.50
5.50
5.50

7.50
7.00
6.75
7.00
8.50

5.89
4.71
5.86
4.21
4.62
5.13

10.78
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Graph  1.4  Rail price  ratio.
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Tables  5  and  6  and  graph  5  reflect  the  downward  trend  in  competitiveness  as

transformation  of steel increases. Plates in table 5 indicate cost prices near to market prices

Table  1.5 Piales: international market versus home cosi price.

.   .  ‘0  00                

Shilling  GB G.  Britain Germany USA AHV

Plates Plates Plates Plates
Boiler Tank Baracaldo

Year (11) (11) (11)

1890 9.25 12.00 11.40

1895 5.85 6.50 8.31

1900 9.75 10,63 7.25 9.19

1905 7.13 6.75 7.50 5.90

1910 7.13 6.50 6.75 6.64

1913 8.75 6.25 7.00 8.35
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Graph  1.5 Steel plate price  ratio.
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reigning  abroad,  with  the  exception  of  1905  which  is  subject  to  special  circumstances20.  The

corresponding  graph  5  illustrates  a  similar  trend.  Although  cost  prices  improved  with  respect

to  market  prices  the  margin  for  putting  Spanish  products  on  foreign  markets  was  very  low  and

tended  to  decrease  over  time.  The  data  collected  for  steel  sheets  reveals  a  similar  picture.

Sheet  cost  prices  improved  relatively  speaking  compared  to  market  prices  abroad,  but  not

enough  to  compete  and  possibly  not  enough  to  keep  foreign  products  out.

C.  Coal  as  a  determining  factor

We  can  draw  two  important  conclusions.  Bilbao  as  a  ore  site  was  competitive  in  ore

intensive  products.  As  the  weight  of  coal  in  the  transformation  process  increased,  Bilbao’s

products  became  less  and  less  competitive.  A  product  with  a  high  degree  of  sophistication,  i.e.

commercial  bars,  required  far  more  reheating  as  its  rolling  time  was  longer  and  it  required

more  traction  energy  as  it  passed  through  a  greater  number  of  roils.  Pro  ducts  using  higher

20  Since  1901  the  two  faetones  whose  cost  data  we  are  using  formed  the  dominant  firm  on  Spanish

markets.  In  1905  and  1906  they  led  a  price  war  against  a  firm  in  Málaga  which  was  selling  below  the  prices  of

the  different  product  cartels  they  had  formed  with  the  remaining  steel  firms  in  Spain.

1,40

1,20

0,80

Vear

co     co    o    cc         co         o
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proportions  of coal via reheating  or use  of equipment became relativelymore expensive and

less  competitive.

Table  1.6 Sheets: international market versus home costprice

Shilling GB G. Britain Germany USA France Belgium AHV
Thick Thick Thick Thick Thick Thick
Sheets Sheets Sheets Sheets Sheets Sheets

Year (11) (11) (11) (11) (11) Sestao +
Baracaldo

1890                    10.50                                          11.40
1895                     5.00                                          7.96
1900         10.13         8.50        7.13                                7.12
1905         7.25         6.00        7.38                    5.13         4.87
1910         7.50         6.00        6,88                   5.50        7.46
1913                     5.00       6.88                                7.63
1922                               8.13        7.25                    17.53

Our  second conclusion would then be that lowering coal costs was key to competing  in

international  markets was  lowering coal costs.  Spain’s natural advantage lay in its chaep  and

high  quality iron ores. Its disadvantage was its distance from markets and foreign metallurgical

coal.  The  first  of  these  problems could  not  be  overcome.  Although  important  changes  in

transport  made reaching markets relatively speaking less expensive, distance as such could  not

be  undone.

Coal  provision did have solutions. Two strategies were  available: on one  hand,  home

coals  could be used to  replace foreign coals. This was a feasible strategy in Spain, which, as

we  have mentioned before,  had  important coalfields off the  north  coast  moderately close  to

Bilbao.  On  the  other  hand,  ah  throughout  the  late  nineteenth  and  early twentieth  century

technical  changes were being introduced to  reduce the waste  of energy in the  use of coal and

which  were directed at improving the efficiency of coal consumption.

The  replacement of coals from Great Britain and Germany with national coal and cokes

requires  us to reconsider the initial assumption that  Spanish coal was inappropriate for coking

and  iron processing purposes.  The difficulty of replacing foreign coke  and coal with  Spanish

inputs  has been  assessed  by  Fraile (1982).  Blast  flirnace  heights  imposed  cokes  with  high

weight  resistance, qualities which were hard to meet with Spanish cokes. Cheap return  freights
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on  iron ore sliips going from Bilbao to ‘coa! sites’ in Great Britain and Germany and infrastructure

deficiencies in Spanish coal mines made horne coal and coke comparative!y more expensive. We

can  complement this list of difliculties with the foliowing observations on the microeconomic ‘firm’

leve!.

As  we have exposed earlier, the second most important input in terms of volume and in

sorne cases even in terms of costs, was coal. Asturian coal, an abundant Spanish coal, was a most

obvious candidate for use in Bilbao. It was geographically close, around 300 krn to the  west along

the  Cantabrian coast. But Asturian coals heid a number of problems. Perhaps rnost important of

ah,  they  were  difficult to  mine.  There  were  no  potential  scales,  quality  irnprovements  or

productivity gains to be obtained from increasing the dimension of coal mining  activity. Whereas

the  coal seams being mined in Europe and USA averaged ayer  1 meter in width, Asturian seams

varied between 50 and 60 cm19 and their width oscihlated considerably. Lean seams produced  an

inferior  volume of coal per meter of stahl advanced and made mechanization far less economic.

A  second obstacle to improving mining techniques was the irregularity in coal qua!ity and the  high

proportion of seams, 56  per cent, with falhings over 60° 20  The  lack of coal homogeneity and the

low  level of mechanization in the  mines determined Spain’s high pithead  coal prices, to  sorne

extent.

There  are other  considerations in the substitution process which are of more interest to

the  metahlurgic blast  flirnaces consumers. These  are  coal pureness21 a  high coke  porosity  to

permit penetration of ascending gases in the furnace, oxygen feed and a large burning surface; a

certain  stabihity to  ahlow for stacking blast furnaces high; resistance to  abrasion; reaction with

19  In other countries seams of  this width were considered as economically not exploitable.  At the beginning

of  our century in France, Calais averages 1.06 ni, South Wales between 0.90  and 1.30 ni,  Scotland  1.25 and 1.75

ni,  in  Germany,  Westfalia  had an  average  thickness of  1 m,  Higher  Silesia an even  higher average.  Olariaga

(1925)  quoted in Coli  (1987), p.  99.

20  These inclinations are due  to earth crust  foldings and complicate the mechanization of work,  propping  of

the  mines and hauling  out of  coal.  Coli (1987),  p.  98.

21  According to Burnham and Hoskins (1943),  p.  308,  “good blast  furnace coke contains under 9  % ash and

4  % water, and good foundiy coke under 8 % ash and 4  % water [...}  About  10 % of the  coke is required  to fuse

its  own ash. The elimination of sulfur (0.8 to 1.0  %) requires about  150 lb of coke per ton of pig iron.”  Freedom

from  breeze raised the output  of  furnaces per week.
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carbon  dioxide22, just to name the more important properties required.

An  important  attribute for  coal,  not  only in  blast  ftirnaces, but  in  almost  al! of  its

combustion practices, is its chemical pureness. Impurities included among coal, lower the caloric

and  reduction yields substantially. Asturian coal had poor performance for coking or even for

producing steam. In 1943 Eduardo Merello  defines the characteristics of good metallurgic coke

in  terms of the average imported coke and compares it with the best  Spanish cokes24:

Table  1.7 Quality comparison of cokes.

Average Imported    Best Spanish

Coke            Coke

Ashes       less than  9 %       approx.. 14-15 %

Sulphur      less than  1 %       approx.. 1.3 %

Phosphor     Iess than  0.02 %     over 0.02%

The  exact  composition of the materials introduced into the blast flirnace was generaily

determined  empirically by trail and error, establishing an optimum mix or formula. After factor

proportions  had been established, the quality of inputs needed to  remain constant for optimum

output  results. Minor quality variations cou!d seriously soot or even damage furnace Iinings and

spoil the pig iron produced. In the case of the two Bilbao factories studied, avoiding these input

quality variations led to mixing coals and ores in deposits to even out irregularities beforehand and

in  many cases they reduced the risk of quality variations by including special clauses in supp!y

contracts  or eventually by backwards-integrating into coal and ore mines25.

22  Reactions  forming  carbon  monoxide  were  fuel-wasting because haif  of  the  thermic potential  became

volatile.

 Merello was a mining engineer who had been technical director of Hulleras de  Turón, a  coal mine  bought

by  Altos  Hornos de  Vizcaya in  1917,  and later managing director  of Altos  Hornos de  Vizcaya until  after  the

Spanish  Civil War.

24  Merello  (1943).

 This was  the case of a coal mine  in Asturias, Hulleras de  Turón, bought by AHV  in 1918 which offer one

of  the best  coking  mixtures in Spain, limestone  supply was  guaranteed  by buying the Luchana  Mining Company’s

railway,  mines and plots in 1927, and an important ore mine, Compañía Minera de Dícido, was adquired in  1929.
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Graph  6 below, shows real coke and coal prices for the Baracaldo mill from the late  1 880’s

until  the beginning of the twenties. These prices cover an average of 90 % of the coal consumed

at  Baracaldo  and Sestao from the mid 1880’s until  1901 and for Altos Hornos de  Vizcaya, the

merger  of the two, forthe  period afier 1901. The first Spanish coke prices are for the turn of the

century;  before the mid-90’s the Baracaldo management had not  considered replacing English

coke.  The price rise in 1890-1 gaye way to experimenting with Spanish coke.  Sestao’s factory

director,  Mariano Zuaznavar, abandoned his management

Graph6.Ái
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position in November 1889 to promote a 317 km railway which was to link the León coal mining

district  to Bilbao26. By 1894 Victor Chávarri, founder and alma pater  of the  Sestao factory was

promoting coal mines in Asturias. By 1897, large proportions of Spanish coals were being used,

it  had became far less expensive to  consume bad quality home cokes  rather than  to buy coke

abroad.

In  August 1897, given the serious damage Asturian and León coke had occasioned in the

blast  furnaces,  the  Baracaldo  managers renegotiated  the  original  home coke  contracts  into

equivalent heating and steam coal contracts. Mr. Lançon, Director of San Francisco de Mudela

inspected the damaged furnaces and carne to the foliowing conclusions: the use of fragile, breezy

coke  had covered the linings of the flirnaces with coal dust, slag and iron. The process of removing

this  covering would be lengthy. Two of the flirnaces were fired with a special charge for more than

a  month.  The  economic loss was  calculated in over 80,000 Pesetas  [approximately  £ 2453].

Experimenting  with  Spanish cokes began  again in  1917 due to  wartirne shortage  of English

coke  coal and dorninated into the Primo  de Rivera dictatorship.

By  early 1898, La Vizcaya, the Sestao factory was suffering low productivities in both of

its  blast flirnaces and introduced changes in furnace design and blast temperature to reestablish

previous  output  leveis. A ftirther drop in pig iron yield in September and November  opened a

technical  investigation. The  report  states poor  coke  quality as the  primary cause  of reduced

productivity, especially home coals’ lower per unit energy content. During the  foliowing year there

is  mention not only of the poor performance of the blast furnaces, but also accounts of delays in

delivery of Spanish coals, high sulphur contents, and irregular qualities of home coking coals. The

proportion  in which Spanish coals were used was reduced progressively.  Sorne  Spanish  coke

continued being added in low proportions to bring costs down. Whereas coal found applications

mainly in soaking pits, steam ovens and Siemens ovens. There is a clear price correlation between

Spanish  and English price offers recorded in the Board  of Director minutes. We can  observe a

certain  trend in graph 6 and Appendix A which show average prices calculated by weighting the

contracts  signed. For the rnajority of the sample, Spanish prices remain just below English prices.

In  a number of occasions foreign coal at factory gate prices are significantly lower than Spanish

market prices for steam coal. Baracaldo had a procurement agent in Newcastle and both factories

signed  long-term contracts when prices were right.

26  Board  of Directors  Minutes,  Vol.  III,  p. 133.
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Graphs  7 and 8 show coal consumption in Baracaldo. Coke has been converted to coal by

a  ratio  of  1.4 calculated from coking  data27. Most  of the  coal is consumed in pig  iron ingot

production. The use of coal for other purposes went down over time especially afier  1909, during

and  after the flrst World War.

Graph  1.7                            Graph 1.8
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Graphs  9  and  10  are  in terms  of  per  unit  consumption. Graph  9  shows  total  coal

consumption  divided by the  sum of ah intermediate and final products, both in metric tons.  The

27  This conversion ratio is confirmed if  we establish a ratio  between the freight rates paid  by the  firm for coke

and  coal. This is also a fairly stable relationship as around 78 per cent of washed small coal is carbon which gives

a  1.3 theoretical  ratio.
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1 ratio represents the amount of coal consumed per ton of iron and steel transformations produced

in the factory. Graph 10 shows the same ratio but excluding pig iron and thus coke consumption.

Both  graphs show a notable saving in per unit  coal consumption. They are  practically

identical, which points at the processes after iron smelting for coal saving. Technical change took

place  in processing steel, and steel products had a high coal-saving potential according to these

graphs. Wc can observe a similar pattern for the Sestao factory, represented in the corresponding

graphs  below. Again the potential for energy saving shows up in processing steel rather than in

smelting  iron.

Appendix B —Sestao factory fiel  prices compared to those of Baracaldo— reflects that

Sestao  bought  coal and  coke  at  lower  prices  than  Baracaldo.  Coke  procurement  was  more

successful  because from 1889 on Sestao produced its own coke from imported coking coal and

only sporadically bought coke when prices were especially beneficial. Coal was cheaper in Sestao

because  management bought larger orders —in the eighteen-nineties they bought over  100,000

t  a year, compared to the average 20,000 t bought in Baracaldo— and because they bought lower

value added coal rather than coke. Although Sestao and Baracaldo bought the greater part of their

coal!cokes at Tyneside, north-east England. Sestao alternated this with German and Welsh coke

or  coal when English prices rose.

Something worth underlining is the additional price advantage Sestao obtained by coking

foreign coal rather than buying foreign coke. Sestaos  coke equivalent —whose conversion factor

was  biased  upward for this comparison— indicates an average 15 per cent price advantage for

Sestao.  Afier the  merger  both  factories  used  common  procurement,  a  contracting  agent  in

Middlesbrough, Tyneside or/and miscellaneous acquisitions made by the permanent representation

of  the  Board  of Directors.  Graphs  11 and  12 show monthly coal consumption in the  Sestao

factory’s  departments other than th blast furnace department and annual coal consumption with

and  without the blast furnace department respectively.

Below in Graphs 13 and 14 we can see the same graphs in terms of per unit consumption,

that  is,  divided by the  sum  of the  al! the  intermediate and final products.  As  in the  case  of

Baracaldo, coal consumption was falling slowly and steadily until the end of the First World War,

when foreign coal shortage forced Sestao installation to produce at first radically more efficiently,

and  then  forced  them  back  to  consuming  Spanish  coal  almost  exclusively.  Spanish  coal

consumption  broke the  downward trend in per unit coal consumption abruptly.
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Graph  1.11 Graph  1.12

Our  rnost important results are: the difficulties both factories found in replacing foreign

coking coal, a process which both factories had abandoned except for a tolerable percentage by

the  turn of the century. Nonetheless, both factories did obtain sorne savings by installing coking

facilities and buying foreign coking coal rather than coke. A second irnportant finding is a strong

diminishing trend  in per unit  coal consurnption in the processing of steel and steel prtoducts,

probably dueto  changes introduced. Iron processing itself does not seern to have experirnented

any  important changes.
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In  the chapters to follow, we will analyze the processes of technical innovation and

investment to assess to what extent these changes could have increased the competitivity of

Spanish products and the obstacles these changes faced.
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Chapter  2

INNOVATION  ANO TECHNICAL  CHANGE
AFFECTING  MODERN  STEEL  MILLS,  1880-1950



The  literature on  the  history of  the iron  and steel industry has  emphasized that

technical change was a major force behind its growth and the shifts in world ieadership that

took  place in the time period between 1865 and  19401. The innovations introduced in the

course  if  these  years  are  manifoid both  in  number and  nature  and  their  successful

appiication was based on a muititude of chemical, mechanical, physical, organizational and

strategical  principies.  Even  though this  study aims  at  examining these  technicai  and

technological changes, the method applied will not reproduce the complex reasoning nor

the  underlying the scientific principies of these innovations but rather try  to decipher their

economic meaning and impact.

Chart  2.1 Simplified productionflow chart.
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4
Wire      Tin     Black Pintes  Galvanised  Sreets

We  will  separate  the  many  transformation  processes  into  four  areas:  iron

processing,  Bessemer steel, Siemens steel and rolling milis. This grouping has to do  with

the  functionai differences between each of  these productive areas.  Given the  numerous

1  see Burn (1940),  Burnham and Hoskins (1943),  Carr and Taplin (1962) and Temin (1964).
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innovations  introduced during this period there is  sorne need to  order them for  a  global

understanding. The classification of  innovations used is that  established by  Schumpeter.

Roughly,  he distinguished the foliowing: product innovations, process innovations, input

innovations, organizational innovations, and market innovations. The point of departure for

our  analysis will be  process innovations within an integrated steel plant. Input-, product

and  organizational innovations will be analyzed in the context of each process. The figure

aboye  gives a first idea of the processes that could be  performeci in  an  integrated plant.

This  is not the unique combination of production fiows within the then existing firms, but it

does  provides a scherne which can be complernented or modified and moreover will make

the  survey easier to understand as we move on.

Concentrating on process innovations in the first of these areas —iron production—

we  find  that  a  number of  innovations furnished significant economies in  the  existing

fumace  practice in the time period in question. The additional installations required by a

first  group of innovations supposed only a slight modification in the existing layout, and a

small  fraction of the furnaces original expenditure. This first group introduced greater fuel

efficiency regardless of what the level of output of furnaces would be.  Others affected the

ancillary  equipment used for  the  furnace. This second group was  a  set  of  labor-saving

mechanical  apparatus,  whose  profitable  use  was  conditioned by  large  and  regular

throughputs.

In  the Bessemer shop, our second area of analysis, a group of innovations reduced

fuel  requirements, a  second group reduced hold-up times  and  still  another improved

maneuvering space and the diagnostic skills of workers. At the same time these changes

conferred  higher  speeds of  throughput and  transformed the  Bessemer process  into  a

continuous  flow  process. This  was  a  major breakthrough because iron processing was

speeding up the flow of iron and these new steel technologies allowed that same speed to be

maintained in steel processing.

Open-hearth steel production, our third area,  is the second modern steel refining

process  introduced in the second haif of the l9th century. To sorne extent we can consider

it  a  high-  temperature puddling hearth; it  remained a  lengthy batch process even after

innovations  had  been  introduced. This  area  of  processing witnessed important  input
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innovations. A considerable large range of iron ores and pig irons could be processed more

economically  to  steel.  Output  was  increased by  replicating existing  furnaces  or  by

increasing the size of existing furnaces. In open-hearth practice processing time was harder

to  reduce than in the case of Bessemer processing, eight hours remained common practice

compared  to  the  40-minute cycle of  Bessemer installations. Although this  reduced the

importance of coordination, timing and speed of surrounding activities, the improvements

observed  in the  open-hearth shop were similar to those of iron production and Bessemer

processing  but  with  far  less  spectacular results:  improved hearth  linings  with  better

refractory  materials,  mechanical charging, direct processing of  molten iron  and  others

more.

The  final destination of  steel was the roliing miii were  metal was  submitted to

mechanical transformation rather than chemical manipulation as in  the cases before.  The

elements involved in improving rolling practices had more to do with manipulative skills,

machine embodied improvements ail of which increased the overail speed of operations and

the  quantity and quality of output. The finishing shop performance was more reluctant to

show variations in productivity because the asset and product specificity of innovations was

far  less defined and sorne of  these new procedures overlapped and  coexisted with older

equipment  during decades. Technoiogical change in  rolling milis was  not  a  process of

‘destructive creation’. Just think of one of the prime innovations affecting roiiing mills —

electricity—; its productivity lag in industry has been assessed eisewhere2.

B.  Blast furnace iron-processing
The  first product une is iron processing performed in the blast furnace department.

This  is where the initiai transformation process in iron and steel production takes place. A

biast  furnace is the  ‘black box’ which wiii convert iron ore into more or  less pure  iron.

Limestone wili be added to combine with impurities contained in the ores and coals. The

slag  they form can be  easily separated, given that its  specific weight is  less than liquid

iron’s  and it wiil therefore float on top of it.  The other input is coke, which is mixed with

2  See David (1989) or  Devine (1983).
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iron  ore to provide the necessary heat and  the elementary carbon particles for treducing’,

i.e.  de-oxidizing, the  ore  to  iron.  If  we  tried to  formalize this,  a  first  version  of  a

production function could look like this:

Xpg  =  F(CJc, Ore, Lime, temp, K,  (K),  etc.)

Where  X  is the amount of pig iron produced, Ck is the amount of coke used,  Ore

is  the amount of  ore used —adjusted for by  its  iron content—, Lime  is the  amount of

limestone  added, temp is the temperature and speed attained by the design of the furnace

and  by  the  auxiliary equipment, K  is  the  amount of  capital used —which is  a  fixed

amount—, L is the amount of labor used —and is a constant function of the installations, so

that  in  our  analysis it  will  also  be  a  fixed variable— and  finally etc.  are  factors  of

secondary importance such as:  furnace linings, timing, external weather conditions, and

others.

This  process is  best  represented by  a  Leontief type  production function where

efficiency will determine fixed factor proportions between Ore,  Ck and Lime. That is to

say,  that  each  production  site  disposes  of  various  blueprints  or  fixed  proportion

combinations:  each corresponding to  the different qualities of  the  raw  materials which

could  be  employed3. The  quality of  ore  establishes how  much coke  is  necessary for

smelting it  and for  reducing it  from oxide to  iron.  The  impurities contained in  the  ore

determine how much limestone has to be added to flux them out.  Thus the quantity and

quality  of  the ore to  be  smelted determines the quantity of  the other two raw materiais

according to their specific quality4.

This  kind of  the production function does not allow for  much factor substitution,

even  external technological shocks can do little to modify the fixed proportions between the

specific  raw materials. At  the  same time,  there are  potential savings to  be  attained in

 Mixtures  are  feasible  to  sorne extent,  as  is com.rnon practice in  production  theory.  Sea  Atkinson  and

Stiglitz  (1969).

“L.ater  on we will  see that lirnestone is also a  function of  the ash content  of the coke consurned.
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energy  consumption.  There  was  a  high  amount  of  unused  escape  heat  and  large  fuel

inefficiencies  in  the  smelting  and reduction  processes.  Further  gains  were  to  be  made  by

speeding  up  operations.  These  gains  from  speed could  be  achieved  with  relatively  small

increases  in  K  —and  therefore  L—  brought  down  the  per  unit  capital  and labor  costs

sen sibly5.

For  now,  we can reformulate our original version as below:

Xpig  =  F[  pOre,  aCk, /3Lime, temp, K, IE(K)]

a=pctel
where fi  =  •  cte2

As  we can see there is no way to substitute the raw materials amongst themselves. There

is  one  optimum  combination and it  is  deterniined by  the ore  composition. The  rest  of  the

blueprint  is  found by calculating how much flux is  necessary for slagging out  impurities and

how  much coke will be necessary for attaining and maintaining the deoxidization temperatures.

The  innovations introduced in this area refer mainly to input innovations: providing purer ores,

concentrating iron content, mixing coals or ores to reduce impurities per unit.

Where  we do find many of the major innovations in blast  furnace technology  for the

time  period  being  examined  here,  is  in  the  production  factor,  temp,  which  we  had  left

aside  for  a moment.  Temp  is  the variable  representing  the  temperature  and speed attained

in  the blast  furnace due  to  fumace  design and its auxiliary  equipment.  The  furnace  design

establishes  the  speed  of  the  reduction  process  and its  energy  efficiency.  The  auxiliary

equipment  will  accelerate and rationalize both the heating and reduction processes.

Looking  at  these  aspects  we  can  concentrate  on  two  technical  processes  which,

using  a  concept  parallel  to  Usher’s  ‘secondary  invention’,  would  be  best  defined  as

secondary  innovations6 given  the  accumulative and  step-wise  gradual  nature  with  which

 Chandler (1977) defined these gains as results of speed economies or higher throughputs.

6  Usher  (1971:  54)  defines  “[u]nderlying  inventions not carried  to a  stage of  general  commercial  use  may

be  classified as  primary  inventions.  Inventions which open up a  new practical  use  may be  best  considered  as

secondary  inventions,  whatever  their  importance.  Any  invention which  extends a  known  principIe  to  a  new
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they  were introduced and attained a relevant impact on production. Two arcas of technical

changes affect pig iron productivity were the variations of size and form in blast furnaces,

and  the mercases of temperature and pressure of  the hot air blast  introduced into  them.

These  two innovations are well documented in engineering literature and have been studied

to  sorne extent as to their economic impact7. For the period between the rnid-1850’s and

1871  there are two studies by Allen (1981 and 1983) comparing the efficiency of English

Northeast  CoasVs blast furnaces, which had adopted these changes, to  other furnaces in

Great Britain and the United States which maintained the height, design and pressure at the

standards of the mid 1850 ‘s.  For the end of the l9th  century, Berck (1978) examines to

what  extent further mercases in pressure and temperature in United States’ blast furnaces

obtained further increases in efficiency with respect to their British competitors.

Berek’s  study is concerned with what Andrew Carnegie allegedly8 termed as  ‘hard

driving’.  Temin defined hard driving as  “the process of increasing the output of a  given

furnace  over its rated capacity9.” This practice consisted in increasing both pressure and

temperature of the blasts in order to raise the furnace make or  speed. An unwelcome side

effect  was the more rapid deterioration of the furnace linings. Fumace linings had to  be

renewed every 2.5  years under hard driving and every 12 years under the lower pressures

and  temperatures used in common practices10. Berck finds that the additional productivity

obtained exceeded the higher maintenance and capital costs for  hard driving by  a  slight

margin.  He also estimated that there were further savings on fuel and labor expenses.

fleid  of use  should be so classified.  (...)  Improvements in a given  device which do no  clearly extend  the  fleid

of  use can be classed as tertiary inventions.”

 Allen  (1979)  includes  references  to  studies  performed  by  LLowthian  Beli,  B  Samuelson,  William

Hawdon,  B. Frazier,  F.  Gordon and E. Potter related  to hard driving.

8  Chandler  (1994),  p.  128.

 Temin (1964),  p.  157.

‘°  Berck  (1978),  p.  884).  Berck  quotes  L.  Bel!  and  W.  Richards  (1887),  ‘Discussion  of  Mr.  Potter’s

paper’,  ¡ron and  Steel  Institute Journal,  30,  p.  181 for British furnace  wear;  and U.S. Department  of  Labor

(1892),  Sixth Annual Report of  the Commissioner of Labor,  1891, Washington  for US wear.
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Sirnilarily, Allen  (1981) enquired on  the adoption of  modern American biowing

plant  technology in England’s Cleveland district. There, various  plants incorporated sorne

of  the elements of fast driving, e.g. independent biowing engines for each furnace and new

biowing engine designs. He found that those firms that adopted elements of  hard driving

increased their make from an average of 425 t a week in 1883 to 1,107 t  a week in  1907.

He  found that these changes where adopted mainly in basic pig iron furnaces and that they

increased  labor  productivity. Oddly enough, according to  his  studies,  fuel  productivity

remained pretty much constant.

Even  over  and  beyond the  time  span we  are  analyzing there  seems to  be  an

evolution in height and temperature as we can see in the table and figures below:

Table 2.1 Main characteristics (approximate) of blast furnaces used in  the l9th  and 2Oth
century.

Years 1850 1875 1900 1925 1950 1965

Pig Iron Production  -  mt/d 40 100 300 800 1,000 4,000

bosh”  diameter -  m 2.7 3 4 6 7 9.5

Volume  m3 150 250 400 500 800 1,750

Production  -  kg/m3/day 300 400 750 1.600 2,000 2,290

Blast  temp.  co 4000 500° 600° 8000 950° 1,1000

Coke  consumption  -  kg/mt  of pig iron 2,500 1,800 1,300 1,200 1,000 650

Source:  Apraiz (1978),  p.  263.

The  bosh is the inferior  cavity in the blast  furnace which contains liquid iron.
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Figure  2.1  Variations infurnace sizes andfurnace design, 1750-1975.

Upper  figures —  Apraiz (1978),  pp.  269-270.
Lower  figures —  Fernández-Miranda  (1929), p.  169.
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Both  the table and the graphs reflect this evolutionary process. We  observe that

height  and design of the blast furnace have changed together with the temperature of the

blast.  At  the sarne time,  fuel productivity and output per furnace volume have increaseci

notably.  Thirdly, this was a  process that took place over a long period of time and sorne

clarifications  are  necessary  before  generalizing these  correlations  between  design,

temperature  and  output  efficiency. In  sorne way,  we  have pasted  together industrial

skeletons in  an evolutionary exhibit. The tables and graphs is  a  record of  different best

practice  processes during more than 100 years. These blast fumaces produced in different

places  with different inputs within a long time period. We quote each of them when that

particular  design, height, blast pressure and temperature was most efficient given the raw

materials  it  used and the then existing state of  the arts.  A  1925 blast  fumace was  not

feasible in 1850 under their given state of technological knowledge. If it had been feasible,

it  may not have produced efficiently at  a different site. We can not simply acknowledge

that  changes in  size  and  temperature automatically guaranteed an  increase of  furnace

output.

Allen,  for exarnple, mentions overshooting in furnace size, i.e.  how further increase

in  the size of England’ s Cleveland blast furnace produced no further productivity growth in

the  third quarter of the l9th century. Like most authors have stressed, the productivity gain

linked  to  these two innovations, blast temperature and pressure, and furnace design,  are

limited  strongly by the chemical composition and physical characteristics of the ores being

srnelted’2. Allen states clearly that “the differences in profitability [of using tali  fumaces

and  high temperatures in Cleveland], in turn reflect differences in the chemical cornposition

of  the ores smelted in different places13.” Beil had found Cleveland ore to reduce at a much

lower  speed than other ores making taller furnaces more efficient for  Cleveland ores than

for  hematite or others.

Somehow,  each  pig  iron  smelting location had  its  own  ‘magic  formula’  —

determined by the ores it reduced and the coal and coke it  had available to do so. Taking

12  Allen  (1983),  p. 12.

13  Allen  (1981),  p. 39.
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averages  over this long period of time conceals important changes in each individual site:

new  ores or  combinationS of  ore,  ore refining processes, the  perfection of  coking and

fumace  charging practices, ah of which made further gains from improved fumace design

and  increasing blasting pressures and temperatures possible.

Along  similar unes, Allen (1977) found that the introduction and widespread use of

Lake  Superior ores in  American blast furnaces,  an  input innovation, brought down  the

amount of limestone consumed for fluxing out impurities. The impurities contained in the

ores  mined in Pennsylvania and adj oining districts had not allowed lowering the ceiling of

limestone  consumption. It  was  thus  an  input innovation, the  opening and  large-scale

exploitation of the Mesabi Range, Lake Superior, which allowed American blast fumaces

to  lower their limestone and therefore coal consumption and thus close the productivity gap

with  Europe. Allen found that  hard driving —that is the increase in  the temperature and

pressure  in  the blast furnaces to raise its throughput— was a  secondary innovation which

gaye  United States’ furnaces a  slight lead in productivity but whose contribution was  far

from  that of the Masabi Range ore innovation.

Contemporaries, on the other hand, were much more aware of potential coal saving,

in  1884 Lowthian Beil calculated the minimum quantity of coal to smelt a ton of Cleveland

No.  3 pig iron to be 0.9765 long tons’4. Fumaces at that time were consuming over  1.5

tons  of  coal  —a  more  than  50%  waste.  R.  W.  Frazier  had  applied  Bell’s  earlier

thermochemical methods to develop a “heat balance” for American anthracite blast furnaces

in  1874/5 and predicted that if the high siliceous ores from Pennsylvania were substituted

by  calcareous ores the fuel savings would be  0.67 tons of anthracite coal per  ton of pig

iron.  Potter  and  Gordon of  the  North  Chicago Rolling Mill  Company provided  the

empirical contrast for coke blast fumaces in 1884/5 by reducing the coke rate of their blast

furnaces  from  1.34,  already efficient by  American standards, to  0.85  tons  This  was

14  Quoted  iii  Allen  (1977),  p.  609:  1.  Lowthian  BeIl (1884),  Principies of  the Manufacture of Iron  and

Steel,  London:  Routiedge.  pp.  95-96. This was calculated without waste gas recovery.
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possible by cutting the amount of limestone in the burden through the smelting of Mesabi

ores15.

A  major disturbance in  fuel economies was the ash content of coke; the ashes are

mainly  of  alumina, which was an  acid combination like the silica contained in  ores,  it

required limestone for its elimination. “The use of coke with a high percentage of ash not

only  lowers the efficiency of the fuel, but by necessitating a higher slag ratio, requires the

expenditure of more heat to smelt each ton of pig-iron16.” Thau, a German metallurgist,

established  that  a  reduction of  approximately 5  per  cent  of  the  ash  content  reduced

limestone  requirements by  82  kg  and coke requirements by  100 kg per  metric  ton  of

hematite pig produced. Burnham and Hoskins affirm that about ten per cent of the coke is

required to fuse its own ash, supposing that coke contained under 9 percent ash’7.

A  number of small innovations and their diffusion were necessary in order to obtain

the  productivity gains inherent to  variations in  furnace design and  blasting techniques.

Accurate accounting techniques were needed to decipher whether or not these increases in

capital  and their maintenance spendings were compensated and surpassed by  the greater

income  from higher  output rates18. Among the capital investments mentioned we  have

larger  and more efficient blasting engines which began being built more cheaply by  the

1880’s;  compound condensing engines were  being introduced by  the  end  of  the  l9th

century;  the gas engine became reliable and more and more common in the first decade of

the  2Oth century and the steam turbine had been improved since the mid-nineties of  the

l9th  century. Ah of these contributed to raising the pressure and volume of blasts.

‘  Allen  (1977),  pp.  617 and 627-8  quoting Frazier (1874/5), Gordon (1886) and Potter (1887).

16  Pounds (1971),  p.  35.

17  Burnham and Hoskins (1943) p.  308.

‘  Temin  (1964),  p.  163.  The  shape of  the  furnace,  the  unes,  was altered  to  achieve greater  yields and

fuel  econoniy, but  the contemporary discussions give evidence of continuing  ignorance of  the optimal  shape.”

ImprovementS  were  thus subject to trail and error  whose results needed a  reliable data base for calculations.
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Cast  iron,  used both for the ovens heating the blast air and for the blast conveying

tubes,  presented a  serious problem: they would not withstand the  high temperatures to

which blast air needed to be heated. Cooling systems for pipes and Cowper stoves based on

Siemens’  regenerative principie, overcame this temperature barrier.  Whitwell introduced

two  modifications, a stove grid which was easier to clean and later he introduced a version

which burned waste gases instead of coai —introducing further energy savings and reducing

cleaning hold-up times. Both the Cowper and Whitwell ovens were massiveiy adopted after

1885.  A further advance contributed considerably to raising blast pressures: assigning an

individual biowing engine to each furnace rather that sharing them among various furnaces.

A  second group of innovations were introduced in the area of iron processing, the

ancillary  equipment of  American  style  hard  driving  installations. Hard  driving  was

conditioned to large outputs in order to redeem its higher maintenance costs. The higher

throughput  demanded and permitted the use of  large machinery such as  skip-hoists for

fumace  charging —widespread by the 1890’s—; casting machines for pig irons —patented

in  1896— and other large-scale handling machinery. Their relative capital cost was much

higher  than the additional equipment we had seen so far and this expenditure couid only be

written  off if fuil use was made of them. No contrast of the extent of this excess cost has

been  formally made to date.

What  can be said, in general, is the foliowing, a  number of important innovations

were  made  whose  incorporation provided  significant fuel  economies in  the  existing

fumaces.  The additional installation required by the first group of innovations required only

a  slight modification in the existing layout, and a  small fraction of the furnaces original

expenditure. These small variations increased the rate of production of existing installations

significantly and brought down fuel waste to  some extent. In a  second area,  a  series of

labor-mechanization apparatus was  developed whose profitable use  was  conditioned by

large  and regular through-puts.

If  we were to  consider this in  a  new version of the previously shown production

function we need to introduce two new relations:
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XPig = F[ pOre, a Ck,  fiLime, K, Z(K)]

a=p  del
where     —

/3=  pcte2

Ck* =  G[ Aux, temp, fiLime]
and_

K  =  H[temp, Aux, Mach]

where Aux is the auxiliary heat saving machinery added to the existing furnace installations

and Mach the ancillary machinery which enable higher throughput and labor saving. In this

new  formulation we  have inciuded sorne of  concepts mentioned aboye.  The  amount of

limestone,  which was a fixed proportion of the percentage of debris contained in the iron

ore,  wili co-determine the coke proportion, in combination with the heat saving provided

by  the auxiliary equipment and the hard-driving innovations.

The  specific capital cost of the production process will be determined by the design

of  the furnace and the blasting temperature and pressure it will work with represented by

temp  and the auxiiiary equipment which successiveiy will introduce further fuel  saving,

such as developments of stoves and engines. Further ancillary equiprnent tied to increasing

throughput, increased capital costs more significantly.

C.  Bessemer converters

The  late  1860ts and early  1870’s saw the rapid adoption of  Bessemer converters

especiaily  in  conjunction with  or  replacing puddling works and  associated to  rail-  and

roliing milis. Bessemer steel was destined to replace wrought iron,  that is pig iron that had

been  puddled,  hammered and  or  pressed,  to  be  rolled  into  raiis,  plates  and  other

commerciai forms. Even though Bessemer’s original proposition had been that of repiacing

high  quality crucible steel, this never carne to be.  His innovation provided the first rneans

for  mass producing a good quaiity of steel at a fairly reasonable price.

The  Bessemer process is best characterized by its time and fuel saving. Hot air was

blown  through iiquid phosphorous-low pig iron. The biowing process oxidized most of the

remaining  unwanted and  wanted impurities,  the  latter  were  readded  by  introducing
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Spiegeleisen  once  the  blow  has  finalized. The  biowing time  lasted  approximately 20

minutes,  a  further  20  minutes  were  employed in casting the finished steel in ingot forms.

The  process was  fuel  saving as  the oxidizing process of  the  blow was exothermic and

provided the necessary heat to maintain the alloy in a liquid  state

Figure 2.2  Cupolafurnace, reverbatoiyfurnace and Bessemer converter.
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Bessemer’s success is heavily indebted to  important secondary innovations which

made  his  original  idea  feasible and  provided the  adaptations for  putting  it  into  good

commerciai practice. The first of these innovations was not associated to a  single inventor

and  was the change from reverberatory to  cupola furnaces; a  change which reduced fuel

requiremefltS by 45 % and provided a steady flow of molten iron for the Bessemer process.

This  was particularly relevant when pig iron had to be ieft to  cool, in order  to be

analyzed  and  remolten in  the  adequate mixtures to  comply  with  the  exact  chemical

specifications demanded by the Bessemer converter. Previously pig iron ingots had been

molten  down in  reverbatory fumaces with a  much higher heat waste.  As blast-furnace

practice became more exact and with the introduction of the mixer19, direct processing from

the  blast  fumace  to  the  Bessemer converter  became  feasible  and  definitely  more

economical. More economical as it saved the cost of reheating pig iron.

Alexander Lymann Holley was an important secondary innovator for the Bessemer

process.  Bessemer steel practice in the United States can not be separated from this name.

He  designed, consulted on and inspired the first eleven Bessemer steel piants in  the US.

Among his achievements were the development of equipment, design of facilities and their

arrangement,  although he was quick to recognized that the management of the plant were

equally important to the material elements and their layout. The higher principie behind his

innovative activity was to assure a very large and regular output. He readapted Bessemer’s

original  patent for commercial success in the United States and Europe, i.e.  by  replacing

the  original water wheel for  a  steam blasting engine. He intervened in  consolidating the

Keliey-Bessemer-Mushet2° patents under a trusteeship thus avoiding further court licitations

which could have further postponed their widespread use. He organized a think pooi of the

19  A  large container  where  various  batches of pig  iron were  mixed and kept  in a  liquid  state.  This evened

out  irregularities  and maintained a constant  stock of liquid  pig iron.

2  lii  the United  States Kelley  had the patent  on  the  pneumatic process,  Bessemer  on  the  machinery  and

Mushet  on  adding  Spiegeleisen  to  the  burnt  iron  to give  it  the  precise  steel  alloy  requirements.  See  Allida

Black  in Paskoff  (1989), PP.  165-7 from where most of the bibliographic  information is taken.
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leading  engineers involved in running the Bessemer process, wrote internal bulletins on

technical  subjects for  this closed circie which was  later expanded to  the  clients of  the

Bessemer Steel Company2t.

Holley’ s  patented removable bottoms, perhaps  his  ‘crown’  invention  solved  a

serious  bottle-neck in  Bessemer processing —the holdup times  due  to  relining.  They

reduced  the relining time from around 2 to 3 hours —best practice in Dowlais, Wales in

1867— to  less than an hour22. Converters being used in groups of two or  three,  as was

common practice, practically eliminated the delay for lining work.  Replacement bottoms

were  preheated and converters did not need to be left to cool for relining, in this way both

time  and  heat were gained compared to  previous practice.  Holley’ s  shop floor  design,

usually  referred to as the ‘American design’ raised the converters upon a platform so as to

cast  from aboye to ground level rather from ground floor into a casting pit. This made steel

ingot  removal by  internal railways much easier, opened up  more space for  casting and

eliminated crane maneuvering in pits.  Cupola ovens were originally situated aboye and

behind  the  converters and  the  molten  iron  ran  down  channels  into  the  converters.

Manoeuvering space was the  key element in  the placement of  the  separate production

elements.

Converters were  set up  in une rather than facing each other which increased the

disposable  casting radius and permitted railway equipment to  remove steel quickly for

casting  in  adjacent casting cranes. Repair work was  much easier  as  bottoms could  be

brought  under the platform by  rail  and replaced from below. Wengenroth, a  pioneer in

studying Bessemer productivity in detail, calculates that these changes doubled installation

21  The  successor  of the  trusteeship  mentioned aboye and administrator  of his  Bessemer plant  improvement

patents  until  1886,  date  at  which  they  expired.  These  patents  included  the  American  floor  plan,  crane,

chimney,  and Holley vessel bottoms.

 Wengenroth  (1986),  PP.  78-79.  Converters  worked  alternatingly,  so  as  to  have  the  ancillary  and

auxiliary  equipment in constant use.  Therefore  two or three converters were grouped  together to use  the same

biowing  engine,  charging  and casting equipment, labor force and cranes.
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costs  from 1868 to  1877 but at the same time they quintupled output both for plants in the

United States and for those in Europe23.

A  further major change that contributed to the success and take-off of the Bessemer

process  was direct processing. Direct processing means charging liquid pig iron  coming

straight from the blast furnace into the converter. Before this became general practice, pig

iron  blooms had been assembled and remelted in cupola furnaces according to their varying

composition. Direct processing had had little success earlier on because it had been very

difficult  to  know the quality of  the pig iron coming directly from the furnace without

letting  it cool down to its solid form. Constant chemical composition of the input of  the

converters was crucial for a good constant quality of output. The key to the problem lay in

careful  blast  furnace management. The accurate mixing of ores and  constant quality of

cokes were previous conditions that enabled direct processing. This constant and permanent

quality  of pig iron for Bessemer processing was first attained around 1875 by Belgian and

French  works, followed shortly afterward by British coastal works at  Bolckow, Barrow,

West  Cumberland, Rhymney and Dowlais24. A higher degree of homogeneity was attained

by  large capacity mixers that maintained various pig iron batches in  a  molten state and

evened  out  slight  irregularities different batches  might  have  had.  Mixers  were  first

introduced at  the Bethlehem works, Pennsylvania in  1878 for  the United States and  at

Barrow  Hematite Steel Co.,  Lancashire in  1890 for  Great Britain.  During  the  1890’ s

active mixers were used to desulfurize pig iron by adding manganese or lime chioride.

These  three groups of changes: cupola furnaces and direct processing  —reducing

reheating  requirements—, removable Holley  bottoms and  improved linings  —reducing

holdup time for relining and relining frecuency—, and the American plant design and three

shift  working hours  —increased manoeuvering space and  improved diagnostic skill  of

workers  and proportioned higher speeds of  manipulation— helped overcome the original

bottlenecks which had impeded transforming the Bessemer process into a continuous flow

process it became.

 Wengenroth  (1986),  p.  88.

 Wengenroth  (1986),  p.  104.
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A  further variation of the process which incorporated ah of the aboye improvements

and  permitted a major input innovation was the Gilchrist-Thomas lining and the limestone

fluxing  of converters. Basic lining for the open-hearth furnace was soon to  follow. These

alternative basic —phosphorous tolerant— processes were the complements to each of the

two  original  acid  —phosphorous-free— processes and  opened  up  the  possibility  of

processing a whole new range of ores. The use of high phosphorous ores or pig irons for

steel  processing became a  reality.  Even  though  the  new  process  was  slightly  more

expensive:  limestone introduced an  additional cost and also produced more slag.  Using

limestone  flux increased heating requirements and iron  losses. Basic relining was  more

expensive  in  terms  of  material and  lining  longevity was  lower  than the  original  acid

converter lining, interrupting work more often. The basic process was feasible where cheap

high  phosphorous ores were available25 and where the silicon content of their pig iron could

be  reduced26 as in the case of the Lorraine minettes.

Wengenroth  (1986)  has  shown  how  throughput  has  grown  gradually  but

continuously with the introduction of these innovations. The  measure he  has  applied to

finding  the evolution of throughput increases. is the number of charges made per day in a

Bessemer unit. This unit is the group of converters associated to its autochthonous ancillary

and  auxiliary equipment, usually two or three converters. He calculates the daily number of

charges  by  dividing yearly output by  the capacity27 of a  converter and  the  number of

 “Iron containing  more than  0.1 per  cent phosphorous  was not  suitable  for acid  Bessemer process;  iron

containing  less than  1.5 per cent was not suitable for  the basic process.”  Temin  (1964),  p.  145.  Phosphorous

was  an  unwelcome  element in  the  fmal  steel  alloy because it  caused brittleness.  The basic  process  had  been

conceived  in  order  to  eliminate  this  element.  Phosphorous’  chemical reaction  was highly  exothermic  and  it

largely  substituted  that  of  silicon  iii  the  acid process.  Without  a  sufficient  amount  of  phosphorous  the  heat

requirements  for  the  process  were  not  fulfihled. Intermediate  ore  grades  were  later  exploited  by  the  basic

open-hearth  that received its  heat supply externally.

 Without  substantially raising their sulfur  content. Wengenroth  (1986), p.  191.

27  Capacity  of  converters grew  over time.  Standard capacity in its  initial  phase from the  late  sixties  to the

mid-seventies  of  the nineteenth century had been 5 tons.  By the niid-eighties 7 -  10  tons were  more common.

This  evolution continued to a capacity of  25 -  30 t by World War 1.
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workdays  a  year.  We  can summarize the calculations to  restate his point on  throughput

growth28.

Number of charges blasted iii  Bessemer units per day

1860’s          6 charges: normal practice worldwide

1869           8 charges: average for Europe and USA

1873          14  charges: at Cockerill, Seraing

1874          10 charges:  average for German Bessemer works

1874        18-21 charges: at Cockerill, Seraing

1875           12 charges: average for German Bessemer works

1875           30  charges: common in the USA

1876  13 +  charges: average for German Bessemer works

1876-77      18-23 charges: British works

1876        22-26 charges: most German works

1881           25  charges: Cockerill, Seraing

The  technical and organizational changes contributed to  multiplying plant capacity

by  four in  a lapse of  ten to  fifteen years without a  proportional change in  fixed capital

expenditure.  Driving the original installations at a  higher  speed, which  was  feasible given

the  technical adaptations we have seen aboye, increased output to a figure unthinkable years

before.

D.  Open-hearth flimaces

The  second important steel process was the open-hearth fumace. It consolidated its

widespread  diffusion in the 1880’s. Open-hearth fumaces were similar to puddling furnaces

both  in design and in the  duration of the operation.  Six to eight hours  time were required to

produce  a  batch.  The  refining  furnace  was  heated by  external regenerative  ovens  which

kept  the  oxidizing bath  in a liquid state. Attaining temperatures aboye the  smelting point  of

steel  had been the problem puddling had never been able to overcome.  The  necessary high

Data  taken from Wengenroth (1986),  pp. 78-10 1 and 109.
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temperatures were obtained through Siemens’ regenerative principie —by alternately firing

the  refractory chambers on each side of the actual furnace. The escape heat was used to

preheat  the inactive firebrick oven on the other side. In the beginning firebrick chambers

were  fired with coke but given that burning solid fuel accumulated ash and  soot in  the

chambers, coke firing was soon replaced by producer gas29 —which could be manufactured

with  low quality coal— and it was finaily substituted by natural gas combustion.

Figure 2.3 Open-hearthfurnaCe.

Source:  Babor  and Ibarz (1973),  p.  805.

As  in  the  case of  the Bessemer process, improvements of  the  original process,

which  hád been first put into practice in  1857, were incorporated until the furnace design

and  practice was fully matured for commercial diffusion in the mid-1880’s. Originally the

open-hearth furnace had been conceived by Wilhelm Siemens to refine molten pig iron and

iron  ore to steel. This process is known as the Siemens process. In  1867 Pierre Martin, a

French  metaliurgist adapted it  for  producing steel from a  mixture of  pig  iron  and iron

scrap.  This was to become the most common way of producing steel and was designated by

Siemens  himself as  the Siemens-Martin process30. The  French Terre  Noire works were

 The original  Siemens patent  was issued iii  1856. Wilhelm Siemens patented the gas producer  in  1862.

3°  Although  other authors  refer to it as the Martin-Siemens process.
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soon  to promote the widespread use of open-hearths by demonstrating the greater ease with

which  alloys  were  achieved using this  process. Their  works  commercially introduced

ferromanganese as  an  additive to  obtain especially mild  steels apt  for  ship plates  and

angles,  boilers and bridge construction31.

Two  principal areas of  advances contributed to  making the  open-hearth process

viable:  better refractory materials which withstood the  high  temperatures and  a  second

group  of  improvements which lowered the  high  labor  and  fuel  costs involved in  the

charging  and heating of  the furnace respectively. Devising durable refractory lining had

been  solved by local experimentation and the help of chemists by  the mid-1880’s. Samuel

T.  Wellman introduced a  hydraulic worked machine for  charging cold pig  iron,  ore and

scrap  in that same perioci in the US. In 1888 he patented an electricity driven charger and

in  1895 the electro-magnet for charging scrap. The gains from these advances were the

time  saved in charging batches which increased furnace make and reduced per unit capital

costs.  Labor requirements were halved, lining lives were prolonged as off-and-on cooling

for  charging had a damaging effect on the refractory materials.

Charging  witnessed a  further improvement, the  introduction of  molten pig  iron

rather  in  the  form of  preheated ingot.  Introducing liquid  pig  iron  directly  form blast

furnaces had been originally projected by Siemens but had never been put into practice as it

allegedly rapidly deteriorated the hearth of the furnace. In the late 1890’ s this variation was

put  into use successfully in three works in Scotland and Wales. Riley, manager of one of

these works, presented the foliowing results in 1895: the furnace hearth was not damaged,

there  was a big labor saving at  the blast furnace32 and the steel yield was good due to the

absence of casting sand in the pig iron33. There was even a slight gain of processing time.

Nonetheless, the most important advantage of this innovation was its fuel saving. This was

 Burn (1940),  p.  50.

 Pig  iron need not be cast but went hito the Siemens furnace via crane ladie and electric charger.

 Pig  iron  ingots  were  either  formed in sand beds or  in  sand coated ingots  for  easy  removal.
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ah  the  more relevant when furnaces charged higher proportions of pig iron than ore and

scrap34.

Open  hearth practice was different from the Bessemer process in a number of ways.

It  was far more tolerant to relatively small-scale as well as unintegrated working, due to the

tardiness of the process and the relative absence of machinery in the process35. Economies

of  size in open hearth furnaces were far  less than those in Bessemer converters —labor

costs  scarcely varied with changes in size. Unit capital costs were not very sensitive to the

output or nor to capacity.

But  open-hearth did have a  number of  advantages over Bessemer processing. Its

siower  speed combined with on-spot chemical analysis allowed preciser quality controis of

the  final product. Basic open hearth steel had the advantage of exploiting a larger range of

pig  irons than basic converters which were restricted to those with a phosphorous content

aboye  1.5 percent —phosphorous was used as fuel to keep steel liquid and had to be present

at  this minimum percer.tage.

Basic  open-hearth processing thus introduced an input innovation. Pig iron  whose

phosphorous content ranged from 0.1 to 1 •36  which previously had not been apt for neither

the  Bessemer nor the acid Siemens nor the basic Thomas processes could be refined by the

basic  open-hearth furnaces.  The  iron  ores  which were  smelted to  pig  iron  of  these

characteristies were less expensive and provided a strong cost-saving incentive for adopting

the  basic open-hearth process. For the period from 1880 to 1913 input costs were lower for

open-hearth furnaces than for converters, but this cost saving was compensated by higher

running  costs —mainly the more expensive lining. The degree to which basic open hearth

was  cheaper  than  Bessemer processing depends on  the  price  differential of  the  ores

employed to obtain their pig irons.

 Burn (1940),  p. 204.

 Burn (1940), p. 238.

36  Temin (1964),  p.  145.
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In  the course of time, open-hearth witnesses another cost-saving input innovation:

the  growing availability of scrap to be reprocessed to steel. Scrap prices feel rapidly but not

fast  enough to make them a key factor in the adoption of open-hearth practice, rather they

were  an additional element. Fax more emphasis has been placed on demand side changes in

explaining the change to open-hearth processing. The end of the railway booms, which had

been  the major source of demand for Bessemer steel and the growing demand for products

made  from  a  more  ductile  and  shock-reliable steel  contributed to  open-hearth steel

replacing Bessemer and Thomas steels in the long run.

Besides  these secondary innovations of  the original open-hearth blueprint, as  we

have  labeled these secondary adaptations, further advances were introduced to  make the

open-hearth process continuous. The principal problem this involved was the wear and tear

of  furnace linings especially because high phosphorous basic pig irons which need more

refining  than acid pigs.  Bertrand and  Theil  split the  refining process in  two,  refining

partially  in a first furnace and finishing in  a second. They claimed this reduced costs by

twenty-five per  cent and increased output by  seventy per  cent for  the experiments they

realized in Kladno, Austria. Campbell and Wellman had introduced the tilting open-hearth

fumace  for pouring off slag and steel at regular intervais. Talbot developed this further by

increasing the capacity of the hearth and maintaining 70 to  80 percent of the bath in  the

furnace.  The  fresh pig iron, which was introduced at regular intervais, was diluted in  the

bath  which increased the speed of the purification. This increase in speed was partly due to

the  highly reactive slag they introduced. The fumace lining enjoyed a longer life as a result

of  the increase in  speed of  purification and a  reduction of  reactivity of  the  bath.  Fuel

requirements remained the similar. The Talbot fumace was introduced commercially in the

US  in 1900 and was first adopted y Cargo Fleet Co. in Great Britain at the end of 1902.

Nevertheless,  the  Talbot  process  did  show  a  number  of  inconveniences.

Construction and maintenance costs were higher, the furnace ceiling was subject to high

temperatures and the furnace make had a high propensity to irregular steel quality as final

refining  was  conducted in  the  ladle by  adding alloys.  Even  so,  Talbot fumaces  were

producing up to 200 tons in 24 hours by 1920 in the US and Great Britain.
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As  in the case of blast furnace practice it is of interest to formulize these changes in

terms  of a production function. The gross raw material in both steel making processes is

pig  iron or  scrap. The characteristics which determine the most efficient process for  steel

conversion are two elements contained in pig iron: Sulfur and phosphorous. Sulfur because

it  trades off  with silicon37 high  silicon or  sulfur content limited the application of  the

Thomas  process or  required high amounts of  costly ferromanganese to  removed sulfur.

Phosphorous was relevant, because its exact percentage determined whether the pig  iron

could  be  processed by  acid  processes such  as  Bessemer or  acid  open  hearth  [for  a

percentage of phosphorous lower that 0.1], by basic open-hearth [between 0.1 and 1.5 per

cent]  or  by  Thomas  converter  {between 1.5  and   Depending on  the  process

determined  by the pig iron composition, heat requirements will be  fulfilled externally or

internally.  Little progress was made on fuel saving in the externally fed processes. In the

case  of converters sorne fuel saving is to  be  found in  the energy economies of  its  blast

engines which followed a similar evolution as those of blast fumaces. The major changes in

steel  production are to be found in the mechanical handling of both the raw materials to be

charged  and the final product to be  cast or  transported. Mechanical equipment and  shop

floor  arrangement reduced labor requirements, improved the  productivity of  the  fixed

installations and most important of ah  increased thoughput. These organizational changes

are  reductions in inefficiencies due setup times, lack of handling space, handling time, etc.

With these rough ideas we can formulize steel production in the foliowing way:

XStee!  =   s (POS  s,  , K, L, C, Mach)

 The Thomas  process requires a low silicon content as  silicon is acid and will  damage the basic lining  and

combine  with  the  flux,  lowering  the steel  yield per  charge and raising  maintenance costs.  On the  other  hand

lowering  the silicon  content  will  raise the  amount of  sulfur  contained which will  require  manganese  ores  or

another  cheap source  of manganese  to make the process economical.  This was the principal  problem  faced by

Cleveland  ironstone  and  the  reason  why  the  Thomas  converter  never  reached  commercial  success  in  the

Cleveland  district.

 Higher  percentages  damaged  linings  and were  lowered by  mixing  ores  to  lower  the  percentage  within

this  range.
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POS  represents pig iron, ore and scrap. These are characterized primarily by there

silicon,  suifur and phosphorous content which in  turn will determine the  corresponding

production function. The production function can also be a mixture of the aboye mentioned

processes39. K  is  fixed installation capital,  L  is  labor,  C  is  heat energy  [coal,  coke,

producer  gas, natural gas or  waste gas], and Mach is the auxiiiary machinery which will

speed  up operations and reduce maintenance stops.

E.  Cogging and finishing milis

As  rnass continuous flow technology becarne availabie up  into  steel production,

large  fuel savings would be  achieved by developing roiling and finishing techniques that

kept  up with the pace at  which steel ingots were being produced. Steel ingots were  first

rolled  to  blooms or  biilets —or at  later  dates to  slabs— in  trains  known as  cogging-,

roughing-, blooming or siabbing milis. Biooms, biilets and slabs were then rolled over and

over  again in finishing trains until they obtained their final shape40. This took place in the

various  finishing milis. Plate-, rail-, sheet-, bar-, wire-, rod-, tube- and tin-plate are sorne

of  their names, depending on their final output.

There  are sorne irnportant considerations to be made about these trains. Basically ah

milis  could be divided into two categories: two-high reversing milis or  three-high hifting

milis.  The difference was the number of rolis turning one aboye the other. A two-high mili

passed the biiiet or bloom between two rolis whereas a three-high mili added an additional

roil  aboye the two, rohiing two pieces at  the same time —between the bottom and middle

roli  and the  middle and top roli  [see figure 4].  Two-high milis worked with  reversing

motors in  order to  send the biliet back and forth in the opposite directions. Formeriy the

bihiet was passed over the top of the upper roil using sorne of the roli’s traction. This had

given  John Fritz the idea in  1857 of adding an additional rohi and of  roiling the ingot in

 E.g.  high-phosphorous  pig iron  can be  first processed in a Thomas  converter and given  a  final  refining

in  a basic open-hearth.

4°  E.g.  in Stoughton  (1934),  p.  273,  an  18-inch square ingot can be  rolled  into a  rail  in 22 passes in about

5 minutes.
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both  directions.  lis  brother  George  invented  blooming  tables  for  receiving,  lifting  or

lowering  and feeding  the  rolis  anew. Practicaily  ah  roliing  trains  worked  with  these  two

systems,  each of which had advantages and disadvantages.

Figure  2.4 Two-high and three-high rolis.

O
Source: Stoughton (1934), pp. 272 and 275.

The  three-high mili was much faster, producing up to twice as much a day as the

reversing  two-high. On  the  other  hand  the  two-high mili  was  more flexible both  in

adj usting the progressive reduction given to the bloom in each pass4’ and the length and

shape of the product. Three-high milis had to change rolis for each different size and shape

being  made.  Another aspect was  the energy efficiency and the  strain  on  the  engines.

Whereas in three-high milis 60% of the power transmitted to the rolis is used to deform the

metal shape being rolied, in the case of two-high milis only 30% of the available energy is

being  applied to  deformation. Two-high milis had high power iosses overcoming inertia

and  reversing.

Given  the  severe  strain  roiling  engines are subjected to when the bioom enters the

rohis  and when  it  suddenly  leaves  them,  most  engulles are provided  with  iarge  and heavy

flying wheels and quick-acting governors. Piston valves were used in the case of compound

reversing  engines in  order to avoid their coming to a  dead rest.  Electric motors steadily

‘  Two-high  milis generaily have an  adjustab!e upper rol! that is regulated by a screw-down mechanism.

O
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replaced  steam powered motors during the first decades of the century42. Eiectricity had

low  operative costs, greater operation security, more fiexibility in  traction and a  higher

elasticity in receiving a sudden shock. The reason why steam engines remained for  sorne

time  into  the  twentieth century,  was  its  quicker and  better adjustment to  the  extreme

workload  variations and the late  harnessing of  blast  furnace- and  coke waste gases for

producing electricity43.

Figure 2.5 Trains of  rolis showing passes from  bloom to rail.

Source:  Stoughton (1934),  p. 289.

Rolling  milis are far more complex production processes than blast furnaces, open

hearth  furnaces or converters. Ah of these produced more or less  homogeneous products,

pig  iron and steel respectively. Rolhing miils provided a much larger variety of final shapes

and  sizes. Their common denominator was passing blooms or billets through a number of

rolis  to  give them their  final form. The production function common to practically ah

products is less complicated than in the departments we have seen before.

XR0II  =  F[Steel,K,L,E,O]

42  Earlier  applications  of  electric  power  had  been  limited  to  replacing  original  steam  engines  and

maintaining  the oid transmission systems. Group powering was more reliable at  that time.  See Devine (1983).

 Without  considering  for the moment the reasoning behind scrapping-repiacement decisions  linked  to the

iower  cost of steam  engines.
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The production of rolled products will depend on the physical qualities of the Steel to be

processed, the rolling trains K, the mill operators L, the energy E applied ofr reheating blooms

and  moving the trains and  the  operational skills acquired and  technical improvements which

allow  speeding up the rolling process or reducing the number  of passes necessary, ceteris

paribus, which are surnmarized in O. This is probably the most conventional of the production

funetions we have seen so far.

A  parallel development rolling mills experimented was the construction of continuous

rolling trains, combined with continuous reheating ovens. Their comparative cost was much

higher  than  that  of a batch processing mill and  large production scales were an  necessary

condition for their commercial implementation..

More  important than defining a production function for an empirical analysis, is that of

establisbing  an aggregate cost function. Most cost data on roil products is in aggregate form

given the diversity of forms, shapes and qualities that  can be rolled with the same equipment

and  the relatively small size of orders in a still little standardized world.

A  cost ftmction could look like tbis:

CRol! = F[L,  K,  E, Steel ,w, r, p,  psteel}

where
E  =  FE[Xpglron, Xcoe, Coal, pcoai, Elect , pEleci]

=  FPE[pElea, pcoal,Xpíglron,Xcoke]

The  variables included here are: labor and  capital —L and  K—, both reheating and,

transmission  energy —E-—, the amount of steel ingot used —Steel----, wages paid for labor —

w—,  the rents paid for capital —r—, PE the  price of energy, Xc  the production of coke

[waste  gas  and  by-products], Xp   pig  iron production [idem waste gas],  Elect  the

production of electricity, Coal the production of steam and  heat energy, PE  the  price of

electricity and pc  the price of steam and heat energy. AS indicated, a certain amount of co st

free  but volatile energy will be provided tbrough blast furnaces and coking waste gases and

will depend on how much coke and pig iron is being produced. The remaining amounts’ cost

will  depend on the quantity and  price of  the coal used in  furnaces, steam boilers and  gas

producers and the amount of electricity being produced. The final price of energy will depend
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on  the different shares and costs of its coniponents: waste gas energy, steam coal energy and

electricity.
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Chapter  3

INYESTMENT  AND  INNOVATION IN SPAIN’S
MODERN  STEEL MILLS. PART 1: PRIMARY

TRANSFORMATION



Previous  sections  of  my  dissertation  have  characterized  Spanish  iron  and  steel

production  as competitive  in ore intensive products and losing competitivity on international

markets  as the coal intensity of products increased.  In a second study —a  short survey of the

new  technologies and innovations introduced  in iron and steel processing in the late  1 9th and

eariy  2Oth century— illustrated the technical advances being made worldwide.  The  analysis

to  follow connects both  essays in an assessment on the performance  of Spain’ s modern  steel

industry  in terms  of investment and cost efficiency.  The ultimate question to be answered  is

whether  or not the industry had the option of choosing production for both home and foreign

markets,  rather the  Iobbying for  prohibitive  tariffs,  cartelizing  and capturing  home markets

only.  Two aspects will be examined:  Did these milis appiy the innovations which could have

reestablished  or  maintained  their  competitivity  on  international  markets?  And  were  there

additional  factors  which limited their competitivity abroad?

The  analysis will  concentrate  on two  Spanish milis,  Baracaldo and  Sestao,  because

they  are  technically  the  most advanced  milis,  they  concentrate  around  50  % of capacity  in

most  product  unes  for this  time  period  and they  provide  the  data necessary  for appiying  a

thorough  examination.  Productive process can be broken  down into three  successive stages:

iron  production in biast  furnaces,  steel refining  in both converters  and open-hearth furnaces

and  final transformation in rolling milis. The diagram below give a more detailed description

of  the process:

Chart  3.1 Simp1fledproductionflowchart.
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This  chapter will  concentrate  on the  intermediate transfonnation  processes,  iron  and

steel  processing.  Providing  a  higher efficiency in  iron and  steel improved the competitivity

of  ah  final products,  which used  iron  or  steel as  raw materials  for  further  transformation.

Final  product transformation has a different type of production  function and will be analyzed

in  the  foliowing chapter.

The  first  stage  of  transformation,  iron  processing  will  be  analyzed  from  three

perspective.  First  of al!,  we  will  define what determined  its  initial low cost,  which  will be

related  to their ore contracts.  Secondly, we will  survey the problem of coal and coke supply

and  finaily we  will  concentrate  on  the  effect  of the  technical  innovation  introduced  in the

blast  furnace department.

B.  Iron  processing

The  first mill,  the  Baracaldo  mill,  dates back to  1854 when it  was  erected by Ibarra

and  Co. .  The  original mili  covered  an area of  64,000 which  was  increased  to  116,500 m2

mainly  by landfills and drainage  by  1896. In  1882 the Ibarra’s  sold their assets to the newly

floated  Altos  Hornos  de  Bilbao2.  Creating a  new company with  local,  French,  Catalan and

Madrid  based capitais was a necessary step in order to finance the modernization of the mill.

The  modernization  project  drawn  up and  supervised  by E.  Windsor  Richards,  at  that  time

director  of  Bolckow Vaughan3, added two  new blast  furnaces  to two  of the  older  furnaces,

the  latter were  to be  reformed  in  1888,  1891 and  1892 respectively.  The  two modern  coke

blast  furnaces initially had a joint capacity of 70,000 mt of Bessemer pig iron,  after the older

furnaces  had  been reformed,  capacity went up to  100,000 t  per  year.

Altos  Hornos  de  Bilbao  had  inherited  the  original  iron  ore  contracts  drawn  up  by

The Ibarra family  is better known as co-proprietors with Krupp,  Consett and Dowlais of the Orconera

Iron Co. Limited, one of the more important  iron ore mining companies in the Bilbao district.

2  The  original  Ibarra and Co.’s assets were  valued at  5.6 million Pesetas in 1884, this included a smaller

mili  in Cantabria soid for 159,7 17 Pesetas in 1899 and what is more important the ore quotas originally assigned

to  Ibarra and  Co. by the Orconera Iron Co. Ltd. and  the Sociéte Anónyme Franco-Beige des  mines de

Somorrostro of Paris which will be discussed in what is to follow.

 Mr. Richards remained as a technical advisor of Altos Hornos of Bilbao visiting the miii f.e. in October

1897  to inspect the biast furnaces and to review a Siemens-Martin project.
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Ibarra  and Co. with the Orconera  Iron Co.  Ltd.  in 1873 whereby the Baracaldo mili received

101,700  mt of iron  ore at mining cost price plus a  shilling and  six pence per  long ton.  This

ore  had to be  used exclusively  for factory purposes  and could  not be  soid unless  one of the

other  contracting partners,  Krupp,  Dowlais or Consett, chose to do so beforehand.  A second

ore  contract which dated back to 1876 was with the Sociéte Anónyme Franco-Beige des mines

de  Somorrostro whereby the  mili received up to 50,000 mt of ore  a year  for which they paid

fob  cost  price  plus  1,5 FF  per  ton  and  which  they  could  dispose  of  freeiy.  Both of  these

contracts  had a  duration of 99 years4.

The  importance of the  contracts can  be  interpreted with  the  help of the  table beiow.

Table  1 compares production  cost structures  in a number  of steel centers in the  world.  The

different  coiumns express input  costs as a percentage of total pig  iron cost.  The  iast column

shows  the pig  iron  cost price  on each site  in shilling.  This table has been  quoted heavily  in

the  past5. There  is no way of determining how cost data was  recollected  but  surely the high

performance  of  Bilbao pig  iron  needs  to  be  revealed.  Graph  1 shows  ore  prices  for  the

Baracaldo  mill.

Table  3.1  Pig  iron input  costs in percenta ges 6  Final price  in shilling.

Ore
Cost

Coke
Cost

Flux
Cost

Labor
Cost

Others
Costs

Cost  Price
Shilling

Loire 81.6 23.4 2.6 5.6 2.6 42.5

Liege 60.4 27.4 2.8 6.6 2.8 39.0

Westphalia 61.2 26.8 2.9 6.1 3.4 38.5

Cleveland 60.6 26.2 4.0 5.6 3.0 36.4

Pittsburgh 70.7 16.0 4.0 6.7 2.7 27.6

Bilbao 30.2 52.8 3.8 9.4 3.8 29,3

Source:  Rodriguez Alonso  (1902), p.  155.

Conveyance  of Altos  Hornos de  Bilbao,  1882.

 González  Portilla  (1981),  p.  119 quoting Revista  Minera,  Metalurgia  y  de  Ingeniería  (1898),  p.  27,

Fernández  de Pinedo  (1987),  p.  157,  taken from Revista Bilbao  December 25th  1897,  pp.  527-528 [probably

taken  from the Iron and Coal Trades Review] and finally Rodriguez Alonso (1902), p.  154, quoted as using data

from  an ‘American  publication’.

6  i.e.  the total  spending on  each factor  as  a percentage  of  the total cost.
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The  graph  shows  a  large  price  gap  between  Orconera  ore  prices  [regular  dotted  une]  and

market  prices  [continuous une],  this gap stretches from the  mid nineties of the  l9th  century

al!  the way up  to the  twenties.  The  table transmits the  importance,  in termsthe  importance,

in  terms  of  costs,  of  ore  and  coal  in  determining  the  final  price.  Coal  and  ore  cost

composition  was determined to  a large  extent by how close to the factory these high  volume

inputs  were.  The  importance  of raw  material  and  market proximity  will  be  discussed  in  a

sector  to  follow,  but already  here  we may observe the  different pattern  of cost composition

of  foreign locations determined  by locating on coal fields  rather than  near  ore mines  as was

the  case  of the  Bilbao  faetones.  We can  also  see  that the  distant factor  amounts  to  a high

percentage  of the  total cost.  Large  volumes of raw material  were  required to reduce ores  to

iron.

Graph  3.1

Just  how beneficiary these contracts were for the Baracaldo factory can be shown with

the  foliowing calculation.  In the period between  1897 and  1923, the  50,000 tons of pig iron

that  could be  produced  in Baracaldo  using the one hundred  thousand long tons of  Orconera

Ore  Prices  for  the  Baracaldo  Mill.
MarkBt  price,  Orconera,  others  and  average  iii  constant  t13  Ptaa.

__MKTP  ___REST

ORCN  _TOTAL

Source:  BDM  Altos Hornos de  Bilbao, La Viczaya, Altos Hornos de  Vizcaya and  Escudero  (unpublished)
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ore  paid  an average  iron  ore cost  which was  68  % cheaper  —11,24  pesetas  less7— than  a

ton  of pig  iron produced with  ores acquired on the market8. This preferential  price  for ores

gaye  the Baracaldo mili a clear cost advantage for their first 50,000 tons of pig iron.  But this

cost  advantage  wouid systematicaliy disappeared as they  increased their scale of production

beyond  50,000 tons,  or 75,000  if  we inciude both contracts.

Producing  pig iron in Bilbao at £1 9s 3p in 1897 as quoted in the table,  with ore costs

of  around  8s  lOp was  feasibie  for  Baracaldo,  but  not  for  milis  using  market  price  ores.

Preferential  ore  prices  were  key  for  the  low initial cost  of  processed  iron,  which  was  the

basis  for ah other transformations.  In the case of Baracaldo this was possible while producing

within  the  scale of these preferential  ore  contracts.

We  find a  similar pattern  for  the  Sestao factory,  which was  erected  by La Vizcaya9

as  a blastfurnace  mili.  The  company was  created  by Biscayan capitalists,  mine owners  and

merchants.  The  mill  was  drawn up  and  constructed by  the  Société John Cockerill between

September  1882 and December  1885. The original mili grounds covered an area of 264,375

m2.  It consisted of  two coke blast  furnaces  and their  accessories,  projected  and  constructed

by  Cockerill’ s engineers and  supervisors.  Both furnaces were  fired up in  1885, the first  one

in  mid-June and  the  second in  December.  Once biast  furnace  installations were  completed,

company  founders  inimediately  considered  expansion,  by  vertical  integration,  into steel

production  and  rolled  products.  A third  blast  furnace was  included  in  these  plans  to  meet

resulting  new interna! demand for ingot; blast furnace number 3 was lit in  1891 and thereby

the  total capacity rose to 120,000 tons a year.

Almost  analogous to  the  Baracaldo mili’0, La  Vizcaya had  rented  mines  by

 These are  real Pesetas.  Prices  have been deflated when  indicated with a manufacturing  industry defiator

calcuiated  from Prados  de la  Escosura  (1995).

8  Only  the  Orconera  ore  have  been  inciuded  in the  caicuiations,  Franco-Beige  ore  are  included  in the

ponderated  cost of  the  other ores.  These ores  were  generaily  sold due  to their  inappropriate  mineral  mix and

their  mines depleted early  on in the  twentieth century.

 La Vizcaya was an incorporate company constituted September 22nd,  1882 by Bizcayan businessmen and

mine  ownerS.

 the  third  modern blast  furnace  mili  in  Spain,  San Francisco de Mudela belonged  to one  of  the  most
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perpetuity  in the  Galdames district’1 in August  1883. The ores were  transported,  according

to  a clause included in the  rental contract,  with the  railway which was property  of the mine

owners,  the Bilbao River and Cantabrian Railway Co. Ltd.  registered  in London.  The price

data  in  the  minutes  of  the  Board  of  Directors  on  these  ores,  from  Galdames  and  from

Sopuerta  an adjacent mining district,  is less complete than  in the case  of the  Orconera. The

quality  of the  ores  was not as  good as those  from  Orconera and Franco-Belge,  which were

from  the Triano mining district.  In  1886 the ore quality was  creating serious problems in the

furnaces  both  because  of high  coke  consumption  and  because  of  the  low  quality  pig  iron

obtained.  For  this reason only 50% of the ore charge smelted in the blast furnace were from

Galdames  and Sopuerta,  the  rest was  bought generaily  from the Triano  district  and later  on

from  the  mines in  Castro Urdiales12.

With  the  limited price  data,  we have  established a comparison with  prices  from  the

Orconera  and market  prices,  to  see where La  Vizcaya ‘s preferential  ore  price  was  situated

in  relationship  to  these  two  extremes.  We have  found prices  for  four  years,  their  average

difference  with  Orconera  and  market  prices  respectively,  is  the  foliowing:  Galdames  ore

prices  are 25 per  cent higher  than Orconera prices  and around 34 percent lower than  market

prices.  According  to  this,  La  Vizcaya ‘s  price  advantage  in  ores  was  not  as  big  as  that

obtained  by Altos  Hornos de Bilbao, but by contract  it could exploit any amount of ore  at its

preferential  price13. A  major  restriction  was  the  mineral  quality  of  ores.  Only  haif  of  the

furnace  load  could  be  fed  with  Galdames  ores  and  increasing  that  percentage  required

significant  increases  in  ore  quality  homogeneity  or additional fluxing  which  brought  down

the  furnace yield.  An initial ore  price  advantage  for  the  Sestao factory existed but  was  far

more  limited than  in the case  of Altos  Hornos de Bilbao.

importarit  mine owners  and exporters,  the  Duke of  Mudela.

11  Galdames was a  secondary mining district to the west of  Sestao at sorne 23 km by rail from the factory.

12  During  the  first decade  of  the  2Oth century  the weight  of  Galdames ores  in the  burden  of  their  blast

furnaces  rose  significantly aboye  50  %, perhaps  this  was attained by  higher homogeneity  because the  arinual

quantity  mined never  again rose aboye  120.000 mt ah the  way up  to the  Spanish Civil  War.

13  Increasing  mining  the  quantities  was  limited  because  of  the  minimum  mining  standards  that  were

guaranteed  through  regular  technical  inspections by the  mine owning company.
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We  have found that the original cost advantage in iron production was related to the

preferential ore  price paid by  both faetones.  In  both cases, these cost advantages were

limited by  the  scale of  their production. Our  second analysis goes on  to  consider coke

consumption,  the  cost  of  the  second important input in  iron  processing. Unfortunately

monthly cost accounting data for both milis does not inciude coke consumption in their blast

furnaces.  But iooking at aggregate production data we find that coke consumption was at an

average 0.9 tons of coke per ton of pig iron  weli through the period up to World War 1. As

a  consequence of submanine warfare, consumption of home coals for coking was increased

during the conflict, driving the coke ratio up to 1.30 tons, a 44 per cent increase in voiume.

The bad quality home coals, highly unsuitable for coking, drove up the amounts of coke used

for  obtaining a ton of pig iron considerably. The ratio dropped down to 0.90 when foreign

coai  procurement picked up again in late twenties, only to rise up to 1.20 when management

reduced procurement of coais from abroad in the thirties. Both the iow quality of home coai

and  its  high relative price’4, as  we will see beiow, were to  exciude substitution in coke

consumption from being a viable strategy fon reducing the cost of pig iron.

A  workable area of introducing cost reductions was technical change, both Sestao and

Baracaldo made a number of investments to increase cost efficiency. In 1889, as a result of

sharp  increases in  international coke prices,  Sestao had  backward-integrated into  coke

production  with Carvés by-product ovens.  This was a  reiativeiy early  adoption of  this

teclmology, as by-product ovens were  still being perfected weli into the  late nineties in

Europe  and the  USA. By mid-1890 coke capacity was potentially between 154,000 and

160,000  tons a  year.  Real production never reached those ievels’5, as  annual pig  iron

production never rose significantly aboye 100,000 tons before 190016.

Baracaldo also built 3  batteries of 25  Semet-Solvay coke ovens between 1898 and

1901,  following Sestao’s example, during a  second international coai price hike.  Their

14  A formal analysis of home coal for modern Spanish iron and steel mills is presented in chapter  2 of  my

PhD  dissertation.

15  an 80  % capacity leve! was reached  for example in December  1896.

16  Coke was used  almost exclusively in pig iron production  where  we have shown that a  little  more than

one  ton was necessary to process  two tons of  ore to one  of  pig iron.
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capacity  was  between  90,000  and  100,000 tons a  year,  producing  around  87,000  tons  a

year  in the  lapse of free market competition between 1905-1906. A fourth and fifth  battery,

modified  Carvés,  were  added in  1907 and  1911 respectively,  increasing  their total capacity

to  150.000 mt.  But average production remained around  135,000 tons between  1913-1916.

By  the  turn  of the  century,  Spanish coking  coal was  easily available  at  factory  gate

by  rail  from  León  and  by  rail  and  ship  from  Asturias.  The  negative  effect  of  Spanish

coking  coal on  furnace linings  and the impurities it  introduced into  pig  iron  reduced its use

to  below  20  % up tui World War  1. Spanish coke and  coking  coal  were cheaper  for  both

Sestao  and  Baracaldo  and  using  it  in  small  proportions  allowed  them  to  alter  costs

slightly17.

Graph  3.2  Average coal prices at  Sestao and Baracaldo factories compared with Spanish
steam coal.

Backward integration into coking brought down costs in  general, as  foreign coal

prices  were  slightly  lower  than  the  equivalent  coke  prices.  A  major  savings  could  have

17 The  question  of coal substitution has been studied extensively by Fraile  (1982) and summarized in more

detail  in an earlier  chapter.
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been  attained by  replacing expensive British and Welsh coals with  cheaper substitutes.

Coking installations did allow applying state of the art techniques of mixing coals to be able

to  use small arnounts low quality Spanish coal. But the bad quality of Spanish coal and the

high  transport costs of other European substitutes limited this substitution process.

An  area within iron milis, which experimented important changes worldwide, was

the  design of  the biast  furnace itself.  In  the case of  Spanish milis,  profile was  altered

somewhat during the  four decades we are examining. Height increased by  one meter in

Baracaldo and remained constant in Sestao, total volume increased by 9 % in Baracaldo but

remained constant in Sestao. But Sestao did introduce a change in its fumaces’ profile from

potbelly  to spear form18. Strikingly furnace output doubled from 100 tons per day to  200

tons  per day between 1900 and 1924. This was mainly due to a significant increases in blast

pressures  and thereby of  furnace speed; blast temperatures remained the same,  ranging

between  700 and 8000  C. The accounting value increases for Baracaldo and Sestao blast

furnace departments shown on the next pages, reflect investments in Cowper-Evans ovens

and  new blast engines19. This equipment increased the blast pressure and  maintained its

high  temperatures, a  practice known as hard driving. In  sorne cases these reforms even

reduced  coal  consumption by  using blast  furnace waste gases  to  run  the  new  biast

equipment.  The  effects of  hard  driving can  be  observed in  the  reduction of  relining

intervais  for  the blast furnaces. Lining times went down from 9 to 4 years between 1897

and  World War 1 in Baracaldo and from lito  4 years in Sestao in the same time period.

Increasing the speed of furnaces through higher blast pressure raises furnace make, but at

the  same time deteriorates furnace linings faster and depending on the combined effect did

not  necessarily bring down unit costs20.

18 González  Portilla  (1981),  p. 89. La Vizcaya BDM, Volume II, p. 305.

19  The  only  other  major  mvestment  was  in  Baracaldo,  they  installed  a  more  sophisticated  mechanical

charging  machine in  1926.

20  see chapter  2 for a more thorough  assessment of  hard-driving.
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C.  Blast furnaces in Baracaldo

In  the case of Baracaldo, the first wave of investments increasing pressure in  1902

and  1903 coincide with a cost price drop from around 47 shilling to 40s. In a second phase,

1911-1913, new Copper ovens are installed and cost price rose gradually to  its pre-1902

leveis.  Coal prices, both foreign and national, were coming down after  1911 as we  can

observe in graph 2. Ore prices fluctuate up to World War 1 but stay below the 1911 level as

we  can see in graph 1. The only explanation for the poor performance of blast  furnaces

after  1911 are that two of the furnaces, No.  1 and No. 3 were close to their relining times

and  had been in use 5 and 6 years without relining respectively.

Surprisingly pig iron  cost prices kept at  fairly  stable level  during the  war up  to

1918.  The real price of ores carne down by 40 % until 1918 and coal prices had triple and

dropped back down to 200 % of its 1914 price by 1918. The three furnaces working during

the  war  had been relined  in  1912,  1915 and  1917; their blasting equipment had  been

modernized. There is no way of knowing if the technical change or the drop in ore prices

kept  total costs down while coal prices rose significantly. But we can see that  cost price

never  carne back down to pre-war leveis, even though both coal and ore prices established

themselves near to their pre-war prices. The 8 pesetas by which unit labor cost had risen do

not  explain why cost prices rose from around 60 to over 200 pesetas. The rnissing variable,

coke  consumption would show us why. lome  coal consumption in AHV rose from around

30  % in  1918 to over 90  % by  1920. Replacing foreign coke with national coke increased

coal  consumption and brought down furnace make.
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Graph 3.3 Production ofpig  iron in Baracaldo.
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Graph 3.4 Pig ¡ron costprice ¡n Baracaldo. 1897-1921.
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Graph 3.5 Pig iron costprice in Baracaldo. 1897-1914.
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Graph 3.6 Per ton consumption of coal and labor in Baracaldo pig ¡ron production.
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Graph 3.7 Investments made in the Baracaldo blastfurnace department.
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Blast  furnaces in Sestao.

Looking  at  Sestao’s performance shown on  the  next  two  pages,  we  observe

significant investments in  1906 and 1913. Both of these included blast engine renewais. Pig

iron  cost price dropped in 1907-1908 from 46s to 42s but climbed continuously afterwards.

Observing  the graphs and concentrating on  the prewar period,  we  observe trends which

may  explain why Sestao fumaces behaved differently from Baracaldo’s. Production of pig

iron  almost tripled in Baracaldo between 1899 and  1913 and unit cost prices carne down

steadily  until  1910 and  suffered a  small increase in  1913-14. Sestao experimented a

navatian

U Value mercase

Graph 3.8 Investments made in the Baracaldo coke oven department.
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significant increase in production but not as spectacular as Baracaldo. And its cost price

followed  a  similar downward trend until  1906, remained stable and  underwent a  price

increase  in  19 13-14. Labor unit costs do not explain these trends sufficiently; they are a

small percentage of the total cost21.

Whereas  Baracaldo’s three furnaces steadily increase their output between 1907 and

1914 and thereby brought down unit cost prices, the increase in output in Sestao reaches its

peak  in  1910 and  then  foliows a  downward trend.  Scale economies are  part  of  the

explanation. A second important point to comment is that furnace yield in Sestao dropped

in  the later war  years, partly because one of its furnaces are put out. But at the same time

the  average yield of the remaining furnace dropped from over 4,000 to around 3,000 tons a

month.  Consumption of  national cokes affected yield and  cost prices profoundly. This

again  provides the only explanation for the resistance shown by pig iron cost prices to drop

back  to prewar leveis. Using Spanish coking coals in the furnaces reduced the competitivity

of  pig iron and ah  further products based on it.

Graph 3.9 Production ofpig  ¡ron in Sestao.

21  In  iron  ingot production  in Biscay the percentage of  labor cost in  total costs  feil  from  12.09%  in  1886

to  9.39%  in  1898,  González  Portilla  (1985),  pp.  114 and  119,  in  Asturias  it  rose  from  6.34%  in  1865  to

7.97%  in  1902, Ojeda  (1985),  pp.  144 and  300-301.
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Graph 3.10 Pig ¡ron costprice  in Sestao. 1901-1 921.
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Oraph 3.12 Per ton consumption of coal and labor in Sestaopig  ¡ron production.

Graph 3.11 Pig ¡ron costprice  in Sestao. 1901-1914.
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Graph 3.13 Investments made in the Sestao blastfurnace department.
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From  what we have reviewed so far, both Baracaldo’s and Sestao’s original cost

advantage in iron production rested strongly on preferential ore contracts which limited the

expansion  of  their scale of  production. Coal  substitution for  cheaper coal was  difficult

given  high transport costs for  foreign coals or  lacking qualities of  home  coals.  Small
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percentages of  Spanish coke could be  added to  foreign coal, but  this lowered the  yield

substantially as we witnessed in the later war years. Improving pig iron competitivity could

not  be achieved by consuming Spanish cokes.

Both  milis introduced changes in their biast furnace equipment, in both cases these

innovations  were aimed at  increasing the pressure being applied to  their blast  fumaces.

Even  though they had adopted hard driving techniques their yield increase was very 10w,

by  the 1920’s furnaces with similar dimensions were producing an average 500 mt a day22.

The  limited scope for  cost reduction performance of the milis’ blast fumace departments

make it necessary to look for other areas of potential cost saving.

E.  Baracaldo steel converters

In  the  case of  Baracaldo, biast  furnaces had been erected to  feed an  American

design  Bessemer piant with two 10 ton Bessemer converters23. The price of the Bessemer

piant  in  1884, £  41,455,  was  aboye that of  comparable plants eisewhere. Thomas and

Gilchrist  (1882) estimated a comparable basic Bessemer piant of those dimensions to cost

between £ 24,000 and £ 26,000 in 1882; the Glasgow Iron Co. built a basic Bessemer piant

with  three 7-ton converters —21-ton capacity—, a  steam-boiler plant and ingot and biliet

milis  for £ 30,000 in 1883; Phnix  spent £ 40,000 on a three 10 t converter basic Bessemer

plant  in the eariy 1880’s24.

Richards,  Baracaido’s reform  designing engineer,  was  less  enthusiastic about

American labor organization, ‘driving’. Americans worked their converters in 8-hour shifts

see  Apraiz (1978),  p.  263

 Converters  were  set  on  a  platform,  ah  facing the  same direction  and casting  was performed  onto  the

ground  floor  facihitating the  quick  removal  of  ingots  by  secondary  cranes  and  factory  railways  that  ran

through  the  shop.  This  arrangement  also  eased  repair  and maintenance work.  This  arrangement  used  ‘direct

processing,  i.e.  hiquid pig iron brought  directly from the blast furnaces to feed Bessemer converters.

 Board of Director minutes [BDM], AHB, Vol. 1,  pp.  104-105. Gilchrist and Thomas (1882), p. 375. Wengenroth

(1993), p.  175.  The exehange rate used in this article is that provided by Martín Aceña in Carreras (ed.) (1989). The

comparisons are  for basic Bessemer milis, Baracaldo erected an  acid Bessemer  mill.  Technically  they  are  identical,  the

difference  being the pig  irons they process  and the lining  and  flux  they  use.
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optimizing the number of charges made in 24 hours and minimizing errors, accidents and

fatigue  negligence. Higher  labor costs and  furnace wear  were  compensated by  higher

throughput25. “He felt that the biggest impediment was ‘that with such hurried work, which

we  term  ‘driving’, we  could not fulfil the  conditions of  the  exacting specifications of

English  and Continental Engineers, and so requiring more time, we are obliged to do the

same amount of work with more converters and labor force26.”

Over  34 charges a day in a two-converter pit were common practice for firms who

opted  for driving in Germany in the early 1880’s. As late as  1896 Alzola had registered an

average  of  16  charges in  the  12-hour working day,  which  theoretically represents 32

charges  in  24  hours27. By  the  German standard Baracaldo’s mili  could  have produced

9 1.500 mt of Bessemer steel a  year driving their converters at  ‘optimum’ speed. It  took

them until 1906 —20 years later— to achieve that output28. The average number of charges

in  24 h in  1906 using two lO-ton converters was 35 charges. A maximum number of 57

charges per day was attained during 1913, a year before converters were changed for others

with  15- ton capacity29.

Worldwide,  Bessemer steel production had applied continuous flow techniques in a

struggie  to  maintain the higher output pace of  high-biast furnaces. The process implied

using  the same instaliations and personnel intensely for increasing the installations produce

substantially.  Wengenroth estimates  that  converter make  capacity  increased  by  four

between the  1860’s and the 1880’s with a much lower than proportional mercase in capital

costs.  This of course iowered unit cost significantly. The table aboye shows the average

 For descriptions of  driving’, see  Nuwer (1988) or Wengenroth  (1993), chapter 2.

 Wengenroth  (1994),  p.  145, quoting W.E,  Richards in Iron  and Coal Trade Review,  27 January  1882,

p.  101.

Alzola  y Minondo  (1896), p.  32.

28   charges  *  10 mt *  5.5  workdays *  50 weeks =  91,500  mt.

29  Number  of charges  =  ([Montbiy  Production]/[Days  worked that monthj*[capacityl).  Note  that capacity

here  refers  to  capacity  of  Bessemer  converters  which  can  be  working  simultaneously:  in  this  case  one

converter  while  the other is casted,  reloaded, etc.  Calculations are inspired by Wengenroth  (1993),  pp.  54-5.
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number  of charges at Baracaldo between 1897 and 1922. The gradual increase shows that

the  potential for speeding up the refining process remained up to World War 1.

Baracaldo Sestao Year Baracaldo Sestao

1897 15 16 1911 46 19

1899 16 8 1912 50 18

1900 22 11 1913 53 18

1901 24 10 1914 43 3

1902 29 14 1915 33

1903 29 17 1916 34
1904 27 17 1917 27

1905 32 16 1918 28
1906 35 21 1919 25
1907 38 21 1920 21

1908 41 21 1921 24

1909 43 17 1922 17

1910 45 19

Sales  figures of  final products are  the  only  indicative figure we  have of  steel

production before 1897. The average amount of both steel and wrought iron products soid

at  Baracaldo between 1886 and 1896 was 42,187 mt a year with a peak sale of 47,783 in

1890°.  Taking  into  account that  up  to  25  %  of  that  was  wrought iron,  the  factory

management found that working converters at  ‘European’ speed but during only a 12-hour

work  day was  more than sufficient. Electric lighting had been installed in  the  late  l9th

century and night shifts in the Bessemer shop were introduced with an important electrical

lighting  renewal in  April  190031. By  1905-1906, in  a  free  market competition phase32,

operations had picked up to the ful! capacity of the original equipment. Between 1886 and

3°  Altos  Hornos de  Bilbao annual reports and González Portilla  (1985),  p.  166.

“  Minutes  of the Board of  Directors, Altos Hornos de Bilbao,  April 26th,  1900.

32  Starting  in  the  late  l9th  century  the  iron  and steel  sector had  been  strongly  cartelized.  In  1905-6  it

experienced  a  short  ‘free market’  episode to  eliminate  a  Malaga  mili  which was  underselling  the  collusion

prices  but could  not compete at  market prices.

Table 3.2 Average  number of  charges obtained
converter works, 1897-1 922.

Year

in  24  hours in  Baracaldo and  Sestao

Source:  CalcuIations ¡nade with cost accounting figures and BDM from AHB, La  Vizcaya, and AHV.
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1906  Baracaldo mili  managers had  been applying 1886-technology but  at  a  reduced

capacity.

The  only notable changes introduced in the Bessemer shop were the reforms applied

in  19 13-4. Two  fifteen-ton converters replaced the former  10 ton equipment, their new

2300  HP  gas-driven blast  engine replaced the  two previously used 600-HP engines, a

modern stripper crane and a greater shop floor extension improved maneuvering.

Nevertheless, Bessemer unit costs did fali with higher throughput as we can observe

on  the  next  pages.  As production tripled,  prices  feil  continuously until  1910-11. We

observe  steady falis in both unit labor and more important reductions in  unit coal costs.

Although  coal  is  a  practically insignificant input  in  converter  steel  processing —the

dominant  input is pig iron.  But the downward trend in  Bessemer steel costs is far  more

important  than in pig iron costs and we can see that  Bessemer steel cost was improving

beyond  what can be attributed to the fali in pig iron costs. Using the existing equipment

efficiently,  combined  with  sorne  smaller  investments which  increased  casting  speed,

improved throughput rates and greatly reduced unit costs.

It  is important at this point to underline the lost opportunities. Given that Bessemer

converters were commercialized worldwide exc1uively by Gailoway, the sarne investment

had  given a  much lower return in  Spain than in  Germany or  the  US, where identical

equiprnent  had been driven at  much higher rates 20  years earlier.  This  inefficiency had

been  carried  on  to  the  successive transformation processes,  as  the  greater  part  of

Baracaldo’s steel production was for rolled steel products and not for raw sale. In this way

the  higher unit costs were carried on into other product unes, increasing their cost prices.

Quite different phenomenons are the price hikes observed in  1918. This sharp price

increase and the high level maintained by Bessemer steel prices after 1919 can be attributed

to  increases in pig iron cost prices. The increase in converter capacity introduced shortly

before  World  War  1  had  restored overcapacity and  lowered the  number of  charges

considerably.  The investment did not affect the cost prices we are  analyzing, as  capital

costs  were not included in the prices shown here. But a fifty per cent increase in capacity

—10 ton converters were replaced with 15 t equivalents and their auxiliary equipment was

adapted  to this new size— provoked a  37  % decrease in  average charges per day.  They

dropped  from 53 charges in  1913 to 33 charges in  1915 when with both new converters
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were  working. Equipment was no longer to be driven at a high rate. We have no way of

knowing what prices would have been like at fuli capacity but surely sorne of the variable

cost  could have been brought down.

Graph 3.15 Production of Bessemer steel in Baracaldo.
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Graph 3.16 Bessemer steel cost price  in Baracaldo. 1897-1921.
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Graph 3.17 Bessemer steel cost price in Baracaldo. 1897-1914.
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Graph 3.18 Per ton consumption of coal and labor in Baracaldo Bessemer steel
production.
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F.  Baracaldo Siemens hearths

Baracaldo’s  Bessemer plant was  complemented in  1887 with  a  lO-ton Siemens-

Martin open hearth oven for ship plate steel and a second 15-ton open hearth in 1898. The

annual  capacity of  the  open-hearth ovens of  this size at  the change of  the century was

around  21,000 mt a year33, running three charges a day.  In  1897 Alzola specifies that the

1 0-ton  open  hearth was  capable of  producing 11  t  and  up  to  18  batches  a  week.

Calculations with  these figures suggest approximately 2.6  charges a  day.  Management

never  drove their hearths consistently at that pace and the highest annual output was 19,2 15

mt  in 1907, which is equivalent to 2.67 charges a day.

The  projected price of the first open hearth was £ 7,843 in  November 1884; this

was  well aboye the equivalent £ 5,000 Consett paid for that capacity in 1879 or the £ 4,000

per  hearth they paid in 1886.  Taking into account that Siemens furnaces at that time were

strictly comparable as they were experimenting few technical changes, installation costs for

both  of  Baracaldo’ s  steel furnaces were notably higher than those in  Great Britain. The

fifteen ton basic fumace cost around £  8,600 in  1898, were clearly more economical than

the  first ten-ton furnace, given that it  had a fifty per cent higher capacity, but still aboye

British installation costs.

Baracaldo did not invest in any major variations in its Siemens furnace installations

until  1930 when they finished building 3 additional 60-ton Siemens-Maerz furnaces. Cost

prices  feil nevertheless until 1906, probably because of higher rates of throughput as can be

seen  from lower coal and labor unit prices and higher output figures. But again the moving

force here is pig iron cost which foliows the same downward trend.

G.  Sestao steel processing

Going  back to Sestao, the initially projected 100,000 tons of pig iron that were to be

produced  in four blast furnaces should originally have been processed to steel in Bessemer

‘  [3 charges]*[25  ti *15.5 workdays a weeki*[50 weeks a year] =  20,625  mt

[3  charges]*[25  t]*[23.91=(average  workdays a month)]*[121  21,520  mt

 Wengenroth  (1992),  p.  200.
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converters.  Steel in turn was to have been transformed to  finished products in  adjacent

rolling  milis. In  a second investment phase, four more blast  furnaces were to  have been

added to feed a ship piate mili and a foundry. A major setback in these plans, was the fact

that  Altos Hornos de Bilbao, the future merger partner, had acquired the patent rights for

Bessemer and rendered the forward integration with Bessemer converters, as the founders

of  the factory had originally conceived, impossible35.

Instead  a Navy ship construction project made the Sestao factory opt for Siemens-

Martin  direct processing hearths in the late eighties. Three  10 to  12-ton Siemens-Martin

ovens  were  constructed in  1889,  a  fourth fumace  was  added by  1890.  Running an

installation cost comparison for these open-hearth furnaces similar to  that for  Baracaldo,

the  average price paid per oven was £ 7,400,  that is slightly below what Baracaldo paid,

but  well aboye the average £ 4,000 paid by Consett in Great Britain in 1886.

To  this we can add the low average performance of these furnaces, running three at

a  time, the mean was 1.36 charges a day between 1890-1895 and 2 charges between 1896-

1901.  The capacity of the four 10 ton open-hearth fumaces was 34,000 tons a year36 the

closest  they carne to  this capacity, was 24,766 tons in  1898 (73 per cent).  The average

charges  a day in the pre-World War 1 period was 1.9. High averages were reached from

1905-1907, which was a market-competition period, with 2.3  charges a day and in  1912

with  ar al! time high of 2.6 charges.

In  1909 two new 20-t open hearths were added and little by  little this furnace size

was  to replace the  previous one.  By  1919 the mili had a  total  of  ten  20-t open-hearth

furnaces  running at  a mean charge rate  of  1.4 charges a  day. Regarding these Siemens-

Martin  ovens, we must underline the fact that their instal!ation in Bilbao was significantly

more  expensive than in Eng!and and secondly, that their throughput speed was low even

during  the  free  market  period  when  other  factory  installations carne  close  to  their

 Memorias  descriptivas  de  las  instalaciones para  una fábrica  de  hierro  y  acero  proyectada  en  las

marismas  de  Sestao por  la Sociedad de Metalurgia y  Construcciones Vizcaya.

 [3 charges}*[40 t]*[5.5 workdays a week}*[50 weeks a year]=  33,000  mt

[3  charges]*[40  t]*[23.91=(average  workdays a  month)]*[12]  34,430 mt
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capacities.  By  the turn  of  the  century ah  these open hearths had  basic linings  but  no

important  cost  reduction was  to  be  expected from this.  This  allowed  processing the

increasing  amounts of  toasted carbonates which  remained after  richer  ores  had  been

depleted,  but the costs of ores had rernained the same as before or  even increased37, and

scrap,  which  could have been a  cost reducer,  was  not  readily  available. Installations

produced  under capacity. Increases in  capacity during and  after World War  1 were  not

accompanied with production increases. Con sequently there was no other apparent reason

for  unit costs to decrease.

Unit  cost prices did fali until 1906 together with unit  labor and coal costs while

production  did  not  rise  significantly. Changes in  the  installations do  not  explain these

decreases. Coal prices are decreasing slightly over the period and give sorne explanation for

coal  unit prices. Labor cost declines must be  related with organizational changes as  we

have  seen that throughput rates remain low and  batch cycles were very long.  But overahi

Siemens cost prices follow the sarne cycles as those of its major input, pig iron in Sestao.

Graph 3.2G Production of Siemens steel in Baracaldo.
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Graph  3.21 Siemens steel costprice  in Baracaldo. 1897-1 921.
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Graph    3.22     Siemens    steel    costprice     in    Baracaldo.      1897-1914.
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Graph  123  Per  ton  consumption  of  coal  and  labor  in  Baracaldo  Siemens  steel

production.
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Oraph 3.24 Investments made in the Baracaldo steel works.
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For  rail  steel  production  La  Vizcaya  chose  Robert  converters,  somewhat  similar  to

Bessemer  converters  whose  patent  for  Spain  was  in   hands  of  Altos  Hornos  de  Bilbao.   The

three  side-blown  converters  they  first  installed  in    1891  were  definitely  smalier   having  a

capacity  of  2.5  t  each.  In  the  course  of  that  same  year,  they  increased  capacity  to  4.5   tons

each  and  added  two  extra  converters.  This  enabled   them  to  blow  two  converters  at  a   time

while  they  cast  the  prior  charges,  leaving  one  converter  in  reserve.  This  converter  works  is

comparable  a  two  9  ton  Bessemer  converter  pit.  Going  back  to  tabie  2  we  can  see  the  poor

performance  they  gaye  compared  to  Baracaldo’  s  Bessemer  works.  Using  gross  annual

production  figures,  their  average  charges  per  day  between  1892  to  1896  ranged  from  five

and  six.  In  1899  the  Robert  converters  were  adapted  to  Tropenas  converters.  Both  types  of

converters  were  significantly  smaller  than  their  Bessemer  equivalent  and  the  ancillary

equipment   was  much  less  sophisticated.  This  explains  their   lower  performance  and   their

removal  in   1914  once  the  Baracaldo  mili  augmented  their  10  ton  Bessemer  converters  to  15

tons.

As  we  can  see  in  the  corresponding  graphs  Tropenas  steel  production  did  increase

from  around  1,500  tons  a  month  to  over  2,500  t  in  1905  but  then  carne  down  and  remained

at  around  2000  t  until  they  disappeared  in  1914.  Cost  prices  dropped  but  never  carne  below

100  Pesetas  per  ton  compared  to  the  80  Pesetas  unit  cost  obtained  in  Baracaldo.  Labor  and

coal  unit  costs  are  seemingly  unrelated  in  this  case.
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Graph 3.29 Investments made in the Sestao steel works.
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Changes  iii steel.

Baracaldo  conriected its primary iron and  secondary steel transformation  structure  in

1904  with  a  250-t  mixer,  which  was  being  used  in  sorne  of  Great  Britain’s integrated

steelworks  since  1890.  This  mixer  was  replaced  in  1928  with  a  600-ton  active  —sulfur

reducing—  version, in use since the  1 890’s in the  United  States  and Europe.  Both  factories

had  puddling installations, 14 furnaces in Baracaldo and 4 in Sestao. These finaily disappeared

in  1907-8.

Concluding  on  the  milis’ steel  transformation,  we  can  say  that  Bessemer  steel

processing  reached  fuil  capacity  occasionally and  could  have  used  its  installations more

efficiently. The fact that Robert and later Tropenas converters were maintained in Sestao until

1914,  25 years after the Bessemer patent had lost restrictive power  and that night shifts were

not  introduced  in  Baracaldo  until  1900 shows that  demand picked  up  too  slowly. Twenty

years  after  their  installation,  Bessemer  equipment  reached  ful!  capacity.  The  increase  in

capacity  in 19 13-14 reestablished underproduction in terms of throughput  rate.

Siemens  open hearth ftirnaces were less vulnerable to  scale economies as their capital

cost  vary pretty much proportionally to  flirnace size and their variable cost  proportionately to

make38.  Siemens  steel  was  still  produced  in  batches  and  capacity  increase  was  obtained

extensively,  by adding an additional production unit, rather than  intensively, by increasing the

individual furnace output.  Siemens processing was to  concentrate more  and more in Sestao.

At  the  same time, competitivity was  subject to  a  growing externality.  The  steel  quality to

become  predominant in the  course of the  2Oth century was  basic steel,  produced either from

basic  pig  iron and  ore,  or  from a combination of scrap, basic pig and  ore —in  this order  of

importance.  Its predominance can be attributed to its cheaper price of raw materials, its lower

processing  costs  and the  higher quality of the  steel  being produced.  Bilbao’s industry was

based  on acid steel, and scrap was hard to  come by. Due to  Spain’s relative backwardness in

iridustry  and  transportation:  scrap  was  not  nor  was  becoming abundant.  These  changes  in

demand  and quality closed important doors to low cost open-hearth production.

see chapter 2 of PhD dissertation.
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1.  Conclusions

The  question we  had formulated was  whether  or not  Spanish iron  and steel industry

fiad  had the option  of choosing an alternative strategy such as combined production for both

home  and  foreign  markets  —adopting  innovations  which  could  have  reestablished  or

maintained  their  competitivity on  international  markets.  Wc also  tried  to  examine whether

there  were  additional  factors  which  may have  limited that  competitivity abroad?  Breaking

down  the productive activity of the leading firms we have analyzed the primary transformation

processes  for which we fiad found a comparative cost advantage earlier.

For  iron processing, the  transformation of iron ores into raw  iron., we fornid that both

Baracaldo’s and  Sestao’s original cost  advantage rested  strongly on preferential ore contracts

which  limited the  expansion of  their  scale of  production  to  keep  up  with  scale economies

obtained  iii  competing  countries. Coal  substitution for  cheaper coal  could  have  provided  a

major  saving because transport  from  Great  Britain  or  Germany increased its  cost  price  by

more  than a third. But finding appropriate substitutes was difficult given equally high transport

costs  and the  lacking qualities of cheaper national  coals.  Small percentages  of  Spanish coke

were  added  to  foreign  coal,  but  this  lowered  the  yield  substantially and  had  a  very  Iow

tolerance  leve!.

Both  milis introduced changes in their blast furnace equipment and in both cases these

innovations  were  introduced  to  increase the  blast  pressure  being applied  to  their  furnaces.

Even  though they adopted  these hard-driving techniques their yield mercase was very low —

from  100 to  200  t—,  by  the  1 920’s furnaces  with  similar dimensions  were  producing  an

average  500 mt a day39.

For  the  next  processing  Iink,  steel  transformation,  we  found  that  Bessemer  steel

processing  reached  fuil capacity 20 years  after  initial installation, but  given  its modern  mill

design,  could  have  been  producing  more  efficiently  much  earlier.  The  fact  that  poor

 Can  and Taplin  (1962),  pp.  403-4  provides  1925 annual  national  averages  for blast  ftirnaces  in  the

United  States  138,000; Germany 97,000;  South Wales 97,600.  A1-IV was averaging around 36,000 and even at

its  peak its furnaces reached  only 54,000 tons per fi.irnace.
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performing  Robert  and  later Tropenas  converters were  introduced and  maintained in Sestao

until  1914 and  that  night  work  was  not  introduced  in  Baracaldo  until  1900, indicates  that

demand  or management or both were not dynamic enough to push faetones into best practice.

Twenty  years  after  installation, Bessemer  equipment  reached  fil  capacity.  But  again  an

increase  in  converter  capacity  in  1913-14  reestablished  underproduction  in  terms  of

throughput  rate and brought up unit cost rates —even without considering the renovation cost

as  part of the calculation.

Siemens  open-hearth furnaces were  less vulnerable to  scale economies as their capital

cost  vanes  pretty much proportionaily to  furnace size and their variable cost proportionately

to  make. Siemens steel was still a batch rather than a flow process and capacity increase could

be  obtained  either  extensively —by  replicating  current  installations— or  intensively —by

inereasing  furnace  size—.  Speeding  up  the  time  spent  processing  a  batch  was  limited to

avoiding  hold-ups  in  loading and  relining the  hearth.  The  continuous-flow Talbot  fürnaces

were  too  sensible to  high volumes of regular production to have been considered for either of

the  milis during the period under scrutiny.

At  the same time competitivity in steel processing was subject to a growing externality.

The  steel quality to  become  predominant in the  course of  the  2Oth century was  basic  steel.

Bilbao’s industry was based on acid steel.  Scrap as a substitute to basic iron was hard to come

by,  due  to  Spain’s relative backwardness  in  industry  and  transportation  scrap  was  not  as

abundant  as for early industrializers.

What  we can  see is that neither of the  two  milis adopted  signilicant changes  in their

primary  transformation  process  that  could  have  ailowed  their  products  to  compete  on

international  markets. Their production  scales were  strongly limited by their preferential ore

contracts,  their steel refining processes were subject to externalities such as acid ore specificity

and  lack of scrap —60 % of the metal charge iii other  contemporary competitors.  Finaily, as

we  will see in the next section they were not able to provide the high production capacity with

cheap  unit costs  for steel to  allow for continuous rolling milis which was to  mark the  path  to

competing  with final products in world markets40.

40  In  order  to establish  capacities  in  a  ehain  transformation  process,  the  minimum  efficient  scale of  the
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Iargest  machine  will  determine  the  least  common  multiplier.  “[The}  integration  of  processes  demands

production  on a  very large scale in order that  each  separate unit of production  is kept  operating economically.

The  individual  components of the production process will  have at  least to be in multiples sufficient to serve the

minimum  efficierit size of  the  largest  component  of  the  process.  In  steel  production  this  was the  rolling  or

slabbing  mili.  Since the  introduction of the Linz-Donawitz and Kaido converters in the  1960’s, it  has  been the

steel  furnace which sets the scale”. O’Sullivan (1981), p.  61.
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Chapter  4

INVESTMENT  AND INNOVATION  IN SPAIN’S
MODERN  STEEL  MILLS.  PART  II:  SALES

PRODUCTS



A  number of recent studies have retaken the analysis of British iron and steel on a

microeconomic firm leveL The common element in all of these studies is the use of accounting

data  to  reveal aspects of firm strategy, decision-making, profitability and innovation’. The

following enquiry is concerned with the technical changes and innovations introduced in the

Steel  finishing processes in  modern Spanish steel niills. As in  the  previous analysis two

questions  will be  exarnined: Did the  Spanish milis apply innovations which could have

reestablished or maintained their competitivity on international markets? And were there other

external factors which hindered them from achieving tbis aim?

We  begin the study with a brief sunimary of the data we will use for the quantitative

contrast. This is followed by a review and presentation of the methodology we will apply. The

discussion  of  results  is  broken down  into  three  sections, a  short  introduction to  the

installations and innovations in each mill, a brief overview of the major innovations affecting

these  shops, and a product breakdown to  see how innovations affected the more important

product  unes.

B.  Data

Cost  accounting books, board of director’s minutes, annual reports, technical reports,

conferences and the literature on the faetones have enabled us to assemble among others the

following time series which will be used in this part of our research. Monthly time series on

product-specfflc data were available for 35 products of the Sestao factory from July 1901 to

December 1921 and 20 pro ducts of the Baracaldo factory from January 1897 to  December

19212.  This  information has  been  gathered from  the  cost  accounting books  for  the

corresponding years. Cost accounting books have survived up to  1927 but from 1921 on the

information they contain is reduced drastically. With the information we have identffied, we

have been able to assemble the foliowing time series.

Church, Baldwin and Berry (1994),  Boyce (1992),  Boyns and Edwards (1995) and Abé (1996)

2  The volume for 1898 has not survived and the data for these twelve months is not included for any of the

monthly series.
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Monthly  series

1.  cost and sales price per ton produced

2.  quantities of this product produced  and soid

3.  the price of the primary metal input

4.  coal cost per ton

5. labor cost per ton

6.  average shop floor wage
7.  total kilowatt production and average price of kilowatt.

8.  investment on a department leve!: blast furnaces, steel, rolling mills.

9.  renovation of factory installations on a department leve!.

Annual  time series:

10. average coal price.

11. average ore prices.

C.  The  methodology

The  assessment of the  contribution of tecbnical changes affecting rolled products  and

to  what degree they may have dispensed Spanish iron and steel products with a higher degree

of  cornpetitivity has been broken down into three sections.  An introductory part  summarizes

the  factory setup.  The  next  section  reviews sorne of  the  important  coal saving irinovations

available  to roBing milis and the  Iong-term productivity effect of electrification. The third part

concentrates  on  the  more  important  products  for  each  factory  and  discusses  the  specific

innovations that may have affected that production lime and its cost efficiency. This last part  of

the  analysis is complemented with a statistical analysis to find cost determining trends.

For  this third section the  literature on iron and steel provides sorne previous empirical

work,  mainly involving productivity analysis. These  analysis have been  performed mostly  on

an  aggregate industrial level and compared different national steel industries. The first perhaps

was  McCloskey (1973) who proposed measuring total  factor productivity in the industry as:
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¿A  AQ -  SoLO -  sC  SLLL -  SKLK

Q  is pig  iron,  O  is ore, C  coke, L  labor and  K  capital; the s’s are factor shares. In  the

construction of the  index McCloskey assumes a  Cobb Douglas production function with

constant returns. Recently Allen (1992) has reviewed comparative productivity measurements

in  iron and steel production,, including bis own which he had constructed using a similar factor

share  approach3. Allen  concludes bis  enquiry proposing  a  non-optimizing model  of

productivity measurement and cost decomposition, an  application limited to  comparative

studies in which a least one firm is minimizing costs and both are in a competitive market. We

have  considered replicating Allen’s methodology but we lack comparable cost data for third

efficient firrn and the factories we are  studying violate the competitive market assumption

which heid, to sorne extent, for Allen’s studies cornparing Great Britain, the United Stated and

Germany with aggregate data.  Our  faetones form the  doniinant firm in an  oligopolistie

market4. Carteis had been assigning quotas for pig iron off and on (since 1886), bfflets (since

1894), flatbars (since 1895), beanis (1895), rails  (1895), commercial bars (1893), and wire

(1899).  Between 1905 and  1906 the  established milis tried to  eliminate a  newly entered

competitor and broke cartel agreements, afterwards the carteis reorganized and centralized

most sales lii Cenfral Siderúrgica5.

Just  as market structure makes Alien’s methodology inappropriate, the idea of defining

an  company or  industry specffic production or  cost  function has  run  into even greater

obstacles. Ifwe retake the cost function we proposed in an earlier section on technical change,

we  can ifiustrate sorne of them.

 Allen (1979), AlIen (1977), Berck (1978) ah used the same productivity indices.

 Fraile (1991), p.  132, gives Spain a 96 for the top-4-firm concentration index and a 2,571 on Herfindahi,

the  highest for the six European countries he compares.

González Portilla (1985), chapter 7.
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CR0I1  =  F  [  L, K, E, Steel, w, r, PE’  Peei  1

where

E  =  FE  [  Xpg  ¡ron, Xcoice,  Coal, PCoal’ Elect, PElect]

PE  =  FpE [  PElect’  Poai’  Xpig  ¡ron, XCoke]

The  variables  included here  are:  Labor  and Capital,  L  and K,  both reheating and

transmission  energy E, the amount of steel ingot used Steel,  wages paid for labor w, the rents

paid  for  capital  r,  PE  the  price  of  energy,  Xcoie the production  of  coke  [waste  gas by

products],   pig iron production [idem waste gases], Elect  the production of electricity,

Coal  the production of steam and heat energy, PEICCt the price of electricity and Pci  the  price

of  steam and heat energy. As indicated a certain amount of free-cost but volatile energy will be

provided  through  blast flirnace and coking waste  gases and that amount will depend on how

much  coke  and pig iron are  being produced. The remaining cost  will depend on the  quantity

and  price of the  coal used in furnaces, steam boilers and gas producers  and the amount and

price  of electricity being produced.  The  final price of  energy wffl depend  on  the  combined

shares  and costs of its components: waste gas energy, steam energy and electricity.

Breaking  down the  data  we have available into  these  categories  creates  a number of

adversities.  The majority of the  roiled products  elaborated by these  factories were processed

using  common roffing equipment. We have no data  on which machinery was being used  and

during how much time, and in a number of cases  altemative combinations of machinery are

feasible.  Cost  accounting  did  not  include  capital  costs  and heroic  assumptions  would  be

required  to  overcome this deficiency. The only benchmark we have, of the  exact sequence of

transformations  each product  goes through  and the corresponding technical coefficients is for

1897  and only for one of the two  factories. For  all other  years we have no data on how much

steel  is needed to obtain our final product,  although we do have the intermediate steel product

prices.

Wages  are given by shops and are averages of skilled and unskilled labor. We have  a

per  ton labor cost but in order to  reduce that to wages and day-labors we would divide by an

average  wage which is scale biased. It  increases day-labors when large amounts of unskilled

labor  are  used.  The  coal  variables  we  have  constructed  show  similar problems.  They  are
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annual  averages  which  have  been  weighted  and  aggregated  with  the  contract  references

contained  in 50 years of board of director minutes. We know that internally coal prices  were

fixed  on a factory leve! for a whole year.  When convenient a high percentage was  contracted

on  a yearly basis, re-adjustments of the  factory price could  exceptionally be  made eveiy  six

months.  Per  unit volurne  consumption  of  coal  can be  obtained  by  dividing the  per  ton

consumption  cost by annual coal price. In both cases we have very inexact price data.

There  is no data on the  amount of electricity consumed in each product  lime not  even

on  a  shop  floor  level.  Waste  gas benefiting  is not  recorded.  The  only  references  to  the

application  of electricity in rolled product  processing  were auxiliary equipment, lighting and

handling devices and sorne rolling trains in Sestao.

The  data series we have are heterogeneous. The important technical ehange embodying

variable  such as use of electricity or  machinery are not product  specific. Input price data  do

not  allow us  to  forrnulate a  cost  ftmnction in  the  traditional  way6. And  capital rent  is  not

included  in cost accounting.

A  second consideration, leaving aside the  limits imposed by our data for a moment, is

what  Grilliches and Mairesse (1995) have recently presented  in a  review on the  econometric

estimation  of  production  functions.  They  maintain that  the  main  problem underlying these

functional  estimations  has  not  yet  been  overcome,  the  problem  of  sirnultaneity —input

variables  are  determined simultaneously by the  same forces surrounding firms. They conclude

that  “researchers, in trying to evade the simultaneity problem, have shifted to the use of thinner

and  thinner slices of data, exacerbating thereby other problems and misspecifications”7.

The  trade-off  between  presenting  a  specification  which  satisfactorily  solves  the

simultaneity  of  our  data,  the  precariousness  of  our  series  with  the  interpretability  and

confidence  leve! of our results has imposed a more parsirnonious and lacking approach which

6Jorgenson  (1986), PP. 1884-1900.

 Grilliches  and Mairesse  (1995), p. 22. The paper  examines the  use  of  panel  data,  within-  and  flrst

differences,  the  use  of  lagged  inputs  as  instrumental  variables;  and  on  the  use  of  additional  proxies  and

equations  to substitute for unobserved disturbance.
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nevertheless is sufficiently indicative of the cost reduction patterns we are trying identify. The

disadvantage of this approach is the sensibility of the coefficients to the multicolinear sample.

We do not obtain a cost model with  absolute magnitudes to identit,r the different effects, we

will only be able to use our results to establish the trends present beyond multicolinearity.

As  the  previous study  concerned with primary transformation processes, a  fuil

assessment of cost reducing changes on production will be performed with help from factory

specific  innovation d.ata, an  overview of  the  technical trends  affecting rolling mills, the

corresponding product graphs and in addition to this we will complement the examination with

a  statistical study which is attached as an appendix. Given the large number of products, as a

previous step towards detailed analysis we have applied sorne simple calculations to the series

related  to  each product in  order to  obtain entena  for  selecting the  five most  important

products for each factory.

ApBr[Psg_Pcg]*Q8      (1)

The  charts presented on the foilowing page identifies the most relevant products in

terms of profltability. Product have been ranked by means of an apparent benefit index:

Where  is the cost price at time t,  P  the sales price and Q the amount soid.

The  first row expresses the  total  apparent beneflt in  constant 1913 pesetas. The

following rows are percentages of this total. The first five colunins show the apparent benefits

in  the time periods stated. The products are  ranked by their overail performance which is

expressed in the  sixth colunin (Total) for the  entire time period. Given that  benefits are

concentrated in few products a LIFO or FIFO would probably given a similar ranking but

would have been more tedious to perform.
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Table  4.1 Apparent  benefitsfor  Baracaldo mili producis.

1897-1904        1905-09        1910-14      1915-19        1920-22        Total

Total  (in mill.)         23,41          17,72          30,82        43,85          11,85       127,65

Comniercial  Bars              11,10          21,47          30,87        48,12          25,05        31,32
Heavy  Rails                 26,50          44,65          41,71        11,97          48,64        29,76
Medium  Beams                6,21           3,55          6,18        4,56          6,56         5,30
Billets                      5,06           3,63           1,80        7,77           5.92         5,09
Pig  ¡ron                    10,16          10,52           1,75         3,02           2,97         5,06
PIales                      6,40          2,31           1,86        6,24           3,51         4,41
Large  Bearns                 5.16          4,62          4,65         2,62          2,12         3,81
PIanes                      3,73           3,58          3,38        4,71           1,68         3,77
Light  Rails                   1,90           1,52           1,13         3,03           0,29         1,90
Small  Beams                  1,70          0,09           1,78        2,28          -0,01         1,54
Flatbars                     1,00          0,10           1,71         2,18          ..0,18         1,34
Strip  Steel                   5,76           0,70          0,00        0,00          0,00         1,15
Blooms                     3,33           1,29           1,39        0,02           0,00         1,13
Tilt  Steel                    0,87           1,36          0,48         1,11           1,13         0,95
Wire                       0,66          0,60          0,63         0,95           1,73         0,84
Puddled  2nd  Class              4,40          0,00          0,00        0,00          0,00         0,81
Sheet  Steel                   3,69          -0,94          0,17        0,37          0,00         0,71
Foundry  Iron                 1,05           0,84          0,32         0,85           0,02        0,68
Tram  rails                   1,17           0,50          0,19        0,19          0,57         0,45
Puddled  ¡st  Class              0,00          0,00          0,00        0,00          0,00        0,00

Table  4.2 Apparent  benefitsfor  Sestao millproducts.

1901-04      1905-09     1910-14    1915-19      1920-22        Total

Total  (mill.)            9,05         8,18       11.25      50,16        10,69        89,33

Commercial  Bars        20,36        21,42       34,36      15,18        49,42        22,79
Tin                 18,88        20,74       19,19      25,31         7,84        21,38
Pig  Iron              13.69        29.08       18.76      21.13        13.88        ¡9.94
Wjre                 3,29         1.86       10.09      13.05         7.46        10.00
Sheets  >5  mm              0,00            0,00       0,91      11,66         7,87         7,60
Buckets  and Tubs        3,69         6,46       7,77       1,59         3,69         3,28
Strip  Steel             8,61         5,87        0,52       2,29         1,40         2,93
Sheets  3-5 mm           1,95         4,39        1,21       2,24         0,85         2,11
Medium  Beams          7,62         5,63        1,73       0,00        0,04         1,51
Siemens               0,00         3,80       2,43       1,27         0,00         1,37
Sheets  1-3 mm          0,89        4,93       -0,16       0,89         1,94         1,25
Black  Sheets            2.66         0,82       0,37       1,18         1,22         1,20
Tilt  Steel              2,05         2,28        1,38       0,53         0,30        0,92
Heavy  Rails            2,47         4,16        1,42       0,00        0,00        0,81
Planes                0,08         0,82        2,42       0,67        0,22         0,79
Plates                6,73         0,00       0,00       0,00        0,00        0,68
Light  Rails            -0,12         1,34       -3,17       1,34         1,51         0,65
Estriadas              0,00         0,94        1,14       0,32        0,18         0,43
Cans                 0,59         0,00       0,40       0,48        0,16         0,40
Transforrned  Sheets       1,59         0,60       0,16       0,21         0,24         0,38
Galvanized  Sheets        0,05         1,80       0,31       0,12        0,02         0,28
Litography             1,19         0,97       0,47       0,00        0,00        0,27
Foundrylron           0,14         0,05        0,11       0,12        0,26         0,13
Flatbars               3,14         0,01       -1,64       0,00        0,00        0,11
Billecs                0,51        -0,10       -0,12      -0,06        0,43         0,04
Puddled  lst  Class        0,08        -0,03        0,00       0,00        0,00         0,01
Bessemer              0,00         0,04        0,00       0,00        0,00        0,00
Blooms               0,00         0,00       0,00       0,00         0,00         0,00
malI  Beams           -0,04        -4,65        1,71       0,08        0,02        -0,17

‘s  0-1  mio          -1,49        -3,74       -0,84       0,34         1,00        -0,29
2nd  Class        1,39        -9,48       -0,92       0,03         0,04        -0,82
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The  table on the next page shows the markup percentages over cost price for these

same products8. The middle range of products ordered by apparent benefits has a high benefit

margin which implies a much lower level of production than the top gainers, heavy rails and

commercial bars. Apparent benefits dribble off in the twenties, but the ranking remains pretty

much the saxne. Total gains are concentrated in few products, five products produced over 80

%  of profits in Sestao and over 75 % in Baracaldo.

Cliart 4.1 Simplfiedproduction flowchart.

L  imestone        1 ron  Ore       Coke

Blast  Furnoce

Foundry  Pg  Iran                                                              Forge Pg  Iron
Steel  Ptg  ron

Cupoi  o      Converters         Open-Hearth      P udd Ii ng

ron  Castingo                      Steel lngots                              Wrought ron

‘Ir
Cogtng  MH1s

Billets               Blooms

Finishing  Milis

1
Flatbars        Beams Pintes            Srieets         Ralle   Cornmerçial Bars

4       -‘4        4
Wire         Un       Blnck Platas     Galvanisd Sheets

Using  the first of these tables, we have chosen the five most profitable products for

both  factories. We have identified these products as  the  most  competitive of  their sales

[P5_P0g]/P0*  100
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Table  4.3 Markup percentagesfor  Baracaldo mili products.

1897-1904       1905-1909         1910-1914       1915-1919      1920-1922          Total

Comrnercial  Bars                  26,72          20,61             35,02          81,57          25,63          38,53
Heavy  Rails                      24,11          38,66            43,24          62,35          17,09          37,67
Medium  Beams                    36,62          42,74            61,04         103,77          35,14          56,42
Billets                          40,25         25,26             36,36         119,27         52,43          53,57
Pig  ¡ron                        27,46         39,52            25,94         127,00          48,53          50,15
Plates                          28,23         18,88             22,21          66,28          42,48          34,19
Large  Beams                     53,33         61,27             67,70         119,70          43,14          70,87
Planes                          39,06         49,16             59,24          97,05          26,52          55,37
Light  Rails                       18,07         19,14             25,01          79,02          18,43          32,24
Small  Beams                      13,75           9,28            27,21          68,60          -0,22          26,61
Flatbars                         32,96         18,52                       65,52        104,27          33.37
Strip  Steel                       20,50         23,83             37,17          47,53                       28,73
Blooms                         66,23         42,53            47,11         153,90          75,78          77,13
Tilt  Steel                        27,55         43,64             54,70         112,89          55,44         56,53
Wire                           12,90                                                                12,90
Puddled 2nd  Class                  14,80          -3,24             38,94          57,39                       12,25
Sheet  Steel                       32,56         26,58             31,96          80,81          21,42          40,68
Foundry  ¡ron                    111,96         202,80            238,34         297,97         276,56         195,70
Tram  taus                       43,70         70,75             69,98          53,51          28,56          51,20
Puddled  Ist  Class                   5,42         -12,51             43,17                                    -0,09

Table  4.4 Markup percentagefor  Sestao mili products.

1901-04       1905-09       1910-14          1915-19      1920-22        Total

Commercial Bars              72,95        59,21       44,95           86,94        75,41        66,69
Tin                      21,33       13,61         9,66           55,69         5,71         22,64
Pig  ¡ron                   14,79       24,26        1479          117,18        41,35        43,96
Wire                     13,37         3,45         7,61            52,75       26,17       20,35
Sheets  >5  mm                         33,66        8,44           49,42        14,98        29,84
Puddled  1s1 Class             8,28       -16,13       -15,67           27,13                   -5,82
Buckets  and Tubs            25,48        34,97        45,86           52,16        48,16        41,47
Strip  Steel                  27,03        16,91         2,13           38,75        23,39        20,99
Sheets  3-5 mm              36,10        23,19         1,54           31,15        10,60        20,34
Medium  Beams              17,54        21,89        25,69           59,20        28,72        23,56
Siemens                              25,50       12,86           79,72                   37,48
B!ack  Sheets                49,38        34,54        33,32           68,87        42,07        48,33
Sheets  1-3 mm               7,52        15,45        -1,00           20,32        13,96        11,48
Planes                    25,87       34,72        29,38           84,54        19,55        40,71
Tilt  Steel                  51,11       41,37        54,47          137,69        78,67        67,42
Heavy  Rails                21,86        29.56        29,76           38,37                   27,80
Light  Rails                   -1,10        3,68        -9.48            28,94       27,43         7.73
I’lates                     55,39                                                      55,39
Estriadas                             51,44       36,57           49.30        21,14        41,66
Transformed  Sheets           39,62        40,04        38,69           61,67        17,32        42,79
Cans                        23,16        17,38        8,69           46,94        19,79        22,51
Galvanized  Sheets            19,78         6.87         3,25           12,50         3,76        7.57
Litography                 23,63        15,43         8,34                                 16,55
Flatbars                   31,59       40,85        -9.59           31,92                   30,77
Foundrylron               125,78       211,84       113,71          196,38       291,54       179,47
Billets                    47,32       29.13        17,80           64,87        45,68        38,68
Puddled  2nd  Class             6,44        -4,17       -14,76                                 2,15
Bessemer                             25,43                                           25,43
Blooms                    34,31                   28,17           73,40       108,64        54,32
Small  Beams                 0,41        -9,60        16,61           54,66        -2,49        7,48
Sheets  0-1 mm              -10,38       -12,49        -4,87           14,50         5,24        -1,79
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products  and our  analysis will  try  to  revea! what  determined  their  costs,  especially how

technical  changes being implemented improved their competitivity. For Baracaldo  these  five

products  are commercial bars, heavy rails, medium beanis, bfflets, pig  iron and  in the  case of

Sestao  mill they  are commercial bars, tin plates, pig  iron, wire,  and buckets  and tubs9. The

chart  we  presented  iii  a  previous  analysis will  be  useful for  situating  each  product  in  the

transformation  process. For  Baraca!do the  markup percentages are around 40 %  on average

for  commercial bars  and  heavy rails;  medium  beanis,  billets  and  pig  iron  have  a  higher

percentage  of around 50 %.  Sestao  obtains its  highest average markup  for commercial bars

with  67 %,  next  are  pig iron and buckets and tubs with mark-ups of around 40 % while tin

plate  and wire are at around 20 % on average.

The  objective of our statistical analysis will be to  identify patterns in the  determination

of  cost  price variation. We are  aware  of the  multicolinearity of our data  series; at  the  same

time  we  know that the  six variables we  have  chosen  embody the  innovations and externa!

shocks  which  are  codetermining the  cost  price  and firm  strategy  for  each  product.  The

regression  equations applied to  each of the  ten  products  will be identical uniess a variable  is

not  available or including it provokes  a near singular X inverse’°.

pg=fl0+flj1+fl7Cq1+fl3Cp1+fl4Lqg+/35Lwt+fl6Q21+fl7Q1+et    (2)

where   is the cost price”  of the product,  ‘ct is the cost price of the  principie metallic input,

Cqt  is  coal input per ton  of  finished product,  C,t  coal  price, Lqt daylabors,  average shop

 Sheets over 5 mm were exciuded because data does not cover the  whole period and sorne of its  input  data

is  missing.

10 This  was only necessary on one occasion, for Sestao pig iron because coke volume data was not available.

 Al! price data have been deflated to constant  1913 real pesetas using the  most recent  GDP estimations by

Prados  (1994) to calculate a manuÑcturing  sector deflator.
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salaries,  Q2 is the square of production which is to measure scales, and finaily Q production,

included  to verify the importance of the scale term and last ,  the  error term.

The  regression surnmaries are  in the  attached appendices D and E. They are presented

for  the top  ten  products of each factory. The flrst colunin of each regression summary show

the  results  for  the  equation  without  transformation,  in  the  following colunin, variables  are

submitted  to  a  log  transformation  to  detect  multiplicative  relationships  between  the

independent  variables and  the  dependant  variable  [column 2].  Its  coefficients show  how

proportional  changes  affect  each  other.  The  next  colunm  shows the  same equation in  first

differences  [colurnn 3] to remove trends, the foliowing colunin shows the equation for the flrst

difference  of a  log transformation which relates the  variables in terms of ‘quasi growth rates’

[column 4] and the  final transformation in colurnn 5 applies an additional 12 month difference

to  the flrst difference log transformation, to take out  seasonal trends.

D.  Discussion of results

The  Baracaldo  mill inherited a  wrought  iron  rolling mill  in  1882 associated  to  the

previously  dominating puddling furnaces. This was  situated in metal sheet covered  shop next

to  the  blast furnaces and covered a surface area of 5,334 m2 in 1882 and around 6,500 m2 by

1909.  The shop was composed of ten  reheating furnaces and six rolling trains. Three of these

trains  were  used  for commercial steels  and beaxns, these  were  a  Serpentage,  a  mediurn and

large  rolling  train.  The  other  three  were  a  universal  train  for  rolling  flatbars  and  later

commercial  bars, a  fermachine train for  wire  and  rods  asid a  train  for  2-5  mm  sheets. The

steam  powered engines used  for traction  were  situated  in the  center  of the  shop. This  shop

maintained  a separate management until August  1890 when it carne under a central rolling mill

staif.

The  investments affecting this older roiling milis are usted below’2:

12  Investment data has been assembled from the  board of director minutes, the annual reports,

commemorative publications and reports. Actas del  Consejo  de  Administración  de  Altos  Hornos  de  Bilbao,

Actas  del  Consejo de  Administración  de  Altos Hornos  de  Vizcaya, Actas  de  la  Comisión Delegada  de  Altos

Hornos  de  Bilbao, Actas  de  la Comisión Delegada  de Altos  Hornos de  Vizcaya, Actas  del Comité de Madrid,
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1889        Renewal of oid trains and construction of sheet train.
1890        Sheet train is completed.
1891        Construction of new reheating furnaces.
1893/4       Modification of rolling trains. Condensation systems for steam power.
1895        New commercial bar rolling train, crane for universal train.
1896        Revision of rolling trains.
1897        Siemens regenerative reheating furnace.
1898        Second Siemens furnace.
1911        New steam engine for large commercial bar rolling train.

The  new rolling mili was finished by 1886, four years after refloating Baracaldo. It was

adjacent  to both the oid rolling mili and the  new Bessemer shop. It  was subdivided into three

halls  with a surface area of sorne 4,400 rn2. The center hall had a blooming and finishing mill

which  rolled heavy rails, beanis, bfflets, flatbars and other large section items. In 1889 this hall

was  complemented with a  ship plate train which used the  same steam engine as the  finishing

mill. Later the ship-plate train was moved to a latera! hall. By 1909 the central hall liad two 25

ton  electro-overhead  cranes  and  four Bochum Siemens reheating furnaces.  The  latera! halis

liad  a rail and beam train and the ship plate train which liad been acquired in 1890.

The  most important investments in this mill were’3:

1891        Reheating furnaces.
1893        Complete reform of rolling trains: increasing working  space,  adding a  double

sheet  mill for  flatbars,  new  auxiliary  machinery and  reheating  furnaces  asid
introduced  steam engine condensation.

1896        Modification of rolling trains, condensation for steam engines.
1897        Condensation for steam engines.
1898        Condensation for steam engines.
1901         Separatation of ship plate train from finishing train steam engine.
1903/4       Four vertical Bochuni reheating furnaces for central hall.
1904/5       Handling equipment for biooming asid finishing mills.

Memorias para las Juntas General de Accionistas, Alzola (1896), González Portilla (1984) and (1985) for

missing  volumes, Monografia de la Sociedad Altos Hornos de  Vizcaya de Bilbao (1909),  Monografia de

Central Siderúrgica de las Industrias propiedad de la Sociedad Anónima Altos Hornos de Vizcaya.

13  see footnote for older rolling mill for sources.
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1906/7      Two 25 ton electrical overhead cranes for central hall; two 30 ton cranes for
lateral baUs.
New  steam engine for finishing train. 10.000 hp.
Three batteries of Pits vertical reheating furnaces.
Condensator for steam engine and 5 ton electric crane for central hall.
New  blooming and finishing milis with new reheating furnaces and own power
station.
Pitt  fumaces are modified to new Ptter  design to keep up with rolling trainst
speed.

Graph 4.1 Baracaldo rolling milis: renovation and value increase. 1897-1927.
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Graph 4.2 Baracaldo roiling milis: renovation and value increase. 189 7-1914.
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In  April 1913 the joint board of directors of both milis announced the concentration of

plate  and sheet milis in Sestao.  Sestao projected a new ship plate mill and a continuous rolling

train  for  commercial  steels.  Baracaldo  was to  concentrate  the  large  section  products  and

Sestao  the smaller sections.

The  Sestao  factory, as  we had already mentioned in the  previous paper  was a  newly

created  mill. Its founders had projected the mili in order to  provide a wide variety of finished

products  in the  future.  The original idea of Bessemer  processing of its irons was substituted

with  Siemens  steel  transformation  and  concurrent  with  these  Siemens  furnaces,  factory

managers  erected a four hall 2,000 m2 rolling mill in 1888. By  1889 they had installed a large,

medium  and small rolling train and six reheating furnaces. The  large train rolled large beams,

heavy  rails,  billets  and flatbars  for  tin.  The  small  and medium trains  fabricated  smaller

commercial  sections.  The  most  important  investments executed  in the  Sestao  mill are  the

foilowing14:

1891         Strip steel train.
1892        Second strip steel train and Siemens-Harvey reheating furnace.
1895/6       Universal train and rolling train for puddled iron.
1896-8       Medium sheet train and two thin sheet trains. One of the strip  steel trains was

transformed  to produce fermachine for wire.
1897        Hydraulic elevator for large train.
1898-1900    Reforms in fermachine train.
1899        Reheating fumace for sheet train.  -

1900        Bochum reheating fürnace for large train, a new steam engine for the strip steel
train,  a rail finishing shop, an elevator for the  large train.

1901        Merger with Iberia tin-plate mill.
1902/3       Reform of sheet trains.

14  Investment data has been assembled from the board of director minutes, the  annual reports,

commemorative publications and reports.  Actas  del  Consejo  de  Administración  de  La  Vizcaya, Actas  del

Consejo  de Administración  de Altos  Hornos de  Vizcaya, Actas  de  la  Comisión Delegada  de Altos  Hornos  de

Vizcaya,  Memorias para  las Juntas  General  de  Accionistas,  Alzola  (1896),  González  Portilla (1984)  and

(1985)  for missing  volumes,  Monografla  de  la  Sociedad  Altos  Hornos  de  Vizcaya  de  Bilbao  (1909),

Monografla  de  Central  Siderúrgica  de  las Industrias  propiedad  de  la  Sociedad  Anónima  Altos  Hornos  de

Vizcaya.
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1903        Galvanising shop.
1907        New traction for fermachine train —including gas engine.
1908/9       Modification of tin-plate mill, two  new tin-plate trains,  an  electrical train for

coid  rolling, reheating ovens.
1911        Two black sheet trains for the tin-plate mili.
1912        New power  plant  for  e1ectrifying large,  medium and  small trains  and  future

continuous  train.
1914        Large, medium and small trains  and large sheet train are  electrified. New ship

plate  mill is working.
1919        Continuous train  for  commercial  sections  is  working.  Completed  in  1917.

Three  reheating furnaces Hermassen.
1925-7       Tin-plate mill trains are electrified.
1934        Semi-continuous reheating furnace. Turbo-alternators are modified.
1935        Reforms for fermachine train.

Graph 4.3 Sestao roiling milis: renovation and value increase. 1901-1921.
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Graph  4.4 Sestao rolling milis: renovation and value increase. 1901-1914.
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As  we have concluded in the analysis on primary transformation,  rolled steel was the

last  potential area  for  instilling the competitivity of iron  and  steel  products.  Technological

innovation  in  rolling  milis is  harder  to  isolate  and  measure  in  terms  of  expenditure  and

performance  than in iron and steel pro cesses, therefore the following section will limit itself to

presenting  a  short  description  of  the  main areas  of  innovation.  We have  shown  how  the

principie  of increasing throughput  speed can significantly decrease unit costs, in the analysis of

Bessemer  steel.  Roiling milis applied this  same principie to  their  transformation  processes.

Red-hot  steel was  rapidly conveyed  through  the  various  contiguous  roiling stands without

needing  to  reheat the rolled steel at each stage. Modern gas-heated furnaces and soaking pits

reduced  time and the amount fuel used for reheating which solved hoidup bottienecks and at

the  same time, getting biooms or ingots hot enough so energy requirements in the milis or the

need  to reheat were less. Electrification allowed the shop design to become more spacious and

the  moving  elements  became  independent  of  a  central  steam  engine.  This  permitted

installations  to  perform  simultaneously and  with  higher  rotation  speeds,  rather  than  having

various  trains driven by central steam engines connected via shafts and belts which reduced the

amount  of  energy  each  unit  received.  Telephones  helped  overcome  the  coordination  of

physically separated processes.

The  major  innovations being  applied  throughout  rolling  milis were  aimed  at  coal

saving,  i. e.  new  soaking pits  or  Siemens vertical ovens for reheating,  condensators,  newer

generations  of steam boilers and electrical gas-powered engines. Coal was an expensive input

in  terms of the  amount needed to end-process a ton  of iron  ore to  semi-finished products.  In

Altos  Hornos de Bilbao  pig iron consumed 1.7 tons of coal in  1897, Bessemer steel summed

up  2.3  tons,  Siemens-Martin steel  2.5  toas.  A  ton  of  bloom  consumed  2.8  or  3.0  toas

depending  on whether it was Bessemer or Siemens-Martin. Heavy rails had used a total of 3.4

toas  from reducing the  ore  to  giving them their  final form. Bfflets used for commercial bars

used  3.8  and  commercial  bars  5.6  toas.  The  incentives  for  fuel  saving  were  high.

Electrification  surely contributed  as we  can  deduce  from the  graphs  below. The  amount  of

kilowatts  increased with  the  constant  stream of  investments made for  the  factories’ central

power  station. Large investments were made in 1902-5 and  1910-14 in Baracaldo and 1907-8

and  1917-19 in Sestao.
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Graph  4.5
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These  investments originated higher kilowatt pro duction and  lower energy costs.  The

investments  made iii  Sestao  during the  World  War  1 had  a  lesser  effect. Probably this  was

because  coal cost had risen3 as we can see electricity prices pretty much remained stable there

until  the end of the period shown here.

We  should emphasize that the  First World  War broke  the  upward trend  of  kilowatts

produced  and  the  downward  trend  of  the  average  cost  of  a  kilowatt.  Power  plants  were

originally fed with coal but Baracaldo reformed their power plant by 1904 to additionally bum

Graph  4.7  Baracaldo energy and transmission investment. Renovation and value increase.
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Graph  4.8  Sestao energy and transmission investment. Renovation and value increase.
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waste  gases and Sestao did the  same by  1908. Other technological innovations were  to  bring

up  coal productivity in terms of energy production per unit of coal15. A look  at  the  monthly

investment  data we have presented in the previous paper shows both mills participating in the

equipment  renewal process of turbo-alternators, steam boilers, gas turbines and others.

Initially  power  plants  had  high  energy  use  ineificiencies  that  were  overcome

progressively.  Power  generation  had  high  potentials  for  improvement.  The  managers of

Baracaldo  recognized  this  early  on.  Even  so,  electrical energy  replaced  steam power  very

slowly.  Group  driving —using  shafts  and  belts—  instaliation  was  common  well  into  the

beginning of the  twentieth century, large electrical motors were placed next  to  steam engines

using  the  same traction  system as before. Electricity improved energy  supply consistency and

reduced  energy waste. Bat  friction and trarismission losses remained. Only as electrical motors

became  more reliable and economical was group driving replaced by individual driving16. This

15 The amount of coal burned to produce 1 kilowatt/h of electrical energy  in US evolved as  indicated:

year          coal used             variation to 1902
1902          6.4poundsofcoal                                            —

1920           3.4 lbs.                -88%
1944           1.3 lbs.                -392%

16  see David (1989) and Devine (1983).
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is  why transmission efficiencies became available much later.

How  these  general technical and  the  previously expo sed more  specific changes were

affecting  the  pro duction performance of the  individual products we have  selected will follow

below.  Baracaldo’s commercial bar  cost  prices carne down  c.onsistently from  1901 to  1912.

Commercial  bars include a  wide variety of products,  structural steel,  different shapes of bars

and  tubes.  Both Nadal  and González Portilla have  attributed the  variety of these products  as

the  major  irnpediment to  attaining  speed  economies.  Many such  products  in  small orders

demanded  frequent changes of rolis and increased hold-up times’7. We have no data on order

volume  but  we can  see that  this product  which includes a  large variety of  shapes and  sizes

shows  an excellent cost reducing performance.

Unit  input consumption of commercial bars followed the  sarne downward trend as total

costs,  reductions are stepwise and reflect changes of leve!. The  first and especially the  second

wave  of  power  station  investments,  1901-4  and  1908-10,  brought  down  energy  costs

noticeably.  Electrical handling equipment reduced maneuvering times and the use of physica!

labor  and the need for reheating. Labor witnessed an important change after 1905. We can see

that  this  coincided  with  total  production  going  up  substantially after  1905,  it  tripled  and

maintained  that  level between  1906 and  1911.  Speed  economies and  organizational  skills

acquired  during the  brief period  of fuli capacity production  1905-1906 are a very reasonable

explanation,  we have found no indications of shop floor reorganization changes and there was

no  important change in the composition of work-force.

During  the war  costs went  up alarmingly, both  because of  coal and labor  unit costs.

The  labor unit cost hike continued well into the  postwar period.  In April 1919 both faetones

introduced  a three-shift 8-hour workday. The rolling mili investments affected commercial bar

production  to  a lesser extent.  The  most important innovations between  1908 and  1911 were

the  steam  engine  renewals  in  the  finishing  mill  and  the  large  commercial  bar  train  and

replacement  of reheating ovens.

‘  González  Portilla (1985), p. 170. Nadal (1989), p. 178.
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Graph 4.9  Production of commercial bars in Baracaldo. 189 7-1921.
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Graph 4.10  Commercial bar costprice  in Baracaldo. 1897-1921.

Graph 4.11  Consumption of labor and coal per  ton of Baracaldo commercial bars. 189 7-1 921.
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Graph  4.12  Consumption of labor and coal per ton of Baracaldo commercial bars. 1897-1914.
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Seale  economies are  important  for  explaining the  cost  dip  around  1905  but  when

output  dropped  drastically afier  1914 this  change of  scale had  no  immediate effect on total

cost  prices,  unless  it  was  being  compensated  by  a  second  cost  reducing  change.  Energy

innovations  and  scales brought  down coal  consumption by about  50 %  between  1905 and

1912,  fuil capacity increased labor productivity by about 25 % and cost prices carne down by

25  %.  Changes in labor and coal costs were important but together they represent only around

20  %  of  total  cost.  A  much more  important  part  of  the  cost  decrease  was  taking  place

elsewhere, the reduction in the cost price of the billets or blooms being rolled as we can see on
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Graph  4.13  Commercial bar costprice  in Baracaldo. 1897-1914.
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the  corresponding graphs.

Heavy  rails had  a  high  degree  of  output  fluctuation, but  the  production  trend  was

upward  until 1914. Cost prices carne down until around  1910. Coal consumption was reduced

heavily  especiaily from  1908-19 10. This was  mainly due  to  the  electrification of equipment

used  to  manipulate rails back  and forth through the  different roil sections until they obtained

their  final form that  reduced  reheating requirements.  The  modernization changes  in the  rail

flnishing  shop  may have  permitted rolling milis to  work  at  a  higher rhythrn. Coal  cost  was

brought  down significantly but that  suppo sed less than five percent of total  rail costs. As with

commercial  bars the  major cost  reduction  carne with  the  lower  cost  of the  bloom that  was

roiled  to a rail.

Graph  4.14 Production of heavy rails iii  Baracaldo. 1897-1 921.
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Graph  4.15 Heavy rail costprice  in Baracaldo.  1897-1921.
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Graph 4.16 Consumption of labor and coalper  ton of Baracaldo heavy rails.  1897-1 921.
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Graph 4.17 Heavy rail costprice  in Baracaldo.  1897-1914.
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Graph 4.18 Consumption of labor and coal per  ton of Baracaldo hea  rails.  1897-1914.
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We find exactly the same trends for both medium beams and billets, a steady fail in coal

consumption with an important fail between 1908 and 1910. Ml three products were prepared

with the same trains. Cost prices feil because the highest cost input was the bloom being rolled

and  its cost witnessed a downward trend coming from improvement iii the blast furnaces and

Bessemer shop.

Graph 4.19 Production of medium beams in Baracaldo. 1897-1921.
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Graph 4.20 Medium beam costprice  in Baracaldo. 1897-1921.
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Graph  4.21  Consumption of labor andcoalper  ton of Baracaldo medium beams. ¡897-1921.
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Graph  4.22  Production of billeis in Baracaldo. 1897-1921.
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Graph  4.23 Biliet costprice  in Baracaldo.  1897-1 921.
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Graph  4.24 Consumption of labor and coalper  fon of Baracaldo billets.  1897-1921.
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Graph  4.25  Production ofplates  in Baracaldo. 189 7-1921.
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Graph  4.26 Piafes costprice  in Baracaldo. 1897-1921.
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Graph 4.27  Consumptíon of labor and coalper ton of Baracaldo plates. 1897-1 921.
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Sestao  commercial bar production went up increasingly up to  1914. Labor  cost prices

feil  between 1905 and  1909 and maintained their level up to  World War 1. Coal unit costs feil

between  1904 and 1909. This could be related with the organizational skills acquired between

1905  and  1906 which increased the  speed of  operations, reduced reheating requirements and

the  number of rolls. But that would not  explain why coal costs carne back  up to  initial leve!s

afterwards;  it  was  not  coal  prices  which  were  not  increasing  as  substantially,  but  total

production  did drop to a low leve!. Labor costs remained constant for most of the period. The

strong  electrffication phase  begiiming in  1912 that  included an  irnprovement of their power

plant  and an electrification of their rolling mills did not seem to have any effect on cost prices.

The  main part of the investment made in Sestao rolling milis were for a continuous rolling mill

which  started  rol]ing  in  1919,  and  a  sheet  roffing  mili.  These  definitely  did  not  affect

conimercial  bar cost prices before World War 1. No  major technica! changes were  introduced

in  this product  lime. Lowering sca!es did  increase coal consumption in 1909 but  they liad no

inverse  effect when production  rose again. Taking into  account the  specialization of Sestaots

rolling  department on  finer products  afier  1913, product  diversification may be  the  key  to

explanation.  Baracaldo was  concentrating the  coarser products with larger batches and lower

hold-up  times and Sestao was stuck with small orders.

Vear
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Graph 4.30 Consumption of labor and coalper  ton of Sestao commercial bars. 1901-1921.
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Graph 4.28 Production of commercial bars iii  Sestao. 1901-1921.
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Graph 4.29 Commercial bar costprice  in Sestao. 1901-1921.
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The  tin  plate  mill witnessed a  steady  increase of  output  up  to  1919. Cost  price  feil

between  1906 and  1909 only to  rise afier  1911. This does  share an inverse relation with the

level  of output.  Labor costs  remained constant but  feil between  1911 and  1914. Perhaps due

to  the  investments aimed at  increasing the  product  range  in  the  tin  plate  shop.  Coal  costs

remained  constant aH through the period.

Graph  4.31 Consumption of labor and coalper  ton of Sestao commercial bars. 1901-1914.
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Graph  4.32  Commercial bar costprice  in Sestao. 1901-1914.
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Graph 4.33 Production ofrinplate  in Sestao. 1901-1 921.
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Graph 4.35 Consumption of labor and coalper  ton of Sestao tinplate.  1901-1921.
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Graph  4.34  Tinplate  costprice  in Sestao. 1901-1 921.
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Pig  iron is not a rolled product and has been discussed in an earlier section5 the key

investments here were blast  pressure increases. Coke oven investment was  extensive by

increasing the number of ovens and improving by-product recuperation but did not contribute

to  lowering unit pig iron cost  prices. Scale economy interpretations must be  made with

caution. The abrupt fail in output in 1916 liad no corresponding rise in cost price. One furnace

was being fired instead of two and there was no reason for coal productivity to decrease.
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Graph 4.36  Tinplate costprice  in Sestao. 1901-1914.
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Graph 4.37 Consumption of labor and coal per  ton of Sestao tin plate.  1901-1914.
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Wire cost price carne down with an irnportant investment in a fermachine rolling train

and increase of output. The strong drops both in the cost of labor and coal are probably due to

the  strong increase in output after 1909 which lowered their unit costs. Surprisingly cost

prices do not reflect these reductions.

Graph 4.38 Production of wire in Sestao. 1901-1 921.
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Graph 4.39  Wire costprice in Sestao. 1901-1921.
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Graph  4.40  Consumption of labor and coal per ton of Sestao wire. 1901-1921.
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E.  Conclusions

We  can  see  that  the  coal  saving  performance  in  both  milis  was  considerable,

electrification  contributed  to  electrifying  handling  equipment.  The  electrification  of  motors

seemed  to  have  liad  little  effect  in  the  case  of  Sestao.  The  cost  efficiency  obtained  in  the

rolling  mill  shops  was  much  smaller  in  magnitude  than  the  cost  reductions  it  experimented  by

way  of  lower  metal  input  cost  prices.

The  statistical  analysis  identifies  primary  metallic  input  as  the  dominant  variable,  both

in  terms  weight  and  significance.  This  confrms  the  importance  of  steel  bloom  costs  in

determining  the  final  cost  of  rolled  products.  Statistically  coal  consumption  matters  more  than

coal  prices.  This  must  be  seen  with  much  care,  as  coal  prices  are  annual  whereas  all  other  data

is  monthly.  Surprisingly  wage  and  day  labor  coefficients  show  significance  to  a  higher  extent

than  the  coal  variables.  This  is  unusual  as  wages  presented  a  much  lower  downward  tendency.

Labor  costs  simply  increase  with  total  costs,  the  significant  coefficients  have  positive  signs.

The  minutes  of  the  board  of  directors  indicate  both  manager  and  day  labor  contracts  which

stipulated  premium  payment  beyond  certain  makes;  production  quantities  may  have  been

introducing  a  piecework  dynamic  when  those  quotas  were  approximated.

An  anticipated  result  is  that  scales  are  significant,  the  iron  and  steel  industry  with  semi

continuous  flow  production  processes  have  shown  strong  scale  economies  elsewhere.  A

possible  explanation  for  the  exceptions  we  find  for  Sestao  commercial  bars  from  1914  to
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1921, buckets and tubs and tin  plates are smail orders and pro duct diversity in rolling milis,

which  obliged trains to  be  setup frequently, increasing hold-up times and  avoiding speed

economies attained by high throughputs.

The  technical innovation, that  was  introduced, followed the  example of  other

European factories had one principal aim: cost reduction via factor substitution and coal was

the  main issue. But the effect of these technical changes was never as factor or cost saving as

expected. Installations hardly ran  at  the speed that  made them so. An illustration of ibis is

comparing the production peaks to the average amounts being produced, milis were producing

at  least 40 % under capacity. The mills only experimented ‘driving’ in moments of dearth (free

market  competition) otherwise it  seemed to  relax  efforts.  Other  motivations explain

underutilization better  and Fraile (1991) has been conclusive about the vices of rent seeking

and  cartelization.

Their  foreign coal dependency and  the technical dependency led the mill owners to

maintain  a constant level of investment in modern technology. There were externa! adversities

that  postponed the  foreseen rythm of  technical change. This was  the  case of  Baracaldo’s

blooming mill during World War  L But technical change was never adopted to  the extent

where  it  could overcome its  coal endowment disadvantage, the  extra distance it  liad  to

Europe’s consumption centers or the increasing ore unit cost as the faetones increased scales.

Spain  applied the  experimented borrowed techniques but  showed no  potential alternative

strategic behavior which could have ailowed it to compete on world markets.
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Appendix  D. Baracaldo regression results.
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Graph  Dl

Table  Dl COMMERCIAL  BARS

Graph  D2

(Ful!  Data Set)

Per  ton  Consumptian  cf  Iiputs  iii  Commercial  Bar Prcgluction.
Coal  La i.  (bold  lina)  and  Lalsur  ja  ‘vrorkdays  (deltad  une)

Produ.ction  and  Ppoduotion  Costa  of  Commercial  Bara.
Pdo  in  mt  (boId  lina)  and  Pdn  cmt,  ja  jj3  conatant  Ptas  (dotted  lina).

98  00  02  04  08  08  10  12  14  16  18  20  22

Variables Log D Dlog DID12L0g

Constant -44,701 0,948
Std  Err. 15,468 0,153
T-Stat. -2,889 6,175

Input  P 1,145 0,823 1,008 0,785 0,784
Std  Err. 0,027 0,023 0,037 0,026 0,024
T-Stat. 41,897 35,760 26,654 30,009 32,103

Coal  mt 8,585 0,048 4,23  8 0,069 0,102

Std  Err. 6,015 0,012 11,597 0,021 0,021
T-Stat. 1,427 3,786 0,365 3,199 4,848

Coal  P -0,023 0,006 0,272 0,117 0,175
Std  Err. 0,132 0,021 0,411 0,064 0,062
T-Stat. -0,173 0,294 0,661 1,811 2,802

Daylabour 10,871 0,123 4,228 0,029 0,119
Std  Err. 1,632 0,024 2,209 0,032 0,035
T-Stat. 6,661 5,029 1,914 0,928 3,331

Salary 6,727 0,113 6,450 0,114 0,203
Std  Err. 1,284 0,025 2,017 0,047 0,049
T-Stat. 5,237 4,389 3,196 2,414 4,086

Scales  Q2 -2.IE-6 -0,055 -3.6E-7 -0,054 -0,007
Std.  Err. 7.6E-7 0,012 7.9E-7 0,009 0,006
T.-Stat. -2,888 -4,514 -0,459 -5,635 -1,121

Pdn  Q. 0,009 -0,003
Std.  Err. 0,003 0,004
T-Stat. 2,443 -0,807

Adj.  R2 0,945 0,957 0,799 0,872 0,900
S.E.Reg. 10,168 0,043 11,51 0,047 0,053
Mean  Y 189,6 5,222 -0,036 -3.9E-4 -0,004
S.D.  Y 43,55 0,209 25,718 0,131 0,168
Durb.-Wats. 1.489 1,337 2,831 0,548 2,649
F-Stat. 640,3 829,6 169,9 290,1 394,2
Nr.  Obs. 259 259 255 255 218 140



Table  D2      BARACALDO COMMERCIAL BARS         (Jan.1897 -  JuL 1914)

Variables                           Log          D        DLog D1D12Log

Constant             42,720       2,121
Std.  Err.             18,383        0,293
T-Stat.                2,324      7,246

Input  P               1,243      0,857        1,116        0,773        0,648
Std.  Err.              0,078       0,050       0,084        0,057        0,053
T-Stat.               15,865      17,172       13,221       13,438      12,302

Coal  mt               9,388       0,037       19,75 1        0,073        0,099
Std.  Err.              5,696       0,014       10,927        0,036       0,034
T-Stat.                1,648      2,597        1,808        2,053        2,869

Coal  P              (1,659)     (0,226)       3,386        0,197        0,058
Std.  Err.              0,487       0,050        1,379        0,164        0,158
T-Stat.               (3,406)     (4,475)      2,455        1,205        0,368

Daylabor              3,841        0,016       (1,836)      (0,069)       0,103
Std.  Err.              2,116       0,040       2,238        0,039       0,046
T-Stat.                1,815      0,412       (0,820)      (1,764)       2,250

Salary                2,200      0,042        1,717        0,029       0,208
Std.  Err.              1,837       0,059        1,841        0,060       0,061
T-Stat.                1,198      0,707        0,933        0,491        3,424

Scales  Q2           1,07e-07       (0,028)     1,68e-06       (0,052)      (0,023)
Std.  Err.           6,56e-07       0,007     7,04e-07        0,008        0,009
T-Stat.                0,163      (4,259)       2,386      (6,570)      (2,547)

Pdn  Q               (0,004)                  (0,0 17)
Std.  Err.              0,004                   0,005
T-Stat.               (1,108)                (3,582)

Adj.  P2               0,895        0,894       0,770        0,769       0,760
S.E.  Reg.             6,508       0,036        6,976        0,039        0,048
D-W                 1,366       1,35 1        2,799        2,869       2,634
Mean  Y             179,200        5,182       (0,183)     -9,6e-04     -2,Oe-04
S.D.  Y              20,065        0,109       14,546        0,081        0,097
S  SQ resid           6.268,3        0,189      7.201,8        0,224       0,312
F-Stat.              189,344     218,360       86,940      103,259       90,942
Nr.  Obs.                156         156         155         155         143
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Table D3      BARACALDO COMMERCIAL BARS        (Aug. 1914 -  Dec.1922)

Variables                   Log        D          DLog       D1D12L0g

Constant             (25,299)      0,955
Std.  Err.             22,512       0,220
T-Stat.               (1,124)      4,348

InputP               1,152      0,877        1,151        0,852        0,809
Std.  Err.              0,035       0,027        0,048        0,032        0,033
T-Stat.               33,083      32,386       23,871       26,847       24,550

Coal  mt              24,028       0,018       25,268       0,032        0,097
Std.  Err.             13,009       0,018       18,135       0,026        0,031
T-Stat.                1,847       1,000        1,393        1,252        3,156

Coal  P               (0,001)     (0,018)       0,628        0,092        0,189
Std.  Err.              0,174       0,032        0,446        0,069        0,079
T-Stat.               (0,004)     (0,561)       1,408        1,326        2,387

Daylabor            9,125       0,130        9,834        0,142        0,130
Std.  Err.              2,272       0,033        3,069       0,046        0,067
T-Stat.                4,016      3,989        3,204        3,092        1,947

Salary                5,672      0,076        8,303        0,132        0,198
Std.  Err.              1,939       0,039       3,159        0,066        0,096
T-Stat.                2,925       1,955        2,628        1,991        2,060

Scales  Q2           4,73e07       (0,014)    -4,5e-07       (0,020)     8,27e-06
Std.  Err.            2,06e-06       0,007     2,64e-06       0,010        0,012
TStat.                0,229     (2,075)      (0,170)      (2,028)       0,001

Pdn  Q               (0,006)                  (0,005)
Std.  Err.              0,008                   0,011
T-Stat.               (0,708)                  (0,443)

Adj.  P2               0,982       0,986       0,913        0,947        0,941
S.E.  Reg.             8,867       0,037       11,485        0,045        0,062
D-W                 1,761       1,571        2,781        2,756        2,602
Mean  Y             202.739       5,263        0.309        0,001       (0,012)
S.D.  Y              65,761        0,314       39,008       0,196        0,254
S  SQ resid           6.289,6       0,111      10.553,0        0,167        0,262
F-Stat.              672,205     1.025,7      152,003      305,437      238,593
Nr.  Obs.                88          88          87          87          75
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Graph  D3

Per  ton  Ccnsumption  of  Inpnts
Coal  iii  mt  (boid  Une)  and  Labour  In  workday  (dotted  linel.

Graph  D4

Table  D4 HEAVY  RAILS (Ful!  Data Set)

Variables Log D Dlog D1D12L0g

Constant
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

-30,861
10,173
-3,033

0,131
0,111
1,177

Input  P
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

1,383
0,030

45,046

1,046
0,020

50,760

1,567
0,059

26,486

1,093
0,03  8

28,725

1,057
0,044

23,776

Coal  mt
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

-18,279
13,549
-1,349

-0,178
0,004
-4,245

47,561
20,740
2,293

0,02
0,008
2,369

0,023
0,007
3,009

Coal  P
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

0,005
0,129
0,045

-0,033
0,021
-1,536

0,345
0,490
0,703

0,012
0,080
0,151

-0,152
0,086
-0,176

Daylabour
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

5,511
4,434
1,242

0,056
0,0  19
2,829

-8,349
5,080
-1,643

0,009
0,024
0,384

0,076
0,020
3,781

Salary
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

5,689
1,184
4,802

0,131
0,026
4,934

0,708
2,358
0,300

0,043
0,059
0,739

0,155
0,052
2,986

Scales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T.-Stat.

6.5E-7
3.4E-7
1,899

-0,016
0,002
-5,921

5.4E-7
4.7E-7
1,144

-0,010
0,004

-2,054

-0,007
0,003
-2,100

Pdn  Q.
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,007
0,002

-3,273

-0,005
0,003
-1,784

Adj.  R2
S.E.Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durb.-Wats.
F-Stat.
Nr.  Obs.

0,926
11,4

150,15
42,029

1,758
497,1

277

0,947
0,052
4,982
0,229
1,667
834,0

277

0,761
14,37

-0,121
29,433
2,810
144,7

271

0,813
0,064
1.3E-4
0,149
2,803
236,7

271

0,810
0,062

-0,002
0,143
2,935
190,7

223
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Table  D5      BARACALDO HEAVY  RAILS               (Jan.1897   - JuI.1914)

Variables                           Log         D       DLog  D1D12LOg

Constant            (9,563)       0,629
Std.  Err.              7,015       0,134
T-Stat.               (1,363)     4,705

Input  P               1,238        1,027        1,274       0,953        0,910
Std.  Err.              0,049       0,039       0,062       0,052        0,056
T-Stat.               25,022     26,663      20,555       18,237      16,145

Coalmt               8,019      (0,012)     37,915       0,055        0,044
Std.  Err.              7,667       0,006       7,475       0,010        0,011
T-Stat.                1,046     (2,056)       5,072        5,262        4,016

Coal  P               (0,835)     (0,158)       1,045        0,227        0,046
Std.  Err.              0,274       0,045       0,821        0,138        0,157
T-Stat.               (3,043)     (3,550)       1,273        1,643        0,293

Daylabor             17,069       0,097        8,870       0,055        0,055
Std.  Err.              3,448       0,023        3,525        0,024        0,024
T-Stat.                4,950      4,254       2,517       2,341        2,293

Salary                3,977      0,112        1,231        0,061        0,127
Std.  Err.              0,748       0,033        1,097       0,049       0,056
T-Stat.                5,321      3,355        1,122        1,237        2,257

Scales  Q2           5,83e-08      (0,015)     -3,2e-08       (0,011)      (0,008)
Std.  Err.            1,86e-07       0,003     1,96e-07       0,004        0,004
T-Stat.                0,312     (4,526)      (0,165)      (2,860)      (2,131)

Pdn  Q               (0,002)                 (0,001)
Std.  Err.              0,001                   0,001
T-Stat.              (1,560)                 (0,666)

Adj.  R2               0,929       0,927       0,807        0,782        0,738
SE.  Reg.             3,921        0,030       4,388        0,034        0,048
D-W                1,506       1,714       2,890        2,818        2,923
Mean  Y             133,133        4,885       (0,130)      (0,001)      (0,001)
S.D.  Y               14,704      0,109       9,979       0,072        0,093
S  SQ  resid           2.291,2       0,131      2.868,6        0,170        0,314
F-Stat.              292,057     332,314      108,779      111,994       81,589
Nr.  Obs.                157         157         156         156         144
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Table  D6      BARACALDO HEAVY RAILS              (Aug.1914 -  Dec.1922)

Variables                   Log        D          DLog       D1D12Log

Constant             (8,796)     (0,044)
Std.  Err.             32,242       0,325
T-Stat.               (0,273)     (0,135)

InputP              1,445        1,073        1,597        1,172        1,148
Std.  Err.              0,057       0,038        0,143       0,085        0,102
T-Stat.             25,254       28,517       11,180       13,834       11,213

Coalmt              (4,889)     (0,005)     152,111        0,011        0,019
Std.  Err.           157,773       0,011      254,724       0,017       0,014
T-Stat.               (0,031)     (0,409)       0,597        0,688        1,362

Coal  P               (0,269)     (0,010)       0,390       0,050       (0,123)
Std.  Err.              0,314       0,048        0,923        0,150       0,161
T-Stat.              (0,858)     (0,204)       0,423        0,334       (0,766)

Daylabor             (2,534)       0,003      (19,911)      (0,004)       0,074
Std.  Err.             11,824       0,046       15,348       0,068       0,081
T-Stat.               (0,214)      0,070       (1,297)      (0,055)       0,919

Salary                6,804      0,187       (0,931)      (0,009)       0,018
Std.  Err.              3,736       0,073        6,402       0,141        0,135
T-Stat.                1,821      2,566      (0,145)      (0,061)       0,136

Scales  Q2           4,35e-06       (0,021)     5,04e-07       (0,003)       0,015
Std.  Err.            2,41e-06       0,007     2,81e-06       0,015        0,013
T-Stat.                1,809      (2,899)       0,179       (0,172)       1,151

Pdn  Q              (0,025)                  (0.010)
Std.  Err.              0,009                   0.014
T-Stat.              (2,605)                  (0,696)

Adj.  R2               0,917      0,943        0,723        0,813        0,761
S.E.  Reg.             18,596       0,079       25,480       0,104        0,087
D-W                 2,081       1,875        2,845        2,904        2,684
Mean  Y             172,134       5,091        0,127       0,004       (0,009)
S.D.  Y              64,376       0,330       48,435       0,240       0,178
S  SQ resid            24.553       0,449       44.148       0,744        0,342
F-Stat.              123,394     215,473       33,231       65,313       32,851
Nr.  Obs.                79          79          75          75          51
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Graph  D5 Oraph  D6

Per  ton  Consumption  of  tnput5  in  Medium Beam Pdn.
Co’.]  n  mt  (bald  lme)  jid  Labor  I  djabcur  (dotted  1in).

Production  and  Production Cot  of Uedium Reims.
Pdn  in  mt  (bol4  Une)  end  Pdn  Co,  (n  i.gi  con,tant  pta,  (dottgt  iiae.

Table  D7 MEDIUM  BEAMS (Fuil  Data Set)

Variables Log D Dlog D1D12Log

Constant
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

-17,199
9,482

-1,813

0,461
0,107
4,282

Input  P
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

1,273
0,033

37,805

0,993
0,021

45,657

0,928
0,055

16,652

0,799
0,040

19,637

1,020
0,094

10,776

Coal  mt
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

-13,033
13,052
-0,998

-0,002
0,004

-0,650

79,956
24,954
3,204

0,015
0,010
1,560

0,012
0,015
0,810

Coal  P
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,239
0,127

-1,878

-0,048
0,022

-2,155

-1,545
0,475

-3,252

-0,229
0,091

-2,515

0,384
0,354
1,083

Daylabour
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

15,506
2,974
5,213

0,090
0,014
6,111

2,333
3,932
0,593

0,038
0,019
1,984

0,047
0,024
1,987

Salary
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

3,318
1,139
2,912

0,109
0,026
4,100

4,907
3,011
1,629

0,098
0,082
1,184

-0,057
0,127

-0,452

Scales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T.-Stat.

2.6E-5
1.3E-5
2,022

-0,020
0,002

-7,719

3.6E-5
1.2E-5
2,994

-0,022
0,003

-7,445

0,0  17
0,004

-4,165

Pdn  Q.
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,039
0,012

-3,247

-0,049
0,011

-4,175

Adj.  R2
S.E.Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durb.-Wats.
F-Stat.
Nr.  Obs.

0,900
10,8

146,8
34,34
1,963
317,5

246

0,940
0,938
4,966
0,204
2,159
626,0

246

0,652
13,572
-1,187
23,013
2,320

66,9
212

0,734
0,07

-0,003
0,136
2,853
117,7

212

0,751
0,06

0,005
0,12

2,605
34,2

56
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Table  D8      BARACALDO MEDIUM  BEAM             (Jan.1897   - Jul.1914)

Variables                           Log         D       DLog  D1D12Log

Constant             10,283       0,559
Std.  Err.             9,764       0,173
T-Stat.                1,053       3,233

Input  P               1,274        1,000        1,322       0,994        0,784
Std.  Err.              0,077       0,055       0,145       0,104        0,167
T-Stat.               16,438      18,228        9,141       9,539        4,700

Coal  mt              (1,264)      0,001       71,849       0,038        0,034
Std.  Err.             12,108       0,007       32,120       0,021        0,028
T-Stat.               (0,104)      0,190       2,237        1,797        1,228

Coal  P               (0,364)     (0,052)      (2,383)      (0,290)       0,096
Std.  Err.              0,422       0,061        1,395       0,212        0,290
T-Stat.               (0,863)     (0,839)      (1,708)      (1,368)       0,329

Daylabor              6,439       0,060       4,743        0,046       (0,014)
Std.  Err.              2,508        0,018        3,345       0,026        0,035
T-Stat.                2,567       3,347        1,418        1,784       (0,406)

Salary               (0,267)      0,027        3,957       0,159        0,181
Std.  Err.              1,195        0,043        2,649       0,099        0,202
T-Stat.               (0,223)      0,621        1,494        1,610        0,896

Scales  Q2           1,84e-05       (0,017)    2,92e-05       (0,022)      (0,025)
Std.  Err.            7,98e-06       0,003     8,28e-06       0,003        0,006
T-Stat.                2,300      (6,666)       3,524      (7,508)      (3,948)

Pdn  Q               (0,028)                  (0,043)
Std.  Err.             0,008                   0,009
T-Stat.               (3,654)                  (4,966)

Adj.  R2              0,899       0,910       0,564       0,609        0,647
S.E.  Reg.             5,124       0,035        7,101        0,049        0,048
D-W                 2,135       2,111        2,675        2,766        2,384
Mean  Y             134,878       4,898      (0,756)      (0,005)      (0,002)
S.D.  Y              16,116       0,117       10,754       0,078        0,081
S  SQ  resid            3.360       0,158        5.396       0,259       0,055
F-Stat.              172,519     228,539       25,356       36,183       11,635
Nr.  Obs.                136         136         114         114          30
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Table D9      BARACALDO MEDIUM  BEAM             (Aug.1914 -  Dec.1922)

Variables                   Log        D          DLog       D1DI2Log

Constant             (11,710)       0,479
Std.  Err.             30,013       0,317
T-Stat.               (0,390)      1,511

Input  P               1,323        1,009       0,833        0,796
Std.  Err.              0,075       0,04 1        0,124       0,073
T-Stat.               17,665      24,431        6,711       10,882

Coal  mt             (85,036)     (0,002)     187,149       0,014
Std.  Err.            143,583       0,011      174,316       0,016
T-Stat.               (0,592)     (0,174)       1,074       0,899

Coal  P               (0,434)     (0,064)      (1,762)      (0,226)
Std.  Err.              0,320       0,048       0,805       0,145
T-Stat.               (1,358)     (1,333)      (2,190)      (1,566)

Daylabor             17,983       0,083      (11,222)      (0,012)
Std.  Err.             10,234       0,036       10,367       0,038
T-Stat.                1,757      2,313       (1,082)      (0,314)

Salary                3,183       0,102       5,013        0,073
Std.  Err.             3,525        0,068       7,181        0,161
T-Stat.                0,903       1,507       0,698       0,455

Scales  Q2             0,000       (0,022)       0,000       (0,024)
Std.  Err.              0,000       0,007       0,000       0,008
T-Stat.                0,985      (3,253)       1,982       (2,912)

Pdn  Q               (0,060)                 (0,095)
Std.  Err.              0,039                   0,039
T-Stat.               (1,552)                 (2,457)

Adj.  R2               0,871        0,936       0,585        0,769
S.E.  Reg.            18,124        0,074       21,890       0,098
D-W                1,985       2,160       2,009       2,788
Mean  Y             156,743        5,011       (2,479)      (0,004)
S.D.  Y              50,458       0,290       33,970       0,204
S  SQ resid           21.022       0,353       26.832       0,551
F-Stat.               69,476     172,859       15,553       42,169
Nr.  Obs.                72          72          63          63
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Graph  D7

Per  ton  Consuxnption  of  Inputs  m  Biliet  Procluction.
Coal  lo  mt  (boid  lioe)  aod  Labaur  In  dayiaboalr  (dottod  lina).

Graph  D8

Praductio  ad  raducüon  cots  cf  6ar  Bloems.
Pdo  jo  mt  (boid  lioc)  and  Pdo  Cmt  jo  jI3  cantant  Pta  (dotted  lino).
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Table  DIO BILLET           (Fuli Data Set)

Variables Log D DIog D1D12L0g

Constant
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

-5,472
4,188
-1,306

0,530
0,054
9,710

Input  P
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

1,040
0,009

108,131

0,93  1
0,009

102,653

1,028
0,016

60,966

0,895
0,016

55,811

0,973
0,027

34,849

Coalmt
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

11,531
4,702
2,452

0,004
0,002
1,967

13,315
5,602
2,376

0,008
0,003
2,579

0,006
0,003
1,698

Coal  P
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,498
0,041

-1,210

-0,013
0,010
-1,287

-0,112
0,155

-0,728

-0,030
0,039
-0,777

-0,034
0,051

-0,676

Daylabour
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

12,486
2.158
5,784

0,056
0,012
4,601

10,261
2,324
4,414

0,062
0,013
4,533

0,065
0,013
4,897

Salary
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

2,049
0,419
4,885

0,046
0,013
3,497

1,967
0,776
2,532

0,076
0,029
2,569

0,105
0,031
3,315

Scales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T.-Stat.

l.5E-7
1.4E-7
1,084

-0,005
0,001
-2,789

8.6E-8
1.9E-7
0,430

-0,009
0,002
-3,578

-0,009
0,003

-3,023

Pdn  Q.
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-0.001
8.9E-4
-1,899

-0,002
0,001

-1,705

Adj.  R2
S.E.Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durb.-Wats.
F-Stat.
Nr.  Obs.

0,985
3,6

133,5
30,56
1,605

2768,1
279

0,985
0,024
4,872
0,203
1,732
3244

279

0,949
4,56

-0,466
20,381
2,994
862,5

274

0,948
0,031
-0,002
0,138
2,991

1015,8
274

0,909
0,037

-0,002
0,122
2,959
444,8

223
149



Table Dli      BARACALDO BILLETS                   (Jan.1897 -  Jul.1914)

Variables                           Log          D       DLog D1D12L0g

Constant              9,873       0,787
Std.  Err.             5,377       0,117
T-Stat.                1,836      6,719

Input  P               1,048      0,882        1,078       0,906       0,952
Std.  Err.              0,03 1        0,029       0,047       0,046       0,020
T-Stat.               33,921      30,789       22,770      19,537       47,863

Coal  mt               5,521        0,008        8,204       0,007       0,001
Std.  Err.              3,909       0,003        4,150       0,005        0,003
T-Stat.                1,412      2,567        1,977        1,477        0,476

Coal  P               (0,177)     (0,011)       0,360       0,088       (0,034)
Std.  Err.              0,168       0,032       0,582        0,112        0,032
T-Stat.               (1,052)     (0,328)       0,619       0,789       (1,073)

Daylabor              6,089       0,050        9,134        0,074        0,032
Std.  Err.              2,348       0,018       2,206       0,018        0,015
T-Stat.                2,594      2,731        4,141        4,173        2,075

Salary                0,479      0,038        1,443        0,076        0,015
Std.  Err.              0,491        0,025        0,744       0,037        0,028
T-Stat.              0,976      1,557        1,939       2,037        0,530

Scales  Q2           1 ,46e-07       (0,006)     9,58e-08       (0,009)      (0,011)
Std.  Err.            3,lOe-07       0,003     3,16e-07       0,004        0,004
T-Stat.                0,471      (2,047)       0,303       (2,565)      (2,750)

Pdn  Q               (0,00 1)                 (0,002)
Std.  Err.              0,002                   0,002
T-Stat.               (0,94 1)                 (0,995)

Adj.  R2               0,967        0,963        0,857        0,828        0,983
S.E.  Reg.             2,38 1        0,020        3,122        0,027        0,017
D-W                 1,828       1,904       2,953        2,998        2,607
Mean  Y             122,945       4,806      (0,125)      (0,001)      (0,005)
S.D.  Y               13,152      0,105        8,255        0,066        0,135
S  SQ resid           844,436       0,061      1.452,0       0,111        0,014
F-Stat.              658,862     680,534      155,833      150,547      594,748
Nr.  Obs.                157         157         156         156          51
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Table D12     BARACALDO BILLETS                  (Aug.1914 -  Dec.1922)

Variables                   Log        D           DLog       D1D12Log

Constant             10,699       0,767
Std.  Err.             10,592      0,156
T-Stat.                1,010     4,905

Input  P               1,025      0,937        1,025        0,920       0,952
Std.  Err.              0,013       0,011        0,023        0,018        0,020
T-Stat.               80,256      83,755       44,323       50,038       47,863

Coal  mt              (1,128)      0,002       41,225       0,006      0,001
Std.  Err.             38,083       0,003       38,983       0,004       0,003
T-Stat.               (0,030)      0,660       1,058        1,579       0,476

Coal  P               (0,133)     (0,026)      (0,158)      (0,035)      (0,034)
Std.  Err.              0,070       0,015        0,184        0,043        0,032
T-Stat.               (1,905)     (1,696)      (0,858)      (0,816)      (1,073)

Daylabor              8,360       0,028        5,642       0,033        0,032
Std.  Err.              4,833       0,020        5,508        0,022        0,015
T-Stat.                1,730       1,390        1,024        1,503        2,075

Salary                2,436      0,061        0,948       0,024       0,015
Std.  Err.              0,763       0,022        1,326       0,042        0,028
T-Stat.                3,190      2,782        0,715        0,584        0,530

Scales  Q2           3,46e-07       (0,021)     1,47e-07       (0,018)      (0,011)
Std.  Err.            4,44e-07       0,006     4,50e-07       0,008        0,004
T-Stat.                0,778      (3,310)       0,328       (2,292)      (2,750)

Pdn  Q               (0,005)                  (0,003)
Std.  Err.              0,003                   0,003
T-Stat.               (1,510)                  (0,777)

Adj.  R2               0,992       0,993        0,974       0,983        0,983
S.E.  Reg.             4,110       0,024        5,091        0,030        0,017
D-W                 1,621       1,587        2,973        2,894        2,607
Mean  Y             142,175       4,911       (1,503)      (0,006)      (0,005)
S.D.  Y              46,247       0,301       31,722       0,226        0,135
S  SQ resid           1.233,4       0,044     1.840,46       0,064        0,014
F-Stat.              1.436,3     2.017,9      486,350      870,653      594,748
Nr.  Obs.                81          81          78          78          51
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Table  Dl 3 PJG  IRON         (Ful! Data Set)

Variables Log D DIog D1D12Log

Constant 92,475 5,29  1
Std  Err. 28,425 0,63  1
T-Stat. 3,253 8,375

Input  P -0,199 -0,005 5,658 0,841 0,681
Std  Err. 0,763 0,082 1,353 0,162 0,169
T-Stat. -0,261 -0,071 4,181 5,174 4,016

Coal  P 1,270 0,450 -0,343 -0,254 -0,095
Std  Err. 0,184 0,060 0,417 0,160 0,146
T-Stat. 6,887 7,399 -0,822 -1,591 -0,650

Daylabour -8,935 -0,069 3,793 -0,129 -0,143
Std  Err. 7,737 0,056 5,142 0,040 0,049
T-Stat. -1,154 -1,223 0,737 -3,227 -2,927

Salary 1,177 0,231 4,821 0,128 0,285
Std  Err. 2,834 0,128 2,079 0,104 0,127
T-Stat. 0,415 1,800 2,318 1,231 2,232

Scales  Q2 2.3E-7 -0,152 1.6E-7 -0,187 -0,231
Std.  Err. 1.6E-7 0,037 0,000 0,028 0,028
T.-Stat. 1,447 -4,102 1,583 -6,601 -8,059

Pdn  Q. -0,007 -0,005
Std.  Err. 0,003 0,002
T-Stat. -1,796 -2,346

Adj.  R2 0,279 0,313 0,150 0,244 0,278
SE.Reg. 20,231 0,202 12,464 0,138 0,171
Mean  Y 76,243 4,299 0,036 3.2E-4 -0,005
S.D.  Y 23,837 0,244 13,525 0,159 0,202
Durb,-Wats. 0,458 0,581 2,438 2,458 2,382
F-Stat. 19,4 27,0 11,0 23,8 24,7
Nr.  Obs. 286 286 283 283 247
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Table D14                       NG RON    (Jan. 1897-Jul.  1914)

Variables                                     Log D           Dlog       D1D12Log

Constant                    12,040           4,778
Std  Err.                     15,077           0,547
T-Stat.                      0,798           8,732

InputP                      1,630           0,281           0,937           0,227           0,169
Std  Err.                     0,229           0,039           0,368           0,070           0,065
T-Stat.                      7,092           7,181           2,547           3,229           2,581

Coal  P                      1,232           0,459           0,161          0,055         -0,051
Std  Err.                     0,140           0,049           0,156           0,060           0,054
T-Stat.                      8,781         9,358           1,029           0,925          -0,947

Daylabour                   12,401           0,094          23,828           0,300           0,321
Std  Err.                     3,490           0,053           1,325           0,034           0,037
T-Stat.                      3,553           1,771          17,977           8,737           8,563

Salary                       6,350          0,386           6,487           0,615         0,55 1
StdErr.                      1,550           0,105           0,860           0,073           0,075
T-Stat.                      4,096           3,654           7,537           8,400           7,263

Scales  Q2                    3.7E-8          -0,175           3.OE-8          -0,067          -0,046
Std.  Err.                     6.OE-8         0,029           2.5E-8          0,013           0,014
T.-Stat.                      0,619         -6,005           1,197          -5,168          -3,147

Pdn  Q.                      -0,003                       -0,001
Std.  Err.                     0,001                          6.1E-4
T-Stat.                      -2,152                         -2,257

Adj.  P2                     0,686           0,659           0,788           0,633           0,645
S.E.Reg.                     5,402           0,077           2,543           0,038            0,05
Mean  Y                    70,334           4,244           0,0 17           2.4E-4         -6.8E-4
S.D.  Y                      9,643           0,133          5,536           0,063           0,084
Durb.-Wats.                  0,493           0,428           2,499           2,570           2,748
F-Stat.                        72,7            77,4           146,7            85,2            78,8
Nr.  Obs.                       198             198             196             196             172
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Table  D15                       PIG IRON  (Aug.  1914 -  Dec.  1922)

Variables                                     Log             D            Dlog       Dl D l2Log

Constant                    81,363           7,793
Std  Err.                    142,475           3,117
T-Stat.                    0,571           2,499

InputP                     -7,990          -0,837         12,155           1,376           1,468
Std  Err.                     2,915           0,279           3,617           0,368           0,484
T-Stat.                      -2,740         -2,999           3,360           3,740           3,030

Coal  P                      -0,264         -0,094          -0,469          -0,372          -0,391
Std  Err.                     0,65 1           0,243           0,839           0,40 1           0,457
T-Stat.                      -0,406         -0,387         -0,559          -0,928          -0,855

Daylabour                  -27,358          -0,096         -28,305          -0,174          -0,191
Std  Err.                     19,437           0,109          14,140           0,071           0,088
T-Stat.                      -1,407         -0,883          -2,001          -2,461          -2,156

Salary                      10,041           0,616          -1,226          -0,029           0,136
Std  Err.                     6,985           0,294           4,142           0,193           0,249
T-Stat.                       1,437          2,093          -0,296          -0,151           0,547

Scales  Q2                   -7.7E-7          -0,110           1.8E-7          -0,200          -0,330
Std.  Err.                     9.OE-7         0,146           3.9E-7          0,086           0,088
T.-Stat.                     -0,852          -0,763          -0,476          -2,327          -3,711

Pdn  Q.                      0,015                         4.4E-4
Std.  Err.                     0,021                          0,009
T-Stat.                      0,722                          0,046

Adj.  R2                     0,187           0,191           0,206           0,275           0,324
S.E.Reg.                     33,63           0,326           20,51           0,232           0,283
Mean  Y                     89,53           4,424           0,079           5,IE-4          -0,016
S.D.  Y                     37,318           0,363          23,030           0,273           0,344
Durb.-Wats.                  0,615           0,83 1           202,9            2,35           2,159
F-Stat.                      4,347           5,125           5,485           9,167           9,878
Nr.  Obs.                       88              88             87              87             75
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Table D16 PLATES           (Ful! Data Set)

Variables Log D

Constant
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

-40,319
20,295
-1,986

1,719
0,235
7,298

InputP
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

0,917
0,052

17,444

0,661
0,038

17,206

1,048
0,078

13,337

Coal  mt
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

37,459
7,343
5,100

0,004
0,0  12
0,358

13,655
10,702

1,275

Coal  P
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

0,475
0,222
2,134

-0,014
0,038

-0,364

0,684
0,886
0,771

0,173
0,028
6,137

9,570
1,861
5,140

0,217
0,058
3,737

1,106
3,985
0,277

0,002
0,006
0,33  1

Dlog       D1D12Log

0,684           0,622
0,050           0,048

13,634          12,800

-0,004          -0,011
0,014           0,013
-0,344          -0,864

0,233           0,135
0,143           0,149
1,634           0,906

0,121           0,159
0,028           0,033
4,261           4,767

0,014           0,077
0,096           0,111
0,148           0,693

-0,001          -0,007
0,006           0,006

-0,247          -1,149

Daylabour
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

Salary
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

Scales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T.-Stat.

Pdn  Q.
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

12,535
1,807
6,935

15,055
2,506
6,006

8.6E-6
1 .2E-5
-0,670

0,018
0,017
1,107

-1 .3E-6
1 .2E-5

-0,113

-8.5E-4
0,0  17
-0,048

Adj.  R2
0,099 23,43 0,472 0,131

S.E.Reg.
5,317 0,259 8.7E-4 -0,002

Mean  Y 207,81
0,19 33,04 0,15 0,194

S.D.  Y 42,71
1,253 2,776 2,852 2,767

Durb.-Wats. 1,391
111,0 41,1 44,7 42,1

F-Stat. 116,4
252 245 245 174
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Table D17     BARACALDO PLATES                    (Jan.1897    - Jul.1914)

Variables                           Log         D       DLog  D1D12Log

Constant             (5,239)       1,228
Std.  Err.             21,464       0,335
T-Stat.               (0,244)      3,661

Input  P               1,298      0,647        1,530       0,859       0,693
Std.  Err.              0,188       0,104       0,240       0,151        0,133
T-Stat.                6,904       6,220       6,370       5,706        5,218

Coal  mt              (8,887)      0,008       7,980       0,011        0,025
Std.  Err.             11,547       0,014       15,247       0,020        0,020
T-Stat.               (0,770)     0,571        0,523        0,541       1,275

Coal  P                1,735       0,211        3,691       0,535        0,315
Std.  Err.              1,063        0,125        3,405        0,430       0,396
T-Stat.                1,633       1,696        1,084        1,245        0,795

Daylabor              0,387       0,017       (1,285)       0,020        0,119
Std.  Err.              2,499       0,037        2.631        0,039        0,044
T-Stat.                0,155      0,455       (0,488)       0,511        2,698

Salary                4,626      0,174       (5,463)      (0,146)       0,087
Std.  Err.              3,062       0,089       4,130       0,133        0,139
T-Stat.                1,511       1,962       (1,323)      (1,097)       0,621

Scales  Q2           -2,3e-06       0,006     -2,le-05        0,002       (0,009)
Std.  Err.          2,36e-05        0,006     2,26e-05       0,007        0,007
T-Stat.               (0,099)      1,017       (0,946)       0,286       (1,389)

Pdn  Q                0,005                   0,010
Std.  Err.              0,024                   0,023
T-Stat.                0,217                   0,426

Adj.  R2               0,567        0,539       0,242        0,195        0,347
S.E.  Reg.            14,836       0,080       17,606       0,100        0,112
D-W                 1,517       1,676        2,815        2,851        2,748
Mean  Y             194,657        5,264       (0,058)       0,000        0,000
S.D.  Y              22,549       0,117       20,220       0,112        0,139
S  SQ resid           30.376       0,885       41.535        1,362        1,109
F-Stat.               28,135      29,214        8,444        7,787       10,902
Nr.  Obs.                146         146         141          141          94
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Table  D18     BARACALDO PLATES                   (Aug.1914 -  Dec.1922)

Variables                  Log       D          DLog      D1D12Log

Constant             (58,728)       1,773
Std.  Err.             62,352       0,658
T-Stat.               (0,942)      2,694

Input  P               0,787       0,595       0,966       0,667        0,626
Std.  Err.              0,090       0,060       0,129       0,071        0,068
T-Stat.                8,706      9,989       7,489        9,374        9,230

Coal  mt             120,497       0,012      (29,656)      (0,019)      (0,037)
Std.  Err.             64,508       0,027       76,172       0,024       0,022
T-Stat.                1,868      0,447       (0,389)      (0,786)      (1,697)

CoalP                0,621       0,015        0,652       0,195        0,118
Std. Err.              0,463      0,074        1,247        0,194       0,200
T-Stat.                1,341       0,201        0,523        1,004        0,591

Daylabor            17,562      0,126     22,769      0,162      0,158
Std. Err.             8,723      0,074      7,437      0,055       0,060
T-Stat.                2,013        1,703        3,062        2,964        2,618

Salary               16,219      0,281        5,172       0,100       (0,016)
Std.  Err.              6,288       0,132        8,709       0,169       0,204
T-Stat.                2,579      2,128       0,594       0,589       (0,081)

Scales  Q2           -1,4e-05       0,011     2,42e-05       (0,001)       0,005
Std.  Err.            2,42e-05       0,017     3,02e-05        0,025        0,025
T-Stat.               (0,561)      0,633        0,802       (0,043)       0,189

Pdn Q                0,032                  (0,040)
Std.  Err.              0,042                   0,059
T-Stat.                0,752                 (0,681)

Adj.  R2               0,724       0,738        0,476       0,580       0,588
S.E.  Reg.            25,793       0,114       30,667       0,130       0,163
D-W                1,551       1,423      2,834      2,881      2,741
Mean  Y             208,598        5,315        0,982       0,003     3,82e-04
S.D.  Y              49,109       0,223       42,355       0,201        0,254
S  SQ  resid           46.569       0,924       65.832        1,201        1,565
F-Stat.               29,877      37,203       12,495       21,998       19,260
Nr. Obs.                78         78        77         77         65
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Variables

LARGE  BEAMS

Log

(Ful!  Data  Set)

D

Constant
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

-12,841
10,460
-1,227

0,14  1
6,269

InputP
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

1,115
0,003

34,690

0,904
0,025

35,539

1,026
0,084
12,186

Coalmt
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

-1,022
16,093
-0,063

-0,010
0,005
-1,930

60,831
34,690

1,753

Coal  P
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,074
0,126
-0,588

-0,050
0,026
-1,873

-0,365
0,593
-0,615

Daylabour
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

17,339
3,082
5,625

0,011
0,017
6,607

12,268
3,675
3,337

Salary
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

4,851
1,208
4,139

0,122
0,031
3,884

-2,316
2,765
-0,837

Scales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T.-Stat.

3.3E-5
1,8E-5
1,803

-0,020
0,003

-5,892

2.8E-5
1.SE-5
1,519

Pdn  Q.
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,043
0,014

-2,948

-0,039
0,014
-2,730

Adj.  R2
S.E.Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durb.-Wats.
F-Stat.
Nr.  Obs.

0,889
10,1
147

30,38
1,447
260,4

227

0,904
0,059
4,971
0,191
1,637

355,71
227

0,588
11,86

-1,546
18,482
2,297

44
182

Dlog

0,906
0,074

12,184

-0,007
0,013
-0,552

-0,032
0,129

-0,248

0,095
0,020
4,677

-0,06  1
0,094
-0,647

-0,022
0,003

-6,494

0,622
0,075
-0,008
0,122
2,347

6,06
182

Dl  D l2Log

0,703
0,264
2,658

0,032
0,115
0,28  1

-0,242
11,159
-0,021

0,126
0,128
0,989

-0,052
0,5  60
-0,093

-0,0  18
0,0  14

-1,253

0,503
0,115
0,004
0,164
2,584

5,1
21 158



Table  D20     BARACALDO LARGE BEAMS              (Jan.1897    - Jul.1914)

Variables                           Log          D       DLog  D1D12Log

Constant            (13,211)       0,661
Std.  Err.             13,318       0,234
T-Stat.               (0,992)      2,82 1

InputP               1,238      0,995        1,074        0,857       0,651
Std.  Err.              0,098       0,071        0,158        0,120       0,315
T-Stat.               12,655      13,970       6,778        7,120        2,068

Coal  mt             (33,448)     (0,022)      62,983        0,039        0,071
Std.  Err.             17,853       0,009       46,343        0,032        0,138
T-Stat.               (1,874)     (2,305)      1,359        1,204        0,514

Coal  P               (0,693)     (0,115)       3,312       0,614       (2,070)
Std.  Err.              0,549       0,082       2,176       0,325       12,677
T-Stat.               (1,263)     (1,393)       1,522        1,890       (0,163)

Daylabor             29,845       0,140       19,369       0,084        0,188
Std.  Err.              4,220       0,023        6,506       0,038        0,157
T-Stat.                7,073       6,172        2,977        2,240        1,194

Salary                3,384      0,100       2,566        0,076        0,320
Std.  Err.              1,653       0,062       4,396        0,158        0,75 1
T-Stat.                2,047        1,619       0,584        0,479        0,426

Scales  Q2          1,56e-05       (0,019)     1,77e-05       (0,018)       0,003
Std.  Err.            2,13e-05       0,004     2,70e-05        0,005        0,039
T-Stat.                0,735      (4,377)       0,658       (3,871)       0,071

Pdn  Q               (0,024)                  (0,024)
Std.  Err.              0,017                   0,021
T-Stat.               (1,442)                  (1,146)

Adj.  R2              0,809       0,819       0,515        0,532        0,404
S.E.  Reg.             7,539       0,052       10,325       0,071        0,129
D-W                 2,022       1,992        2,921        2,811        2,595
Mean  Y             138,068       4.920       (0,607)      (0,004)       0,026
S.D.  Y              17,250       0,122       14,831        0,104        0,167
S  SQ resid           7.217.7       0,345     11.194,0        0,532        0,166
F-Stat.               82,082     102.010       20,669       26,251        3,031
Nr.  Obs.                135         135         112         112          16
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Table  D21     BARACALDO LARGE BEAMS             (Aug.1914 -  Dec.1922)

Variables                   Log        D           DLog       D1D12L0g

Constant             (21,595)       0,709
Std.  Err.             23,585       0,325
T-Stat.               (0,916)      2,183

InputP               1,124      0,885        1,038        0,940
Std.  Err.              0,056       0,041        0,123        0,107
T-Stat.               20,127     21,791        8,426        8,825

Coal  mt              17,568       (0,011)     (127,812)      (0,023)
Std.  Err.            140,53 1        0,012     194,535        0,015
T-Stat.                0,125      (0,936)      (0,657)      (1,560)

Coal  P               0,162       0,013       (0,447)      (0,028)
Std.  Err.              0,243       0,047        0,743        0,167
T-Stat.                0,667      0,278       (0,601)      (0,166)

Daylabor              6,938       0,075       12,916       0,094
Std.  Err.              7,771        0,034       5,952        0,028
T-Stat.                0,893       2,199        2,170        3,328

Salary               8,580       0,218      (3,546)      (0,123)
Std,  Err.              2,822       0,071        4,016       0,125
T-Stat.                3,041       3,075       (0,883)      (0,977)

Scales  Q2           6,27e-05       (0,032)    5,42e-05       (0,032)
Std.  Err.            3,58e-05       0,007     2,99e-05        0,005
T-Stat.                1,753      (4,541)       1,813       (6,008)

Pdn  Q               (0,082)                  (0,076)
Std.  Err.              0,03 1                   0,024
T-Stat.               (2,631)                  (3,106)

Adj.  R2               0,911        0,933        0,723        0,787
S.E.  Reg.            13,536       0,072       13,464        0,076
D-W                 1,228       1,330        1,897        1,760
Mean  Y             157,641        5,021       (4,333)      (0,023)
S.D.  Y              45,487       0,279      25,564        0,165
S  SQ resid          10.809,4       0,3 13      8.702,0        0,283
F-Stat.               98,053     154,596       24,444       40,841
Nr.  Obs.                67          67          55          55
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Graph  D15 Graph  D16

Table  D22 PLANES (Fuli  Data  Set)

Variables Log D Dlog D1D12L0g

Constant
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

-3 9,900
12,168
-3,278

0,732
0,130
5,601

InputP
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

1,202
0,040

29,984

0,744
0,032

23,017

0,890
0,057

15,431

0,623
0,041

15,125

0,639
0,041

15,339

Coalmt
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

4,898
6,161
0,794

0,094
0,018
5,124

15,461
9,536
1,620

0,097
0,027
3,546

0,116
0,028
4,098

CoalP
StdErr.
T-Stat.

-0,020
0,159

-0,130

0,108
0,030
3,569

-0,137
0,582
-0,235

0,022
0,113
0,198

0,101
0,123
0,820

Daylabour
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

13,623
1,035

13,155

0,206
0,020
9,956

3,303
1,966
1,679

0,031
0,039
0,789

0,033
0,048
0,677

Salary
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

4,849
1,370
3,539

0,187
0,033
5,948

2,772
2,787
0,994

0,051
0,078
0,647

0,060
0,090
0,674

Seales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T.-Stat.

2.3E-4
1.5E-4

-1,480

0,007
0,003
2,167

-3.2E-4
1.3E-4
-2,355

0,009
0,003
2,751

0,007
0,003
2,286

Pdn  Q.
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

0,088
0,048
1,835

0,121
0,042
2,819

Adj.  R2
S.E.Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durb.-Wats.
F-Stat.
Nr.  Obs.

0,914
14,198
181,4
48,5

1,696
413,9

272

0,920
0,068
5,169
0,243
1,716
522,4

272

0,540
16,573
0,062

24,449
2,949
53,54

269

0,594
0,084
1,4E-5
0,133
2,971

79,6
269

0,621
0,107
-0,002
0,174
2,569
77,2
233
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Table  D23     BARACALDO PLANES                   (Jan.1897   - Jul.1914)

Variables                           Log         D        DLog  D1D12Log

Constant            (53,145)      0,454
Std.  Err.             13,237       0,173
T-Stat.              (4,015)       2,630

InputP               1,228       0,804        1,304        0,901        0,791
Std.  Err.              0,091        0,057       0,127        0,084        0,089
T-Stat.              13,569      14,225       10,274       10,751        8,858

Coal  mt              26,939       0,099       14,400       0,039       0,067
Std.  Err.             5,325       0,018        8,628        0,029       0,031
T-Stat.              5,059       5,612        1,669        1,351        2,151

Coal  P                1,894      0,220        3,954        0,331        0,208
Std.  Err.              0,544       0,067        1,757        0,232        0,243
T-Stat.                3,481       3,280       2,250        1,428        0,859

Daylabor              8,157        0,150       0,578       0,013       (0,011)
Std.  Err.              1,779       0,035        2,276       0,047        0,054
T-Stat.              4,585        4,312       0,254       0,278       (0,213)

Salary               (0,105)      0,045      (0,507)       0,029       0,036
Std.  Err.              2,099       0,069       2,366       0,083        0,089
T-Stat.              (0,050)      0,643       (0,214)       0,351        0,409

Scales  Q2           -3,9e-04        0,004     -4,le-04       0,007        0,007
Std.  Err.            1,29e-04       0,003     1,13e-04       0,003        0,003
T-Stat.               (3,034)      1,277      (3,656)       2,608       2,600

PdnQ                0,114                   0,130
Std.  Err.              0,038                   0,034
T-Stat.                3,002                   3,839

Adj.  R2               0,907       0,902        0,470       0,471        0,428
S.E.  Reg.             7,505        0,044        9,251       0,055        0,073
D-W                 1,732       1,813        2,920       2,953        2,910
Mean  Y             165,635        5,100       (0,279)      (0,001)     5,81e-05
S.D.  Y              24,614       0,139       12,712       0,076       0,097
S  SQ  resid            8.336       0,284       12.667       0,453        0,735
F-Stat.              217,035     238,887       23,794       28,434       22,293
Nr.  Obs.              156         156        155         155         143
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Table  D24     BARACALDO PLANES                  (Aug.1914 -  Dec.1922)

VarabIes                   Log        D           DLog       D1D12Log

Constant            (27,541)      1,075
Std.  Err.             20,128       0,228
T-Stat.               (1,368)      4,716

Input  P               1,182      0,734       0,994       0,636        0,640
Std.  Err.              0,046       0,038       0,058       0,036        0,031
T-Stat.               25,486     19,555       17,190       17,472       20,767

Coalmt              37,855       0,130       42,024       0,142        0,184
Std.  Err.             10,863       0,025       11,849       0,027        0,026
T-Stat.              3,485        5,180        3,547        5,255        7,147

Coal  P               (0,104)      0,082        0,166       0,026        0,162
Std.  Err.              0,224       0,042        0,540       0,094        0,087
T-Stat.               (0,466)      1,928        0,307       0,282        1,876

Daylabor             11,369       0,174        5,462       0,051        0,051
Std.  Err.              1,505       0,028        2,134       0,039        0,048
T-Stat.                7,556      6,260       2,560        1,308        1,067

Salary                3,106      0,142        4,427       0,056        0,233
Std.  Err.              2,440       0,051       3,562       0,081        0,093
T-Stat.                1,273       2,778        1,243        0,683        2,491

Scales  Q2           -2,le-04        0,002      -1,6e-04       0,008       (0,003)
Std.  Err.            2,70e-04       0,005     2,22e-04       0,006        0,005
T-Stat.               (0,793)      0,468       (0,720)       1,447       (0,553)

Pdn  Q                0,057                   0,091
Std.  Err.              0,086                   0,071
T-Stat.                0.667                   1,280

Adj.  R2               0,966       0,973        0,837       0,891        0.921
SE.  Reg.            12,948        0,057       14,311        0,061        0,068
D-W                 1,635       1,526        2,531        2,614        2,659
Mean  Y             197.349       5,226        0,495       0,002       (0,013)
S.D.  Y              69,724        0,341       35,402       0,186        0,242
S  SQ  resid            13.413        0,259       16.385       0,306        0,3 19
F-Stat.              348,944     514,124       74,377      141,162      173,934
Nr.  Obs.                88          88          87          87          75
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Graph Dl 7 Graph Dl 8

Table D25 LIGHT  RAILS (Fuli  Data Set)

Per  ton  ConsuInptiol  of  Input  lo  Lht  Reil  Production,

Coti  lo  mt  (botd une)  and Labnir  h  daylabour  (dotted  une).

Production  and  Production  Costa  of  Light  Baila.
Pdn  in  g  (boid  Sin.)  ,d  Pe,, Cot,  in  nu  sooet.nt  pt.,  (datted  Iio).

500

400

300
 i’L

200
750

1

500

20:

98  00  02  04  06  08  10  12  14  16  16  20  22

Variables Log D DIog D1D12Log

Constant
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

-53,239
27,749
-1,918

3,377
0,238

14,185

Input  P
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

-1,137
1,669

-0,681

0,011
0,018
0,629

3,571
1,447
2,467

0,060
0,019
3,055

0,055
0,019
2,864

Coal  mt
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

76,484
14,467
5,286

0,117
0,040
2,932

4,445
12,305
0,361

0,057
0,038
1,504

0,036
0,036
0,985

Coal  P
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

2,846
0,302
9,420

0.736
0,079
9,215

-1,163
0,809
-1,438

0,434
0,2  15
2,015

0,173
0,220
0,788

Daylabour
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

23,804
2,464
9,660

0,106
0,039
2,706

9,448
3,215
2,938

-0,016
0,027
-0,590

0,263
0,064
4,054

Salary
Std  Err.
T-Stat.

10,774
3,168
3,399

-0,276
0,089
-3,103

9,071
4,729
1,918

-0,003
0,098
-0,030

0,435
0,123
3,520

Scales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T.-Stat.

-3.2E-5
1.OE-4

-0,297

-0,007
0,005
-1,514

1.2E-4
6.6E-5
1,842

-0,020
0,003
-5,800

-0,019
0,003

-5,230

PdnQ.
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,017
0,050

-0,358

-0,116
0,032

-3,533

Adj.  R2
S.E.Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durb.-Wats.
F-Stat.
Nr.  Obs.

0,585
29,423

189,8
45,7

0,093
55,076

269

0,724
0,084
5,205
0,16

1,086
86,6
196

0,144
23,469
0,755

25,373
2,131
8,146

255

0,223
0,073

-1.5E-4
0,083
2,709

11,969
192

0,340
0,088

-0,008
0,108
2,944

15,746
144
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Table D26     BARACALDO LIGHT RAIL                           (Jan.1897 -  Jul.1914)

Variables                           Log         D       DLog  D1D12Log

Constant              5,068       2,868
Std.  Err.             23,294       0,231
T-Stat.                0,218      12,412

Input  P               3,450       0,031        2,050       0,058        0,054
Std.  Err.              1,327       0,019        1,203       0,024        0,023
T-Stat.                2,600        1,590        1,703       2,463        2,338

Coal  mt             9,501        0,020       16,616       0,055        0,079
Std.  Err.             11,337       0,042       16,895       0,047        0,047
T-Stat.                0,838      0,463       0,984        1,163        1,662

Coal  P              5,629       0,860       6,300       0,745        0,123
Std.  Err.              0,769       0,084       2,664       0,303        0,3 16
T-Stat.                7,317      10,293        2,365        2,461        0,390

Daylabor             12,571        0,104       (0,189)      (0,039)       0,249
Std.  Err.              2,921        0,038        3,102       0,029        0,087
T-Stat.                4,304      2,704       (0,061)      (1,325)       2,850

Salary               (0,068)     (0,197)       0,129       (0,021)       0,430
Std.  Err.              3,810       0,099       4,124       0,104        0,160
T-Stat.               (0,018)     (1,987)       0,031       (0,202)       2,682

Scales  Q2          -3,4e-05       (0,016)    7,53e-05       (0,020)      (0,019)
Std.  Err.            6,13e-05       0,005     4,63e-05       0,004        0,004
T-Stat.              (0,551)     (3,145)       1,625      (5,361)      (4,864)

Pdn  Q               (0,023)                 (0,083)
Std.  Err.              0,032                   0,025
T-Stat.               (0,715)                 (3,350)

Adj.  R2               0,689       0,657       0,190       0,247        0,301
S.E.  Reg.             13,297       0,076       14,114       0,074        0,091
D-W                 1,392       1,248       2,838       2,785        2,985
Mean  Y             174,232       5,152       (0,105)       0,000        0,000
S.D.  Y              23,830       0,130       15,682       0,085        0,109
S  SQ  resid            25.989       0,855       28.884       0,797        0,917
F-Stat.               49,662      50,185        6,905       10,884       10,920
Nr. Obs.               155        155        152        152        116
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Table  D27     BARACALDO LIGHT RAIL                          (Aug.1914 -  Dec.1922)

Variables                   Log        D          DLog       D1D12Log

Constant           64,549      30,827
Std.  Err.             88,561       14,872
T-Stat.                0,729      2,073

Input  P               (1,597)     (6,967)
Std.  Err.             11,952     31,421
T-Stat.               (0,134)     (0,222)

Coal  mt             104,899       (1,885)
Std.  Err.             45,262        1,423
T-Stat.                2,318      (1,324)

Coal  P                1,191      22,686
Std.  Err.              0,962      10,711
T-Stat.                1,239      2,118

Daylabor             31,634       11,696
Std.  Err.              8,722      13,086
T-Stat.                3,627      0,894

Salary               (6,284)    3,17e-04
Std.  Err.             10,573    3,14e-04
T-Stat.               (0,594)      1,011

Scales  Q2             0,000       (0,243)
Std.  Err.              0,001        0,128
T-Stat.                0,056      (1,898)

Pdn  Q               (0,031)
Std.  Err.              0,199
T-Stat.               (0,156)

Adj.  R2               0,530       0,157
S.E.  Reg.            48,293       39,136
D-W                 1,024       1,923
Mean  Y             203,771        3,170
S.D.  Y              70,444     42,631
5  SQ  resid           151.594       85.770
F-Stat.               12,599       2,928
Nr.  Obs.                73          63
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Graph Dl 9 Graph D20

Per  tori  Consuuiption  of  Sinali  Beatn  Prodution.

Cmi  in  mt  (boi1  une)  an  Lebour  in  wkdey,  (dutted  une).

Production  ad  Praduction  Coste  of  Sinail  Beame.

P  i  t  (boLd  1i.)  end  Pdn  Co.t.  jo  1913 con.tant  Pt.i  (dotLDd  une).

Table D28 SMALL  BEAMS    (Ful! Data Set)

Variables Log D

Constant
Std.  Error
T-Stat.       -6,349

-97,04  1
15,284

0,460
0,135
3,410

Plnput
Std.  Error
T-Stat.

1,209
0,042

28,399

0,794
0,035

22,340

1,154
0,067

16,996

Coal
Std.  Error
T-Stat.

3,623
7,930
0,456

0,038
0,020
1,862

-6,675
12,628
-0,528

PCoal
Std.  Error
T-Stat.

0,171
0,080
2,118

0,068
0,027
2,510

-0,044
0,339

-0,130

Workdays
Std.  Error
T-Stat.

16,570
1,644

10,076

0,227
0,025
8,775

0,329
2,614
0,125

Salary
Std.  Error
T-Stat.

17,858
1,913
9,33  1

0,389
0,041
9,357

1,547
3,628
0,426

Q2  Scales
Std.  Error
T-Stat.

3.2E-5
5.8E-5
0,553

-0,008
0,003
-3,290

4.1E-5
5.2E-5
0,784

Q Produced
Std.  Error
T-Stat.

-0,045
0,028

-1,604

-0,071
0,027

-2,695

Adj.  R2
St.  Error  Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durbin-Watson
F-Statistic
Nr.  Obs.

0,896
15,3

199,1
47,53
1,590
281,7

228

0,909
0,068
5,267
0,226
1,876
379,8

228

0,662
17,00
0,529

29,282
2,859

66,6
201

Dlog       D1D12Log

0,785           0,712
0,048           0,085

16,108           8,358

0,027          -0,021
0,028           0,05 1
0,967          -0,407

0,084           0,045
0,130           0,199
0,649           0,226

-0,032          -0,039
0,049           0,116
-0,667           0,339

-5.6E-4          0,136
0,099           0,212

-0,005           0,638

-0,017          -0,016
0,002           0,004

-5,979          -3,759

0,670
0,084
0,002
0,147
2,98  1

82,4
201

0,543
0,110
0,007
0,164
3,14  1

18,0
72
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Table  D29     BARACALDO SMALL  BEAMS              (Jan.1897   - Jul.1914)

Variables                           Log         D       DLog  D1D12Log

Constant             (52,151)       0,569
Std.  Err.             29,366       0,414
T-Stat.               (1,776)      1,376

Input  P               1,292      0,816       0,570       0,352      (0,544)
Std.  Err.              0,236       0,131        0,399       0,219        0,687
T-Stat.              5,476       6,249        1,427        1,607       (0,791)

Coal  mt              37,494       0,092       60,691       0,145        0,267
Std.  Err.             13,968       0,037       21,921        0,061        0,282
T-Stat.                2,684      2,495        2,769       2,374        0,945

Coal  P                1,012      0,127       7,887        1,136       0,907
Std.  Err.              1,181        0,129        3,881        0,427        1,055
T-Stat.                0,857      0,983        2,032       2,661        0,860

Daylabor              7,637       0,157        5,298       (0,041)       0,025
Std.  Err.              4,096       0,074        6,72 1        0,13 1        1,066
T-Stat.                1,864      2,119       0,788       (0,310)       0,024

Salary               6,157       0,231        0,387       (0,246)      (0,362)
Std.  Err.              4,740       0,146        8,039       0,269        1,860
T-Stat.                1,299       1,581        0,048       (0,914)      (0,195)

Scales  Q2           5,16e-05       (0,009)     6,28e-05       (0,022)      (0,018)
Std.  Err.           6,98e-05       0,004     7,56e-05        0,005        0,026
T-Stat.                0,739      (2,587)       0,83 1       (4,666)      (0,668)

Pdn  Q               (0,047)                  (0,076)
Std.  Err.              0,034                   0,039
T-Stat.               (1,369)                  (1,951)

Adj.  R2               0,744       0,758       0,267        0,306       (0,100)
S.E.  Reg.            12,902       0,068       16,007       0,082        0,138
D-W                 1,725       1,752        2,512        2,554        2,418
Mean  Y             183,375        5,202       0,408        0,003       (0,013)
S.D.  Y              25.486       0,138       18,691        0,098        0,131
S  SQ resid            16.647       0,465       21.011        0,552        0,228
F-Stat.               45,357      56,787        6,329        8,756       0,691
Nr.  Obs.                108         108          89          89          18
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Table  D30    BARACALDO SMALL BEAMS             (Aug.1914 -  Dec.1922)

Variables                   Log        D           DLog       D1D12L0g

Constant          (104,007)      0,391
Std.  Err.             25,972       0,252
T-Stat.              (4,005)      1,553

Input  P               1,255      0,872        1,338       0,896        0,938
Std.  Err.              0,054       0,039       0,078       0,056        0,113
T-Stat.               23,308      22,181       17,205       16,099        8,298

Coal  mt              (4,981)     (0,011)     (20,140)      (0,016)      (0,026)
Std.  Err.             16,620       0,028      17,725       0,033        0,062
T-Stat.               (0,300)     (0,389)      (1,136)      (0,473)      (0,417)

Coal  P               (0,142)     (0,024)       0,147       0,047       (0,070)
Std.  Err.              0,297       0,056       0,782       0,170        0,205
T-Stat.               (0,476)     (0,423)       0,188       0,277       (0,342)

Daylabor             21,681        0,249       (0,764)      (0,020)      (0,137)
Std.  Err.              2,684       0,040       4,340       0,069        0,265
T-Stat.                8,078       6,168       (0,176)      (0,292)      (0,516)

Salary               19,442      0,382       2,956       0,008       (0,077)
Std.  Err.             2,905       0,064        4,401        0,117        0,3 14
T-Stat.                6,692      5,978        0,672       0,068       (0,245)

Scales  Q2           3,17e-05       (0,011)    -5,8e-06       (0,015)      (0,013)
Std.  Err.            1,08e-04       0,005     8,75e-05       0,005        0,005
T-Stat.                0,293      (2,114)      (0,066)      (3,338)      (2,431)

Pdn  Q               (0,056)                 (0,045)
Std.  Err.              0,054                   0,043
T-Stat.               (1,032)                 (1,061)

Adj.  R2               0,957       0,962       0,848       0,848        0,749
S.E.  Reg.            14,132       0,062      15,951        0,081        0,105
D-W                 2,208      2,390       2,797        3,249        3,345
Mean  Y             210,829       5,300       0,299       0,000        0,023
S.D.  Y              68,244       0,320       40,895       0,208        0,209
S  SQ resid            14.778       0,293       17.557       0,461        0,285
F-Stat.              259,277     341,350       70,657       84,418       19,461
Nr.  Obs.                82          82          76          76          32
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Graph El                                  Graph E2
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Table El                   SESTAO COMMERCIAL BARS  (Fuli Data Set)

Pe’  Ton  Consuniption  oÍ  Inpnts  in  Comnereia1  Bsr  PreductIon.

coti  1n mt  bstd  Une)  md  Labaur  lo  wsrkdays  (detted  Uoe)

3.0

2.5

2.0

6

5

4

3

2

1

4-000

Production  aztd  Production  Costs  of  Commsrcial  Bars.

Pdo  iri  lot  be1d  une)  mod Pdn  Coste  lo  1913  coaetant  PU  (dotted  Une)
700

600

Stia

400

200

200

100

0.5

2000

02    04    08    08    11)    12    14    16    18    21]    22 02  04  06  06  lO  L2  14-  16  18  20  22

Log D        DIog   DID12Log

Constant
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

6,541
17,131
0,382

0,843
0,242
3,485

Input  P
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

1,344
0,054

25,078

0,927
0,048

19,179

1,295
0,042

30,920

0,883
0,032

27,358

0,913
0,037

24,643

Coal  mt
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

0,395
6,530
0,060

-0,005
0,020

-0,253

-10,812
5,538

-1,952

-0,003
0,020

-0,149

-0,015
0,021
-0,737

Coal  P
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

0,147
0,197
0,746

0,009
0,029
0,313

-0,875
0,535

-1,634

-0,190
0,078

-2,446

-0,134
0,089
-1,513

Daylabour
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

2,081
2,164
0,961

0,027
0,032
0,838

1,962
1,878
1,044

0,017
0,026
0,656

0,047
0,029
1,604

Salary
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

3,486
2,383
1,463

0,047
0,047
0,993

4,848
3,190
1,519

0,120
0,063
1,887

0,212
0,065
3,278

Scales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

1,84E-7
2,79E-6

0,066

-0,014
0,006

-2,262

2,05E-6
1,91E-6

1,074

-0,036
0,005

-7,493

-0,034
0,006
-6,094

Pdn  Q
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,007
0,009

-0,736

-0,022
0,007

-3,344

Adj.  R2
S.E.  Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durb.-Wats.
F-Stat.
Nr. Obs.
Sum  Sq.  Res.

0,911
19,688

240,126
65,858
0,658

356,176
245

91865

0,864
0,081
5,453
0,221
0,569

260,022
245

1,580

0,822
15,074
-0,227
35,771

2,706
187,783

243
53626

0,816
0,058
-0,001
0,135
2,689

215,180
243

0,798

0,796
0,076
-0,006
0,169
2,567

170,870
219

1,242
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Table  E2                  SESTAO COMMERCIAL BARS  (Jul.  1901-Jul.  1914)

Log          D       DIog   DID12Log

Constant            15,6365       1,7047
Std.  Err.             15,7096     0,2359
T-Stat.              0,9953      7,2274

InputP               1,1819     0,7848     1,0382     0,7440     0,6821
Std.  Err.              0,0981     0,0659      0,0953      0,0653      0,0618
T-Stat.               12,0468     11,9089      10,8961      11,3953      11,0331

Coal  mt              11,1787      0,0447      -9,2220      -0,0206      -0,0254
Std.  Err.              5,9889      0,0199       6,7297       0,0268       0,0259
T-Stat.                1,8666      2,2513      -1,3703      -0,7698      -0,9790

Coal  P               -0,4244     -0,0558       0,6947       0,1459       0,2764
Std.  Err.              0,6528      0,0637       1,8272       0,1906       0,1743
T-Stat.               -0,6502     -0,8765       0,3802       0,7654       1,5860

Daylabour             3,9919       0,0637       3,4952       0,0580       0,0877
Std.  Err.              1,8983      0,0301       1,5710       0,0259       0,0247
T-Stat.                2,1029      2,1183       2,2249       2,2397      3,5525

Salary                7,1653      0,1382      6,5993       0,1792       0,1955
Std.  Err.              2,6597      0,0534       3,6664      0,0803       0,0759
T-Stat.                2,6940      2,5896       1,8000       2,2321       2,5762

Scales  Q2            3,09e-06     -0,0244     1,78e-06      -0,0408      -0,0368
Std.  Err.             1,80e-06     0,0042     1,79e-06      0,0050       0,0047
T-Stat.                1,7202     -5,7581       0,9947      -8,0904      -7,8142

Pdn Q               -0,0191                 -0,0242
Std.  Err.              0,0058                  0,0056
T-Stat.              -3,3005                 -4,3072

Adj.  R2               0,8124      0,8144      0,6869       0,6749       0,6727
S.E.  Reg.             9,3072       0,0420       9,7378       0,0460       0,0547
Mean  Y             218,5730       5,3824      -0,2297      -0,0010     1,OOe-05
S.D.  Y              21,4865      0.0974      17,4038       0,0807       0,0956
Durb.-Wats.            1,2836       1,3493       2,9477       2,9703       2,7408
F-Stat.               97,4890    115,0679      57,6845      65,3614      59,7932
Nr.  Obs.                 157         157         156         156         144
Sum  Sq.  Res.           12907       0,2641        14129       0,3175       0,4131
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Table  E3                  SESTAO COMMERCIAL  BARS  (Aug.  1914-Dec.  1922)

Log          D        DIog   DID12Log

Constant             64,8081      1,3540
Std.  Err.             38,1419      0,5664
T-Stat.                1,6991      2,3904

Input  P               1,3436     0,9365       1,3 153      0,8955       0,9326
Std.  Err.              0,0908      0,0857      0,0645       0,0476      0,0575
T-Stat.               14,7892     10,9316      20,3964      18,8225      16,2217

Coal  mt             3,5499     0,0064    -11,6836       0,0079      -0,0098
Std.  Err.             11,8627      0,0389      10,0279       0,0325       0,0346
T-Stat.                0,2993      0,1641      -1,1651       0,2445      -0,2836

CoalP               -0,7104     -0,1144      -0,9048      -0,2129     -0,1758
Std.  Err.              0,3688     0,0545       0,8024       0,1070       0,1290
T-Stat.               -1,9261     -2,0991      -1,1276      -1,9888      -1,3627

Daylabour             4,0484      0,0437      -0,3306     -0,0654      -0,0843
Std.  Err.              4,6358      0,0708       4,5827       0,0606       0,0816
T-Stat.                0,8733      0,6174      -0,0721      -1,0779     -1,0329

Salary                0,9410     0,0069      2,6618       0,0233       0,1590
Std.  Err.              4,3436     0,0879       5,7362       0,1069       0,1149
T-Stat.                0,2166      0,0785       0,4640       0,2177       1,3846

Scales  Q2           5,55e-06      -0,0178    1,45e-06      -0,0391      -0,0475
Std.  Err.             7,57e-06      0,0181     4,46e-06       0,01 17       0,0172
T-Stat.                0,7331     -0,9827       0,3250      -3,3479      -2,7621

Pdn  Q               -0,0279                -0,0198
Std.  Err.              0,0270                  0,0172
T-Stat.              -1,0344                -1,1466

Adj.  R2              0,9087     0,8571     0,8430     0,8613     0,8433
S.E. Reg.            28,6729     0,1164    21,9021     0,0742     0,1018
Mean  Y            278,5790     5,5802     -0,2233     -0,0013     -0,0184
S.D. Y              94,8812     0,3079    55,2687      0,1992      0,2572
Durb.-Wats.           0,6588     0,4478     2,5824     2,4751     2,4055
F-Stat.              124,6655    87,9782    77,9384    107,8364    80,6664
Nr. Obs.                 88         88         87         87         75
Sum  Sq. Res.          65771      1,0975      38376     0,4457     0,7153
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Graph  E3

Per  Von Consumption  of  Inputs  in  Tin  Production.

Coal  ij  mt  (bold  une)  md  Labeur  in  workday,  (dctted  lina).

Graph  E4

Production  and  Production  Coat  of  ‘Fin.

Pd  ia  mt  (boid  lina)  and  Pd,,  Coat  ja,  lt]  conat.a,t  Pta  (dotad  lina).

Table  E4 SESTAO  TIN (Ful!  Data  Set)

Log D Dlog DIDI2Log

Constant
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-19,759
72,139
-0,274

2,665
0,331
8,040

Input  P
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

1,879
0,086

21,727

0,705
0,038

18.626

1,398
0,111

12,590

0,531
0,039

13,634

0,555
0,042

13,332

Coal  mt
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

36,26  1
48,502
0,748

0,025
0,017
1,500

62,472
37,257

1,677

0,003
0,015
0,204

-0,002
0,015

-0,162

Coal  P
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

2,035
0,473
4,298

0,064
0,03  1
2,076

3,048
1,430
2,131

0,122
0,094
1,305

0,342
0,102
3,345

Daylabour
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

31,260
6,993
4,470

0,151
0,038
3,938

14,557
7,149
2,036

0,053
0,040
1,320

0,066
0,040
1,667

Salary
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

28,020
6,031
4,646

0,168
0,053
3,189

14,677
8,515
1,724

0,123
0,079
1,564

0,271
0,081
3,339

Scales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

1,36E-5
7,94E-5

0,171

-0,047
0,013

-3,605

8,O1E-5
7,14E-5

1,121

-0,035
0,012

-2,849

-0,008
0,013
-0,644

PdnQ
Std. Err.
T-Stat.

-0,118
0,110
-1,074

-0,171
0,101
-1,688

Adj.  R2
S.E.  Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durb.-Wats.
F-Stat.
Nr.  Obs.
Sum  Sq.  Res.

0,838
45,339

494,100
112,577

0,875
174,412

236
468675

0,824
0,083
6,182
0,197
0,867

184,093
236

1,566

0,476
39,345

1,181
54,378
2,24  1

36,040
232

348313

0,525
0,070
0,001
0,102
2,473

52,137
232

1,110

0,232
0,090

-0,002
0,132
2,370

48,068
208

1,648
174



Table E5                  SESTAO TIN  (Jul.  1901-Jul.  1914)

Log          D        D!og   DIDI2L0g

Constant            240,1219       3,3994
Std.  Err.            120,3311       0,6224
T-Stat.               1,9955      5,4617

Input  P              0,8955      0,3209      0,7959       0,2462       0,0075
Std.  Err.              0,3707     0,1095       0,3 110       0,0938       0,0963
T-Stat.                2,4156     2,9312      2,5592       2,6248       0,0783

Coalmt               0,9036     -0,0141      31,6731       0,0161       0,0667
Std. Err.            131,7021      0,0398    101,4582     0,0318      0,0297
T-Stat.                0,0069     -0,3540      0,3122      0,5059      2,2481

Coal P                8,1341      0,4374     -2,1033     -0,0689    -0,3590
Std.  Err.              2,3174     0,1113       5,2030       0,2425       0,2385
T-Stat.                3,5101      3,9310      -0,4043      -0,2843      -1,5050

Daylabour            13,5524       0,0700      14,0241       0,1170       0,1674
Std.  Err.             10,3099     0,0657       8,0452       0,0557       0,0523
T-Stat.                1,3145      1,0650       1,7432       2,0987       3,2015

Salary              -7,4356     -0,1034      12,2587       0,1747       0,4217
Std.  Err.             10,3075      0,1208      10,8082       0,1260       0,1189
T-Stat.               -0,7214     -0,8561       1,1342       1,3874       3,5479

Scales  Q2             0,0002     -0,0096       0,000 1      -0,0385      -0,0093
Std.  Err.              0,0001      0,0169       0,0001       0,0149       0,0144
T-Stat.                1,5620     -0,5644       0,9126      -2,5794      -0,6466

Pdn Q               -0,2322                 -0,1605
Std.  Err.              0,1436                  0,1104
T-Stat.               -1,6172                 -1,4541

Adj.  R2               0,3998      0,4050      0,1832       0,1959       0,1528
SE.  Reg.            30,7588       0,0667      26,8927       0,0569       0,0697
Mean  Y             464,6507       6,1376      -0,7993      -0,0016      -0,0005
S.D. Y              39,7028      0,0865     29,7556      0,0635      0,0757
Durb.-Wats.           0,8537     0,8191      2,7765      2,7695      2,4866
F-Stat.               15,2737     18,0177      6,5688      8,2584      5,9423
Nr.  Obs.                 151         151         150         150         138
Sum  Sq.  Res.          135293       0,6407      103420      0,4669       0,64 12
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Table  E6                   SESTAO TIN  (Aug.  1914-Dec.  1922)

Log          D        DIog   DID12Log

Constant            110,2271       3,2805
Std.  Err.            134,8621       0,5237
T-Stat.                0,8173     6,2645

InputP               1,8675     0,7158       1,4468      0,5763       0,6307
Std.  Err.              0,1155      0,0460       0,1652      0,0530       0,0520
T-Stat.               16,1749     15,5568       8,7572      10,8648      12,1296

Coal  mt              38,5119     0,0203      63,4504      -0,0034      -0,0223
Std.  Err,             67,9083       0,0218     55,4153      0,0215      0,0198
T-Stat.               0,5671     0,9316     1,1450    -0,1569      -1,1240

Coal P               2,5432     0,1306     3,6227     0,1777     0,4697
Std. Err.             0,8338     0,0475     2,1457     0,1268     0,1292
T-Stat.                3,0503      2,7505       1,6884       1,4009       3,6356

Daylabour            18,5207      0,0318      15,5952       0,0261       0,0097
Std.  Err.             14,0791      0,0701      13,3110       0,0638       0,0596
T-Stat.               1,3155     0,4530     1,1716     0,4092     0,1621

Salary              22,1403     0,1551     18,9837     0,1229     0,2809
Std. Err.             11,5924     0,0824     14,8292     0,1171     0,1149
T-Stat.               1,9099     1,8823      1,2802     1,0496     2,4453

Scales  Q2             0,0001     -0,1087      0,0001     -0,0516     -0,0526
Std.  Err.              0,0001      0,0228       0,0001       0,0234       0,0236
T-Stat.               0,5045     -4,7761     0,7984     -2,2033     -2,2282

Pdn Q               -0,2909                -0,2333
Std. Err.             0,2048                 0,1955
T-Stat.               -1,4206                -1,1934

Adj. R2              0,8793     0,9041     0,5335     0,6455     0,7278
SE.  Reg.            58,4623     0,0906    56,2568     0,0884     0,1055
Mean  Y            546,4 142      6,2598     4,8033     0,0066     -0,0043
S.D. Y             168,2645     0,2925    82,3632     0,1485     0,2023
Durb.-Wats.           1,0906     1,2384     2,0209     2,2237     2,1594
F-Stat.              88,4066    132,9549    16,4368    30,4937    37,8910
Nr. Obs.                 85         85         82         82         70
Sum  Sq.  Res.          263173       0,6401      237362       0,5943       0,7128
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Graph E5 Graph E6
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Table E7 SESTAO  PIG  IRON  (Fuli Data  Set)

Constant
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

139,984
32,574
4,297

6,206
0,848
7,321

Input  P
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

0,283
0,956
0,296

0,0  10
0,093
0,104

4,979
1,768
2,817

0,787
0,187
4,205

0,787
0,189
4,156

Coal  P
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

1,325
0,258
5,134

0,471
0,070
6,687

-0,911
0,576
-1,581

-0,210
0,205

-1,026

-0,228
0,219
-1,039

Daylabour
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-15,400
7,781

-1,979

0,054
0,108
0,500

28,466
4,911
5,797

0,537
0,077
6,947

0,407
0,086
4,721

Salary
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

0,035
3,380
0,010

0,206
0,132
1,559

9,561
3,943
2,425

0,697
0,183
3,820

0,482
0,196
2,464

Scales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

1,O1E-6
2,58E-7

3,904

-0,080
0,041
-1,955

-2,2E-7
1,31E-7

-1,684

0,073
0,024
3,030

0,055
0,031
1,765

Pdn  Q
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,019
0,004
-4,357

0,005
0,002
2,172

Adj.  R2
SE.  Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durb.-Wats.
F-Stat.
Nr.  Obs.
Sum  Sq. Res.

0,401
25,318
82,913
32,715
0,602

28,236
245

152553

0,390
0,220
6,672
0,282
0,692

32,179
245

11,577

0,159
15,493
-0,105
16,897
2,28  1

10,170
243

56889

0,255
0,151

-0,001
0,175
2,3  17

21,660
243

5,454

0,153
0,193
-0,005
0,210
2,223

10,876
219
7,992
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Table E8                   SESTAO PIG  IRON  (Jul.  1901-Jul.  1914)

Log          D        Dlog   DID12L0g

Constant                -0,848       4,010
Std.  Err.               11,938      0,364
T-Stat.                 -0,071      11,023

InputP                 1,381       0,205       0,666        0,111        0,115
Std.  Err.                0,220      0,035       0,666        0,117       0,117
T-Stat.                  6,277      5,825        1,001        0,947       0,980

Coal  P                2,850      0,866       0,820       0,287       -0,172
Std.  Err.                0,162      0,051       0,835        0,254       0,284
T-Stat.                17,568      16,895        0,981        1,133       -0,610

Daylabour               5,086       0,062       14,647        0,230       0,252
Std.  Err.                3,789      0,054       3,616       0,053       0,052
T-Stat.                  1,342       1,145        4,050       4,330       4,882

Salary                  -2,600      -0,129        1,685        0,151        0,124
Std.  Err.                1,243      0,074        1,768        0,112       0,107
T-Stat.                 -2,092      -1,735        0,953        1,352        1,157

Scales  Q2              -7,7E-8     -0,023      -1,2E-7       -0,019      3,96E-5
Std.  Err.               1,O1E-7      0,019      7,76E-8        0,017       0,017
T-Stat.                 -0,757      -1,245       -1,601       -1,111        0,002

PdnQ                  0,001                   0,001
Std.  Err.                0,002                   0,001
T-Stat.                  0,422                   0,966

Adj.  R2                 0,758      0,741        0,284        0,267       0,236
S.E.  Reg.               3,910       0,055        4,223        0,060       0,080
Mean  Y                72,445       6,580       0,010      1,18E-4      1,94E4
S.D.  Y                 7,946      0,108       4,992        0,070       0,091
Durb.-Wats.              1,300        1,311        2,789        2,838       2,565
F-Stat.                 82,391      90,226       13,319       15,087       12,027
Nr.  Obs.                  157         157         156         156         144
Sum  Sq.  Res.          2292,83 1        0,457     2674,787       0,536       0,888
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Table E9                   SESTAO PIG  IRON  (Jul.  1901-Jul.  1914)

Log          D        Dlog D1D12L0g

Constant              250,607       9,715
Std.  Err.               85,361        2,208
T-Stat.                  2,936      4,399

Input  P                 -2,486      -0,499        9,077        1,096       1,564
Std.  Err.                2,904       0,240       4,524       0,397       0,508
T-Stat.                -0,856     -2,075        2,007        2,758        3,077

Coal  P                  0,210     -0,035       -0,768       -0,133       -0,614
Std.  Err.                0,864       0,279       0,952        0,339       0,402
T-Stat.                  0,244      -0,125       -0,807       -0,393       -1,528

Daylabour             -20,367        0,031       31,631        0,618       0,488
Std.  Err.               14,033       0,222        8,600       0,15 1        0,194
T-Stat.                 -1,451       0,137        3,678       4,102       2,510

Salary                 -3,297      0,240      12,250      0,847      0,650
Std.  Err.                8,570      0,317        9,130       0,406       0,519
T-Stat.                 -0,385       0,757       1,342      2,084       1,252

Scales  Q2              1,23E-6       -0,116      -4,4E-7        0,112       0,102
Std.  Err.              4,83E-7       0,081      2,48E-7        0,046       0,073
T-Stat.                2,553      -1,433       -1,774        2,457        1,394

PdnQ                 -0,025                   0,011
Std.  Err.                0,009                   0,005
T-Stat.                 -2,853                   2,258

Adj.  R2                 0,260       0,238        0,190       0,296       0,197
S.E.  Reg.              41,591        0,348       24,783        0,234       0,302
Mean  Y               101,588        6,837       -0,310       -0,004       -0,015
S.D. Y                48,352      0,398      27,540      0,279      0,337
Durb.-Wats.             0,685       0,821       2,082       2,138      1,954
F-Stat.                  6,098       6,443        5,039       10,027       5,552
Nr.  Obs.                   88          88         87         87         75
Sum  Sq. Res.           140111       9,910      49751       4,491      6,385
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Table mo SESTAO  WIRE  (Fuli Data Set)

Per  Ton  Consumption  ot  lnputs  iii  Wire  Production.
ctai  in  mt  (bole  lint)  titd  Libeur  In  wrkdty5  (dotted  lin).

10

Prcduction  and  Produotion  Cot  of  Wire.

Pdn  in  mt  (bnld  iirm)  nud  Pdn  C,nt  (n  13  c,mntnnt  PL.  (d.ttn  Iii..).

nnn

5

o

500

400

300

200

100

Log D        Dlog   DIDI2Log

Constant -32,829 0,570
Std.  Err. 8,614 0,077
T-Stat. -3,811 7,393

Input  P 1,180 0,871 1,274 0,916 0,994
Std.  Err. 0,020 0,016 0,041 0,028 0,036
T-Stat. 58,313 53,515 31,182 32,854 27,356

Coal  mt 12,673 0,012 26,165 0,025 0,034
Std.  En. 4,143 0,006 8,940 0,011 0,011
T-Stat. 3,059 1,984 2,927 2,186 3,050

Coal  P 0,320 0,041 1,217 0,150 0,109
Std.  Err. 0,106 0,014 0,5  11 0,069 0,092
T-Stat. 3,021 2,929 2,381 2,167 1,179

Daylabour 5,157 0,104 3,815 0,118 0,112
Std.  Err. 0,746 0,013 0,946 0,017 0,015
T-Stat. 6,916 7,971 4,033 7,168 7,568

Salary 9,249 0,169 2,430 0,092 0,147
Std.  Err. 1,141 0,021 2,920 0,057 0,053
T-Stat. 8,109 8,163 0,832 1,611 2,763

Scales  Q2 1,45E-6 -0,006 6,72E-6 -0,005 -0,004
Std.  Err. 4,34E-6 0,003 5,28E-6 0,003 0,003
T-Stat. 0,333 -2,355 1,272 -1,753 -1,310

Pdn  Q -0,008 -0,025
Std.  Err. 0,008 0,010
T-Stat. -1,027 -2,419

Adj.  P2 0,967 0,965 0,832 0,856 0,833
S.E.  Reg. 10,790 0,040 14,500 0,053 0,062
Mean  Y 222,723 5,379 -0,147 -0,001 0,007
S.D.  Y 59,565 0,217 35,390 0,139 0,151
Durb.-Wats. 1,961 1,793 2,751 2,832 3,022
F-Stat. 1015,840 1125,030 195,982 280,568 183,708
Nr.  Obs. 242 242 237 237 184
Sum  Sq.  Res. 27242 0,380 48355 0,642 0,679 180



Table El 1                 SESTAO WIRE  (Jul.  1901-Jul.  1914)

Log          D       DIog   DID12Log

Constant             .22,8072       0,4239
Std.  Err.             12,3519     0,1714
T-Stat.               -1,8465      2,4738

InputP               1,2640     0,9262       1,1760      0,8745      0,6942
Std.  Err.              0,0662     0,0484       0,0841       0,0623      0,0599
T-Stat.               19,0885     19,1218      13,9818      14,0345      11,5864

Coalmt              4,4570     0,0045     12,9010     0,0120     0,0348
Std. Err.             4,1258     0,0079     5,9859      0,0134      0,0126
T-Stat.                1,0803     0,5663      2,1552      0,8914     2,7660

Coal  P                0,8073      0,0567       3,3 182       0,3998       0,2210
Std.  Err.              0,4909     0,0512       1,6762       0,1910       0,1818
T-Stat.                1,6446      1,1082       1,9796       2,0929       1,2160

Daylabour            4,5689      0,0896       5,5783       0,1032       0,1091
Std.  Err.              1,1329     0,0188       1,1339       0,0195       0,0156
T-Stat.                4,0330     4,7718       4,9198       5,2801       6,9941

Salaty                2,6529     0,0545      -1,2092      -0,0373       0,0865
Std.  Err.              2,2330      0,0514       3,2382       0,0766       0,0690
T-Stat.                1,1881      1,0604      -0,3734      -0,4866       1,2543

Scales  Q2            -3,Oe-06    -0,0057     2,28e-06      -0,0037      -0,0029
Std.  Err.             3,57e-06      0,0026     4,Ole-06      0,0029       0,0029
T-Stat.               -0,8540     -2,1941       0,5681      -1,2914      -1,0007

PdnQ               -0,0019               -0,0114
Std.  Err.              0,0064                  0,007 1
T-Stat.              -0,2966               -1,6031

Adj.  R2               0,9023      0,8934       0.6742       0,6620       0,0519
S.E.  Reg.             6,8509      0,0339       8,9597       0,0453     203,2387
Mean  Y            205,1701     5,3184     -0,05 19      -0,0002      0,0900
S.D.  Y              21,9170     0,1038      15,6979       0,0780       0,3338
Durb.-Wats.            1,8302      1,8779      2,7807      2,8594      2,9248
F-Stat.              205,4771    217,4794     53,7769     60,9450     52,7971
Nr.  Obs.               156         156         154        154        130
Sum  Sq.  Res.            6946       0, 1711       11801       0,3042      0,3338
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Table  E12                 SESTAO WIRE  (Aug.  1914-Dec.  1922)

Log          D        DIog   DID12Log

Constant             33,4563       1,1034
Std.  Err.             24,6219      0,2140
T-Stat.                1,3588     5,1553

Input  P               1,1547     0,8474       1,2444       0,9046       1,0835
Std.  Err.              0,0283      0,0234       0,0620      0,0381       0,0492
T-Stat.               40,8303     36,2066      20,0768      23,7324      22,0236

CoaJ  mt              39,8424     0,0311      92,4689      0,0326       0,0381
Std.  Err.             13,8100     0,0127      36,0774       0,0216       0,0211
T-Stat.                2,8850     2,4540      2,5631       1,5067       1,8117

CoaIP               -0,0435      0,0110       1,6647       0,1481       0,0415
Std.  Err.              0,2027     0,0246      0,7643       0,0927       0,1192
T-Stat.               -0,2146     0,4455       2,1780       1,5975       0,3484

Daylabour             2,8612      0,0731      -1,0729      0,0874       0,0786
Std.  Err.              1,4036     0,0274       2,2696      0,0496       0,0408
T-Stat.                2,0385      2,6619      -0,4727       1,7613       1,9260

Salary                3,5506     0,1078       3,8024       0,1441       0,1790
Std.  Err.              2,3127      0,0394       5,0778      0,0948       0,0785
T-Stat.                1,5353      2,7380      0,7488       1,5201       2,2816

Scales  Q2            1,21e-05     -0,0162     4,16e-05      -0,0200      -0,0244
Std.  Err.             1,02e-05      0,0072     1,66e-05       0,0142       0,01 17
T-Stat.                1,1930     -2,2457       2,5140      -1,4050      -2,0879

Pdn  Q               -0,0394                 -0,1086
Std.  Err.              0,0208                  0,0367
T-Stat.               -1,8957                 -2,9594

Adj.  R2               0,9741      0,9766      0,8671       0,9064       0,9220
S.E.  Reg.             14,0366     0,0470      20,4447       0,0642       0,0678
Mean  Y             254,5626      5,4900      -0,3244      -0,0030       0,0202
S.D.  Y              87,1358     0,3069      56,0776       0,2097       0,2429
Durb.-Wats.           2,4798      2,0290      2,6489       2,7189       2,8723
F-Stat.              456,7964    591,4050      90,1540     159,8134     126,2762
Nr.  Obs.                  86          86          83          83          54
Sum  Sq.  Res.           15368       0,1743       31767       0,3170       0,2209
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Graph  E9 Graph  ElO

Table  E13 SESTAO  BUCKETS AND  TUBS (Fuil  Data Set)

Par  Ton  Consumption  Df Inputa  in  Bnket  ana  Tub  Pdn.

Ca1  lxx mt  (baid Urxe) and  Labour lxx wzialayi  (dattxd lina).
75

Production  and  Prudiction  Coot  cf  Buoketa  and  Tuba.
Pdu  Lxx mt  (boid  Im.)  and Pdo Co,t  jo  jl3  ooo.t.nt  Pto  (dottod li.a.).

0.75

0.50

0.25

Log D       Dlog DID12Log

Constant
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

493,932
165,061

2,992

4,885
0,879
5,555

Input  P
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,723
0,738

-0,979

-0,132
0,183
-0,720

-0,741
1,144

-0,647

0,002
0,274
0,006

0,245
0,430
0,569

Coal  mt
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

74,646
55,048

1,356

-0,007
0,026
-0,260

2,956
50,370
0,059

-0,011
0,026

-0,409

-0,046
0,033

-1,405

CoaIP
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

18,804
5,469
3,438

0,863
0,210
4.107

-21,860
28,089
-0,778

-0,814
1,039

-0,783

2,629
1,988
1,322

Daylabour
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

2,570
2,811
0,914

0,023
0,039
0,584

1,583
2,760
0,573

0,001
0,035
0,023

0,081
0,054
1,499

Salary
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-30,698
25,255
-1,216

-0,165
0,145

-1,140

-2,003
30,624
-0,065

0,056
0,188
0,299

0,262
0,279
0,941

Scales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

0,029
0,008
3,616

-0,053
0,014

-3,736

-0,0  14
0,012

-1,166

-0,008
0,016
-0,510

-0,032
0,021

-1,496

Pdn  Q
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-5,068
1,222

-4,148

0,452
1,401
0,323

Adj.  R2
S.E.  Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durb.-Wats.
F-Stat.
Nr.  Obs.
Sum  Sq.  Res.

0,414
72,564

594,541
94,768

1,728
10,979

100
484429

0,365
0,122
6,376
0,153
1,525

10,498
100

1,377

-0,010
85,911
-1,933
85,490
2,252
0,852

92
627352

-0,045
0,141

-0,005
0,138
2,291
0,218

92
1,709

0,093
0,162
0,020
0,170
3,041
1,941

47
1,077
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Table E14                 SESTAO BUCKETS AND  TUBS  (Jul.  1901-Jul.  1914)

Log          D        Dlog   DID12L0g

Constant            379,0668       3,2330
Std.  Err.            142,6278      0,7821
T-Stat.              2,6577     4,1339

Input  P               2,2170     0,5380      1,4735       0,3961       0,4073
Std.  Err.              1,0021     0,2505       1,0240       0,2530       0,4968
T-Stat.                2,2123      2,1474       1,4389      1,5658       0,8198

Coal  mt               9,4302     -0,0259      -7,622 1       0,0 126      -0,0352
Std.  Err.             47,6774      0,0217      35,4194       0,0187       0,0377
T-Stat.                0,1978     -1,1952      -0,2152      -0,6720      -0,9338

Coal  P                1,7266     0,2608     -36,3249      -1,2332       3,2988
Std.  Err.              7,6348     0,2893      18,6562       0,7334       2,3545
T-Stat.                0,2262     0,9015      -1,9471      -1,6815       1,4011

Daylabour             1,8742     0,0059       0,1971      -0,0126       0,1406
Std.  Err.              2,3190     0,0315       1,9743       0,0249       0,1301
T-Stat.                0,8082      0,1866       0,0999      -0,5065       1,0814

Salary               -12,7318     -0,0683      -0,0952       0,0444       0,2459
Std.  Err.             23,0022      0,1319      24,9820       0,1596       0,5676
T-Stat.              -0,5535     -0,5174      -0,0038       0,2786       0,4331

Scales  Q2             0,0242     -0,0429      -0,0079      -0,0154     -0,0295
Std.  Err.              0,0065      0,0117       0,0082       0,0121       0,0240
T-Stat.                3,7416     -3,6701      -0,9605      -1,2681      -1,2294

Pdn  Q               -4,2496                 -0,2681
Std.  Err.              0,9934                  0,9733
T-Stat.               -4,2777                 -0,2755

Adj.  R2               0,383 1       0,3581       0,0918       0,0323       0,0587
S.E.  Reg.            53,7120     0,0941     56,4550      0,0986      0,1680
Mean  Y             571,5021      6,3414     -1,2573     -0,0020      0,0120
S.D.  Y               68,3870     0,1175      59,2387       0,1002       0,1731
Durb.-Wats.            1,4697       1,2822       2,7577       2,8562       3,0012
F-Stat.                7,8319      8,1588       2,1957       1,4746       1,5110
Nr.  Obs.                 78          78          72          72          42
Sum  Sq.  Res.          201948      0,6289      207166       0,6413       1,0158
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Table  E15 SESTAO  STRIP STEEL  (Fuli Data  Set)

Log D Dlog DID12Log

Constant
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-65,548
12,098
-5,418

0,871
0,133
6,540

Input  P
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

1,425
0,031

46,145

0,858
0,026

33,593

1,354
0,044

31,085

0,867
0,030

28,497

0,928
0,029

31,785

Coalmt
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

21,081
2,469
8,539

0,094
0,010
9,221

11,811
2,293
5,152

0,066
0,011
5,894

0,025
0,013
2,012

CoalP
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

0,575
0,115
4,999

0,067
0,015
4,330

1,642
0,759
2,162

0,174
0,094
1,848

0,103
0,108
0,950

Daylabour
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

7,744
0,509

15,209

0,093
0,011
8,365

8,435
0,698

12,079

0,052
0,013
4,119

0,019
0,011
1,768

Salary
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

7,629
1,529
4,990

0,112
0,026
4,227

8,751
3,223
2,715

0,039
0,059
0,668

0,008
0,054
0,148

Scales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

8,71E-5
5,15E-5

1,691

-0,018
0,003

-5,640

8,88E-5
4,77E-5

1,864

-0,016
0,004

-4,467

-0,007
0,004
-2,027

Pdn  Q
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,085
0,03  1

-2,700

-0,072
0,029

-2,447

Adj.  R2
S.E.  Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durb.-Wats.
F-Stat.
Nr.  Obs.
Sum  Sq.  Res.

0,975
12,525

264,083
79,761

1,698
1362,659

242
36712

0,963
0,047
5,543
0,242
1,602

1040,680
242

0,513

0,854
15,303
-0,154
40,081
2,731

231,502
237

53859

0,830
0,056

-0,001
0,136
2,795

230,951
237

0,725

0,853
0,061

-0,008
0,159
2,867

226,337
195

0,700 185



Table E16                 SESTAO STRIP STEEL  (Jul.  1901-Jul.  1914)

Log          D        DIog   DID12Log

Constant             -22,8278       1,0519
Std.  Err.             13,8101      0,2055
T-Stat.              -1,6530     5,1195

Input  P               1,4486     0,8955       1,4697      0,8959       0,7260
Std.  Err.              0,0907     0,0569      0,1021       0,062 1       0,0662
T-Stat.               15,9721    15,7345     14,3895      14,4190      10,9663

Coal  mt              14,4106     0,0674     15,8291       0,0816       0,0487
Std.  Err.              4,0533      0,0178       5,0830      0,0240       0,0264
T-Stat.              3,5553      3,7883       3,1142       3,4088       1,8452

Coal  P               -0,9717     -0,0432       3,4844       0,3271       0,2189
Std.  Err.              0,6289     0,0570      2,0590      0,1875       0,1890
T-Stat.               -1,5451     -0,7583       1,6923       1,7448       1,1586

Daylabour             4,7775       0,0435       2,3337       0,0085       0,0118
Std.  Err.              0,9015      0,0130      0,9008       0,0115       0,0107
T-Stat.                5,2995      3,3552      2,5907       0,7393       1,0975

Salary                8,1357     0,0606      0,6213      -0,0489      -0,1402
Std.  Err.              2,2843      0,0385       4,2250      0,0772       0,0796
T-Stat.                3,5616      1,5757      0,1471      -0,6335      -1,7614

Scales  Q2            3,94e-05     -0,0053     2,Ole-05      -0,0077      -0,0116
Std.  Err.             4,99e-05       0,0040     4,95e-05       0,0047       0,0049
T-Stat.                0,7891     -1,3305       0,4064      -1,6461      -2,3657

Pdn  Q               -0,0300                 -0,0233
Std.  Err.              0,0294                  0,0300
T-Stat.               -1,0219                 -0,7775

Adj.  R2               0,8677      0,8593       0,6378       0,6388       0,5362
S.E.  Reg.             8,5909      0,0364      10,9386      0,0452       0,0592
Mean  Y             240,5055       5,4780      -0,1294      -0,0005       0,0005
S.D.  Y              23,6222     0,0971      18,1760       0,0753       0,0869
Durb.-Wats.            1,7538       1,6818       2,9048       2,8658       2,9539
F-Stat.              147,2096    159,8519      46,4937      55,8139      34,0699
Nr.  Obs.                 157         157         156         156         144
Sum  Sq. Res.           10997      0,1989      17828      0,3070      0,4835
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Table  E17                 SESTAO STRIP STEEL  (Aug.  1914-Dec.  1922)

Log          D       Dlog DID12Log

Constant             -70,6378      0,3275
Std.  Err.             23,7472     0,2254
T-Stat.               -2,9746     1,4526

lnputP              1,4550     0,9104       1,3629       0,8930       0,9717
Std.  Err.              0,0436     0,0338       0,0574      0,3530       0,0322
T-Stat.               33,4061     26,8973      23,7388     25,2954      30,1569

Coal  mt             18,7596     0,0672       8,0375       0,0292       0,0175
Std.  Err.              3,7320     0,015 1       3,0273       0,0136       0,0137
T-Stat.                5,0267     4,4523       2,6550      2,1488       1,2730

CoaP               0,6150     0,0918     1,5118     0,1196     0,0561
Std. Err.             0,2129     0,0242     0,9687     0,1084     0,1235
T-Stat.               2,8888     3,7938     1,5606     1,1038     0,4540

Daylabour             9,1469      0,1660      11,3570       0,2267       0,0777
Std.  Err.              0,9143      0,0265       1,04 15       0,0293       0,0484
T-Stat.               10,0039     6,2710      10,9042       7,7270       1,6066

Salary                6,3563      0,1430      12,8395       0,2171       0,1094
Std.  Err.              2,7470     0,0385       4,7779       0,0806       0,0727
T-Stat.                2,3139      3,7133       2,6872       2,6930       1,5047

Scales  Q2             0,0001     -0,0162       0,0001      -0,0183      -0,0075
Std.  Err.              0,0001      0,0066      0,0001       0,0051       0,0054
T-Stat.                0,8599     -2,4481       1,3173      -3,5548      -1,3945

Pdn  Q               -0,0889                 -0,1128
Std.  Err.              0,0678                  0,0525
T-Stat.               -1,3109                 -2,1475

Adj.  R2               0,9816     0,9787       0,9157       0,9240       0,9566
S.E.  Reg.             16,2041      0,0523      18,5900      0,0574       0,0572
Mean  Y             307,6304      5,6625      -0,2019      -0,0011      -0,0308
S.D. Y             119,4075     0,3584    64,0231     0,2082     0,2747
Durb.-Wats.            1,7308       1,4208      2,3424       2,3683       2,7154
F-Stat.              640,6241    645,2507     145,8100     195,5825     221,4053
Nr.  Obs.                  85          85          81          81          51
Sum  Sq. Res.          20218     0,213 1       25574     0,2471     0,1474
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Graph E 13 Graph E14

Production  and  Production  Cost of  heets  3—5 mm.
Pdn  u  uI  (b,14  1i..)  .rnl  Pdn  O,t  in  11  oo.nt  Pt.  (dot.d  im.).

SESTAO  SHEETS 3-5 mm  (Fuil  Data Set)Table E18
Log D Dlog DIDI2Log

Constant
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-95,889
17,962
-5,338

0,684
0,225
3,043

Input  P
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

1,030
0,058

17,821

0,607
0,042
14,384

1,203
0,075

16,008

0,736
0,05  1

14,542

0,747
0,062

12,081

Coalmt
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

41,369
5,641
7,333

0,171
0,020
8,743

27,428
6,805
4,031

0,115
0,026
4,349

0,096
0,032
2,980

Coal  P
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

1,486
0,233
6,386

0,276
0,027

10,276

1,364
0,935
1,459

0,156
0,122
1,279

0,372
0,146
2,549

Daylabour
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

5,624
0,710
7,924

0,256
0,024

10,682

3,634
0,755
4,815

0,181
0,026
7,031

0,160
0,026
6,192

Salary
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

17,976
2,309
7,787

0,355
0,040
8,964

15,415
5,245
2,939

0,308
0,095
3,252

0,349
0,101
3,448

Scales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

4,47E-4
2,36E-4

1,897

-0,021
0,006
-3,298

3,08E-4
2,16E-4

1,424

-0,021
0,006

-3,626

-0,014
0,006
-2,142

Pdn  Q
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,264
0,085
-3,110

-0,243
0,077

-3,161

Adj.  R2
S.E.  Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durb.-Wats.
F-Stat.
Nr.  Obs.
Sum  Sq. Res.

0,893
22,792

250,529
69,594

1,456
282,806

238
119480

0,879
0,081
5,494
0,233
1,434

287,156
238

1,525

0,643
26,451

0,308
44,255

2,892
71,174

235
159516

0,667
0,093
0,001
0,160
2,885

94,817
235

1,963

0,612
0,129
-0,002
0,207
3,043

66,828
210

3,391

188



Table E19                 SESTAO SHEETS 3-5 mm  (Jul.  1901-Jul.  1914)

Log          D        Dlog   DID12Log

Constant             -64,1678       1,9273
Std.  Err.             24,5825      0,4545
T-Stat.               -2,6103      4,2403

Input  P               0,6472      0,4106      0,2160       0,2060       0,0798
Std.  Err.              0,1927      0,1206      0,2000       0,1259       0,1404
T-Stat.                3,3586      3,4044       1,0803       1,6372       0,5686

Coal  mt             33,5756       0,1630      13,7028       0,0863       0,0379
Std.  Err.              9,2656      0,0365      10,7463       0,0500       0,0561
T-Stat.                3,6237      4,4640      1,275 1       1,725 1       0,6757

Coal  P                0,2244      0,1094       2,4036       0,2076       0,3389
Std.  Err.              1,2571      0,1182      4,0425       0,3817       0,3928
T-Stat.                0,1785      0,9258       0,5946       0,5439       0,8630

Daylabour             6,3030       0,2862      4,7294       0,2057       0,1912
Std.  Err.              0,6838      0,0312      0,7160       0,0345       0,0321
T-Stat.                9,2180      9,1765      6,6052      5,9572      5,9571

Salary               24,0366      0,4636      19,8349       0,3689       0,4580
Std.  Err.              3,2035      0,0631       7,7425       0,1592       0,1612
T-Stat.                7,5033      7,3480       2,5618       2,3171       2,8410

Scales  Q2             -0,0005     -0,0211      -3,8e-05      -0,0206      -0,0112
Std.  Err.              0,0005      0,0075       0,0004       0,0074       0,0074
T-Stat.               -1,0501     -2,8067      -0,0892      -2,7884      -1,5101

Pdn  Q               0,0205                 -0,1097
Std.  Err.              0,1358                  0,1179
T-Stat.                0;1507                -0,9305

Adj.  R2               0,6735      0,6826       0,3414       0,3187       0,2746
S.E. Reg.            17,5950     0,0753    21,2197     0,0912     0,1220
Mean  Y            223,6930     5,4013     0,2096     0,0009     0,0004
S.D. Y              30,7907     0,1336    26,1467     0,1104     0,1433
Durb.-Wats.            1,6130       1,6130       2,8306       2,8460       2,9273
F-Stat.               45,1944     54,7630      13,8708      14,9393      11,3707
Nr.  Obs.                 151          151         150         150         138
Sum  Sq.  Res.           44270       0,8159       64389       1,1964       1,9650
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Table E20 SESTAO  MEDIUM  BEAMS (Ful!  Data  Set)

. Log D Dlog DID12Log

Constant
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

83,492
19,132
4,364

2,793
0,385
7,249

InputP
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

0,823
0,138
5,956

0,616
0,096
6,398

1,105
0,279
3,965

0,752
0,162
4,655

0,617
0,256
2,413

Coal  mt
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

56,438
7,249
7,786

0,135
0,030
4,527

3,860
21,295
0,181

0,043
0,055
0,772

0,037
0,126
0,294

Coal  P
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,348
0,423
-0,821

-0,013
0,069
-0,181

2,464
3,404
0,724

0,277
0,401
0,690

0,017
0,799
0,021

Daylabour
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

0,663
0,505
1,313

0,030
0,021
1,391

8,570
5,295
1,618

0,054
0,048
1,126

0,092
0,102
0,898

Salary
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-3,095
2,418
-1,280

-0,115
0,074
-1,549

-2,494
4,306

-0,579

-0,095
0,125
-0,760

0,055
0,198
0,279

Scales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

4,56E-5
1,15E-5

3,983

-0,025
0,004

-6,784

4,76E-5
1,28E-5

3,733

-0,033
0,005
-6,431

-0,023
0,008

-3,044

Pdn  Q
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,068
0,013

-5,239

-0,074
0,015

-4,784

Adj.  R2
S.E.  Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durb.-Wats.
F-Stat.
Nr.  Obs.
Sum  Sq.  Res.

0,580
12,846

161,698
19,830
1,627

27,866
137

21288

0,580
0,075
5,079
0,115
1,411

32,264
137

0,726

0,307
15,913
-0,028
19,112
2,868
9,702

119
28361

0,403
0,086

-2,OE-4
0,111
2,838

16,928
119

0,837

0,259
0,112

-0,001
0,130
2,845
4,568

52
0,572
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Table  E21                 SESTAO MEDIUM  BEAMS  (Jul.  1901-Jul.  1914)

Log          D        DIog   DID12L0g

Constant             88,1364      2,3392
Std.  Err.             22,8716      0,4655
T-Stat.              3,8535      5,0251

InputP               1,1879     0,8610     1,1426     0,7764     0,6168
Std. Err.              0,2334     0,1430     0,2826     0,1631     0,2556
T-Stat.               5,0884     6,0208     4,0425     4,7607     2,4129

Coal  mt              16,8206      0,0707      -6,1248      -0,0002       0,037 1
Std.  Err.            15,6991       0,0444      22,6227       0,0619       0,1260
T-Stat.                1,0714      1,5921      -0,2707      -0,0036       0,2943

Coal  P               -1,6028     -0,2314       2,3536       0,2819       0,0169
Std.  Err.              1,1469      0,1387       3,4219       0,4023       0,7991
T-Stat.               -1,3975     -1,6686       0,6878       0,7007       0,0212

Daylabour             7,8062       0,0624      10,4063       0,0826       0,0918
Std.  Err.              4,4448      0,0413       5,4991       0,0517       0,1022
T-Stat.               1,7563     1,5110     1,8924      1,5981     0,8978

Salary                -4,8715     -0,1630      -2,2346      -0,0834      0,0554
Std.  Err.             2,9555      0,0916      4,3837     0,1268     0,1985
T-Stat.              -1,6483     -1,7789     -0,5098     -0,6576     0,2792

Scales Q2           4,33e-05     -0,0254    5,14e-05      -0,0347      -0,0230
Std. Err.            1,17e-05     0,0043    1,31e-05     0,0053     0,0076
T-Stat.                3,7085    -5,8958      3,9147      -6,5912     -3,0436

Pdn  Q               -0,0670                 -0,0796
Std.  Err.              0,0135                  0,0161
T-Stat.               -4,9698                 -4,9448

Adj. R2              0,5017     0,5466      0.3 175      0,4152      0,2591
SE.  Reg.             12,5529     0,0718      15,9854       0,0862       0,1115
Mean  Y            161,0282     5,0758     -0,0001     -3,7e-05     -0,0009
S.D.  Y              17,7822     0,1066     19,3489     0,1128     0,1295
Durb.-Wats.           1,6715      1,5389      2,8736      2,8342       2,8451
F-Stat.               19,5523     26,9212       9,9145      17,3325       4,5677
Nr.  Obs.                 130         130         116         116          52
Sum  Sq. Res.        19224,14     0,6341    27852.92     0,8179     0,5719
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Graph  E 17
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Table  E22 SESTAO  SIEMENS  STEEL (Fuil  Data Set)

Per  Ion  consumptirn  of  Input  in  Siemens  Steel  Pdn.

Coel  iii  mt  (bokt  Une) soS  Labeur lo  Workdays (dotted  lino).

Pi’oduction  and  Produ.tion  Cet  in  Sienieits  Steel  Pdo.

Pdo  lo  mt  (hoid une) tnl  Pdo  Co,t Le J.»i3 Constsnt  pts  (dotted  une).

250

200

150

10000

7500

5000

2500

A

02  04  06  08  11!  12  14  16  18  20  22 02  04  06  08  10  12  14  16  18  20  22

Log D        Dlog   DID12Log

Constant
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

88,429
7,445

11,878

2,954
0,119

24,921

Input  P
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

0,749
0,036

21,036

0,602
0,029

21,035

0,867
0,038

22,916

0,625
0,026

23,992

0,6  15
0,028

22,154

Coalmt
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

22,392
6,123
3,657

0,054
0,021
2,608

30,160
6,234
4,838

0,071
0,020
3,587

0,062
0,019
3,202

Coal  P
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

0,333
0,088
3,769

0,051
0,022
2,265

0,106
0,3  16
0,337

0,050
0,086
0,582

0,065
0.094
0,694

Daylabour
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-3,432
3,394

-1,011

-0,050
0,029
-1,692

1,290
4,430
0,291

0,045
0,030
1,494

0,067
0,029
2,311

Salary
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-8,924
1,018

-8,765

-0,407
0,038

-10,820

-1,245
2,596

-0,479

-0,006
0,082

-0,072

0,080
0,094
0,855

Scales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

1,17E-7
1,42E-7

0,824

-0,021
0,005

-3,750

4,85E-8
1,95E-7

0,249

-0,009
0,011

-0,810

-0,012
0,015

-0,807

Pdn  Q
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,002
0,002
-1,568

-0,002
0,003

-0,622

Adj.  R2
S.E.  Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durb.-Wats.
F-Stat.
Nr. Obs.
Sum  Sq. Res.

0,918
8,740

118,176
30,506

1,226
382,870

240
17720

0,887
0,067
4,749
0,199
1,104

314,708
240

1,041

0,757
9,070

-0,071
18,385
2,645

123,262
237

18923

0,760
0,066
-0,001
0,134
2,606

150,278
237

0,992

0,739
0,083
-0,006
0,162
2,718

120,022
211

1,397
192



Table E23                 SESTAO SIEMENS  STEEL  (Jul. 1901-Jul. 1914)

Log         D       Dlog DID12Log

Constant              1,4196     2,2262
Std.  Err.             10,3007     0,1450
T-Stat.              0,1378    15,3570

Input P              0,5307     0,3566      0,3913       0,2336       0,1829
Std.  Err.             0,0722     0,0471      0,0761      0,0493      0,0544
T-Stat.              7,3542     7,5717      5,1407      4,7356      3,3638

Coal mt             30,5241     0,0893      4,9181      0,0192      0,0191
Std. Err.             5,7309     0,0184       6,0211      0,0186      0,0185
T-Stat.                5,3262     4,8446     0,8168      1,0293      1,0294

Coal P              1,5653      0,3208       1,2768      0,2135      0,0410
Std. Err.              0,3125      0,0623      0,8386      0,1738      0,1939
T-Stat.              5,0091      5,1455       1,5225       1,2283       0,2115

Daylabour             8,1976      0,0536       8,5253       0,0771       0,0654
Std.  Err.              2,3450     0,0208       2,5877       0,0203       0,0212
T-Stat.                3,4958      2,5751       3,2946       3,8064       3,0806

Salary                1,9252      0,0012       6,0981       0,2112       0,1065
Std.  Err.              1,7401      0,0686       1,8547      0,0759       0,0902
T-Stat.                1,1063     0,0175       3,2878       2,7848       1,1813

Scales  Q2            -9,8e-08       0,0015     7,95e-09      -0,0090      -0,0322
Std. Err.             1,30e-07     0,0038    1,69e-07      0,0084      0,0119
T-Stat.               -0,7525      0,3973      0,0471     -1,0600     -2,7069

Pdn Q                0,0015                -0,0010
Std.  Err.              0,0012                  0,0018
T-Stat.                1,2159                 -0,5814

Adj.  R2               0,8103      0,7864       0,3574       0,2962       0,3283
S.E.  Reg.             3,7610      0,0354       4,3494       0,0405      0,0559
Mean  Y             111,1814     4,7082      0,0144    1,23e-04     9,35e-04
S.D.  Y               8,6344      0,0766       5,4255       0,0482       0,0682
Durb.-Wats.            1,5816       1,5233       2,8169      2,8369       2,9769
F-Stat.               94,3419     94,8573      14,9941      13,7126      14,3945
Nr.  Obs.               154         154         152         152         138
Sum  Sq.  Res.            2065       0,1844        2743       0,2391       0,4 123
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Table E24                 SESTAO SIEMENS STEEL  (Aug.  1914-Dec.  1922)

Log          D        Dlog   DID12Log

Constant             72,8819       2,9502
Std.  Err.             56,5714       0,7392
T-Stat.                1,2883      3,9912

InputP               0,7419     0,6270      0,8942      0,6850       0,6682
Std.  Err.              0,0600     0,0506      0,0602       0,0398       0,0427
T-Stat.               12,3593     12,4022      14,8551      17,2087     15,6362

Coal  mt              23,9157      0,0376      38,8545       0,0808      0,0695
Std.  Err.             10,6898      0,0393      11,2865       0,0389       0,0417
T-Stat.                2,2372     0,9579       3,4426      2,0768       1,6681

Coal  P              0,4579     0,0752       0,1156      0,0789       0,0861
Std.  Err.              0,1636      0,0467       0,4775       0,1186       0,1269
T-Stat.                2,7995      1,6101       0,2421       0,6653       0,6788

Daylabour            -1,2993     -0,0861     -23,5834      -0,2084      -0,1427
Std.  Err.              7,6855      0,0747      12,4173       0,1070       0,1087
T-Stat.               -0,1691     -1,1523      -1,8992      -1,9477      -1,3136

Salary               -9,5004     -0,4359     -10,4120      -0,3569      -0,1034
Std.  Err.              1,7717      0,0645       5,5233       0,1677       0,1946
T-Stat.             -5,3623    -6,7559      -1,8851      -2,1285     -0,5315

Scales  Q2            1,13e-08     -0,0302     5,31e-07      -0,0874     -0,0552
Std.  Err.             1,07e-06     0,0389     7,76e-07       0,0328       0,0413
T-Stat.                0,0105     -0,7758       0,6836      -2,6663      -1,3353

Pdn  Q               -0,0003                 -0,0102
Std.  Err.              0,0153                  0,01 14
T-Stat.               -0,0196                 -0,8959

Adj.  R2               0,9262      0,9111       0,7994      0,8435       0,8412
S.E.  Reg.             12,8416     0,0907      13,4114       0,0849       0,1032
Mean  Y             130,7007      4,8219      -0,2234      -0,0021      -0,0181
S.D.  Y              47,2778      0,3042      29,9448       0,2146       0,2591
Durb.-Wats.            1,3580       1,0108       2,3532       2,1158       2,1072
F-Stat.             153,4436   146,2229     56,7952      91,5442      77,2655
Nr.  Obs.                 86          86          85          85          73
Sum  Sq.  Res.           12863       0,6496       14029       0,5694       0,7141
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Graph E 19 Graph E20

Table E25 SESTAO  SHEETS 1-3 mm (Fuli  Data Set)

Per  Tan  Con3nnlption  of  Input  for  1—3 mm  Sheet.

Cae!  ja  mt  bol,i  line  exid Leboar  lxi Wokdey  (datted  une).
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5

4
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I.0

10
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0

Proxhiction  and  Production  Coste  of  1—3 mm  Sheets.
Pdo  ja  mt  (beid  im.)  .ad  Pdn  Ce.t.  ja  igEl  coaL.at  pt..  (dott.d  im.)

800
700

600

500
400

300

600                                                       200

600                                                       100

41)0

300

200

100

02    ‘04    06    08    10    ‘12    ‘14    18    18    20    22 02  04  06  08  10   12  14    18  16  20  22

Log D        DIog   DID12Log

Constant
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-111,91
11,900
-9,405

0,965
0,117
8,227

Input  P
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

1,466
0,042

34,821

0,7  16
0,031

23,287

1,495
0,064

23,272

0,742
0,039

19,208

0,74  1
0,045

16,420

Coalmt
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

25,632
2,566
9,988

0,135
0,016
8,586

18,570
2,903
6,397

0,129
0,021
6,293

0,090
0,022
4,062

Coal  P
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

0,575
0,195
2,941

0,137
0,022
6,133

0,398
0,797
0,499

0,114
0,095
1,204

0,062
0,113
0,550

Daylabour
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

8,223
0,736

11,168

0,147
0,016
9,500

8.593
0,949
9,057

0,149
0,022
6,802

0,163
0,022
7,362

Salary
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

17,457
1,864
9,364

0,261
0,027
9,504

11,184
4,646
2,407

0,272
0,076
3.577

0,370
0,082
4,521

Scales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

1,4e-04
7,9e-05

1,786

-0,005
0,004
-1,215

1,3e-04
8,9e-05

1,433

-0,006
0,006

-0,981

-0,004
0,006

-0,681

Pdn  Q
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,075
0,048

-1,565

-0,05  1
0,055

-0,926

Adj.  R2
S.E.  Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durb.-Wats.
F-Stat.
Nr.  Obs.
Sum  Sq.  Res.

0,963
18,095

299,908
93,584

1,588
832,25

227
71709

0,953
0,054
5,668
0,250
1,615

757,22
227

0,651

0.802
22,347

0,282
50,206
2,896

152,113
225

108863

0,770
0,069
0,00  1
0,144
2,897

151,022
225

1,044

0,711
0,094

-0,005
0,174
2,785

99,407
201

1,705 195



Table  E26                 SESTAO SHEETS 1-3 mm  (Jul.  1901-Jul.  1914)

Log          D       Dlog   DID12Log

Constant             -68,2362      1,1452
Std.  Err.             15,0151      0,2909
T-Stat.               -4,5445      3,9370

Input  P                1,2264      0,6790       1,2048      0,6500       0,7288
Std.  Err.              0,1316     0,0765       0,1466       0,0863       0,0928
T-Stat.                9,3202      8,8714       8,2202       7,5290      7,8564

Coalmt              13,6024      0,0948      11,1216       0,0923       0,0617
Std.  Err.              3,6171      0,0250       5,1816       0,0375       0,0342
T-Stat.                3,7606      3,7970      2,1464       2,4602       1,8023

CoaIP                1,6508     0,1778      0,1923       0,0502      -0,0273
Std,  Err.              0,9117      0,0792      2,9839       0,2685       0,2446
T-Stat.                1,8107      2,2458       0,0644       0,1870      -0,1115

Daylabour            7,0204     0,1396     6,7432     0,1279     0,1683
Std. Err.              0,7228     0,0198     0,7778     0,0230     0,0220
T-Stat.                9,7123      7,0349       8,6701       5.5739      7,6529

Salary               15,9157      0,2455      18,7217       0,3474       0,3516
Std.  Err.              2,9723      0,0551       5,1171       0,1020       0,1010
T-Stat.                5,3548      4,4526       3,6586       3,4061       3,4809

Scales  Q2             0,0001     -0,0120       0,0002      -0,0168      -0,0209
Std.  Err.              0,0001      0,0048       0,0001       0,0063       0,0056
T-Stat.                1,3239     -2,4871       1,9273      -2,6399     -3,6985

Pdn  Q               -0,0641                 -0,1063
Std.  Err.              0,0355                  0,0447
T-Stat.               -1,8044                 -2,3783

Adj.  R2               0,8687      0,8437       0,6460       0,5476       0,6097
S.E.  Reg.             11,0034      0,0448      14,5255       0,0601       0,0754
Mean  Y             264,5458       5.5716       0,3718       0,0013       0,0001
S.D. Y              30,3693     0,1132    24,4138     0,0894     0,1207
Durb.-Wats.            1,7663       1,8371       2,8568       2,8765       2,6298
F-Stat.              131,4602    125,1268      42,6699      34,1647      40,0587
Nr. Obs.                139        139        138        138        126
Sum  Sq.  Res.         15860,86      0,2643    27639,58     0,4771     0,6819
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Table  E27                 SESTAO S}IEETS 1-3 mm  (Aug.  1914-Dec.  1922)

Log          D        DIog   DID12L0g

Constant           -121,165      0,9010
Std.  Err.             56,9299       0,3287
T-Stat.               -2,1283      2,7410

Input  P               1,473 1       0,7015       1,5342       0,7675      0,7325
Std.  Err.              0,0621      0,0422       0,0930       0,0500       0,0593
T-Stat.               23,7118     16,6408      16,5002      15,3495      12,3582

Coalmt             27,1074     0,1566     16,5884       0,1379       0,1126
Std. Err.             4,0963     0,023 1      4,3807     0,0271     0,0309
T-Stat.                6,6175      6,7806       3,7867      5,0824      3,6484

CoalP               0,1872     0,1148     0,3161     0,1413     0,0794
Std.  Err.              0,3351      0,0352       1,0939       0,1165       0,1469
T-Stat.                0,5585      3,2612       0,2890       1,2130       0,5409

Daylabour            10,0882      0,1588      13,0391       0,2165       0,2104
Std.  Err.              2,2306     0,0427       2,2362       0,0474       0,0493
T-Stat.                4,5227      3,7212       5,8309       4,5711       4,2692

Salary               18,7104     0,2818      13,4993       0,2754       0,4603
Std.  Err.              4,2661      0,0548       8,2177       0,1264       0,1474
T-Stat.                4,3858      5,1433       1,6427       2,1790       3,1232

Scales  Q2             0,0002      0,0091      -0,0001       0,0248       0,0453
Std.  Err.              0,0002     0,0150.      0,0002       0,0148       0,0144
T-Stat.               0,8750     0,6109     -0,3047      1,6682     3,1491

PdnQ               -0,0892                0,1412
Std. Err.             0,1719                0,1555
T-Stat.              -0,5190                 0,9077

Adj.  R2               0,9634     0,9582       0,8411       0,8469       0.7910
S.E. Reg.            24,3051     0,0658    29,8765     0,0795     0,1092
Mean  Y            355,7631     5,8198     0,1391     0,0002     -0,0138
S.D. Y             127,0199     0,3219    74,9392     0,2032     0,2388
Durb.-Wats.           1,7078     1,5448     2,7895     2,8325     2,7678
F-Stat.              328,0172    333,6954      76,8460      96,1648      57,0193
Nr.  Obs.                 88          88          87          87          75
Sum Sq. Res.        47258,98     0,3505    71408,19     0,5119     0,8226
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Table E28 SESTAO  BLACK  SHEET  (Fuli  Data Set)

Log D DIog DID12Log

Constant
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-4,873
29,773
-0,164

1,664
0,224
7,428

InputP
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

1,067
0,052

20,697

0,681
0,034

19,962

1,037
0,085

12,199

0,722
0,048

15,139

0,715
0,055

13,049

Coal  mt
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

4,098
1,624
2,523

0,066
0,011
6,062

4,876
1,373
3,551

0,038
0,017
2,263

0,037
0,017
2,188

Coal  P
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

0,539
0,260
2,075

0,024
0,027
0,899

0,600
1,072
0,560

0,04  1
0,117
0,348

0,268
0,135
1,976

Daylabour
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

9,169
1,524
6,018

0,219
0,036
6,023

4,389
1,760
2,494

0,113
0,048
2,370

0,121
0,046
2,605

Salary
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

12,664
2,975
4,257

0,190
0,043
4,456

9,526
5,955
1,600

0,158
0,091
1,740

0,209
0,093
2,239

Scales  Q2
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-1,8E-5
2,22E-5

-0,806

-0,021
0,009

-2,174

1,76E-5
2,28E-5

0,770

-0,019
0,010
-1,857

-0,008
0,010

-0,757

Pdn  Q
Std.  Err.
T-Stat.

-0,022
0,037

-0,597

-0,062
0,040

-1,551

Adj.  R2
S.E.  Reg.
Mean  Y
S.D.  Y
Durb.-Wats.
F-Stat.
Nr.  Obs.
Sum  Sq.  Res.

0,860
24,898

277,207
66,425

1,583
208,993

239
143201

0,881
0,073
5,601
0,212
1,523

296,046
239

1,230

0,452
30,445
-0,131
41,136

2,917
33,472

237
213193

0,578
0,088
-0,001
0,136
2,862

65,631
237

1,792

0,503
0,121

-0,003
0,172
2,790

43,947
211

3,037
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Table E29               SESTAO BLACK SHEET  (Jul. 1901-Jul. 1914)

Log         D       DIog DID12Log

Constant            40,7284     1,6065
Std.  Err.            85,7088     0,6283
T-Stat.              0,4752      2,5571

JnputP               1,0572     0,5948       1,1796      0,6362       0,3481
Std.  Err.             0,2459      0,1222       0,2890      0,1399       0,1610
T-Stat.                4,2986      4,8682       4,0822       4,5468       2,1616

Coalmt              16,1859      0,0598      17,3238       0,0451       0,0458
Std.  Err.              7,1093      0,0237      12,2455       0,0359       0,0391
T-Stat.                2,2767      2,5256       1,4147       1,2579       1,1719

Coal  P                2,0646     0,2063     -4,5641      -0,3157     -0,4855
Std.  Err.              1,6615      0,1285       5,0782       0,3786       0,4278
T-Stat.                1,2426      1,6062      -0,8988      -0,8339      -1,1350

Daylabour             6,9440      0,1952       0,9306       0,0402       0,0758
Std.  Err.              4,9308      0,1024       6,2320       0,1233       0,1323
T-Stat.                1,4083      1,9068       0,1493       0,3260       0,5733

Salary               -1,1187      0,0704       2,8234       0,0975       0,3404
Std.  Err.              7,5713      0,1313      12,4198       0,2219       0,2418
T-Stat.               -0,1478      0,5358       0,2273       0,4397       1,4077

Scales  Q2             0,0001     -0,0079     2,97e-05      -0,0250       0,002 1
Std.  Err.              0,0001      0,0200      0,0001       0,0282       0,0316
T-Stat.                1,0289     -0.3972       0,5446      -0,8865       0,0677

Pdn  Q               -0,0854                 -0,0574
Std.  Err.              0,0848                  0,0935
T-Stat.               -1,0065                 -0,6140

Adj.  R2               0,4784      0,5317      0,1440       0,1847       0,0612
S.E.  Reg.            20,5634       0,0717      26,0485       0,0886       0,1228
Mean  Y             257,9453       5,5471      -0,4258      -0,0014      -0,0004
S.D.  Y              28,4717      0,1047      28,1542       0,0982       0,1267
Durb.-Wats.            1,6585       1,5822       2,9145       2,9163       2,8643
F-Stat.               20,6513     29,3816       5,1771       7,7504       2,7855
Nr.  Obs.                 151         151         150         150         138
Sum  Sq.  Res.           60468       0,7393       97029       1,1313       1,9891
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Table E30                 SESTAO BLACK SHEET  (Aug.  1914-Dec.  1922)

Log          D        DIog   DID12Log

Constant              -2,2751      1,5990
Std.  Err.             51,7042     0,3474
T-Stat.               -0,0440      4,6023

Input  P               1,0721      0,7006       1,0299      0,7401       0,7720
Std.  Err.              0,0659     0,0429      0,1092       0,0521      0,0548
T-Stat.               16,2604     16,3410      9,4348      14,2111      14,0944

Coal  mt               3,4386     0,0545      4,8 155       0,0338       0,0348
Std.  Err.              2,0856     0,0164       1,7047       0,0199       0,0183
T-Stat.                1,6488      3,3232      2,8247       1,6980       1,8982

Coal  P                0,7389      0,0257      0,7401       0,0925       0,3527
Std.  Err.              0,4207      0,0387       1,3548       0,1258       0,1343
T-Stat.                1,7564     0,6643       0,5463       0,7352       2,6249

Daylabour             8,4052       0,2309      4,5621       0,1305       0,1472
Std.  Err.              2,2595      0,0491       2,2466       0,0540       0,0480
T-Stat.                3,7199     4,7030      2,0307       2,4183       3,0626

Salary               13,3734      0,1856      13,0990       0,1831       0,2496
Std.  Err.              5,4006     0,0643       8,6306       0,1063       0,1043
T-Stat.                2,4763      2,8879       1,5177       1,7233       2,3928

Scales  Q2           -1,6e-05      -0,0254     2,13e-05      -0,0198      -0,0161
Std.  Err.             3,07e-05       0,0116     3,lOe-05       0,0121       0,0114
T-Stat.              -0,5190     -2,1970      0,6871      -1,6324      -1,4092

Pdn  Q                0,0527                 -0,0799
Std.  Err.              -0,6882                  0,0567
T-Stat.                0,4933                 -1,4086

Adj.  R2               0,8966      0,9364       0,5702       0,7657       0,7682
S.E.  Reg.             30,3818       0,0756      37,4870       0,0889       0,1128
Mean  Y             3 10,2595      5,6929      0,3770       0,0009      -0,0092
S.D.  Y              94,4651      0,2999      57,1824       0,1836       0,2342
Durb.-Wats.            1,6708       1,5155       2,9238       2,8113       2,6380
F-Stat.              108,7249    214,3278     20,0178     57,2194     50,0414
Nr. Obs.                  88         88         87         87         75
Sum  Sq. Res.           73844     0,4635     112422      0,6400      0,8772
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Chapter  5

THE  LOCATION  OF  SPANISH  INTEGRATED
STEEL  MILLS,  1880-1936



The  question to be posed in this analysis is whether or not Biscay was an optinial location for

integrated steel mills at the end of the century and and at the same time to determine how the optimal

site  we determine vanes as coal found substitutes ah throughout the twentieth centwy. A contrast of

the correct location of Spain’s main production center is essential, because a wrong location could have

introduced  the  ineificiencies and  redundant costs  which made  Spain lose  its  competitivity on

international markets and could have biased the competitivity of its products to low coal consumption

both  results obtained in our  previous research. The  suspicion of  a  mistaken location has been

commented on by a number of Spanish historians and economists.

Nadal  (1989) called it “a twist of logic” which situated the center of gravity of Spanish iron and

steel  industry near Biscay’s ore mines rather than on Asturias’ coal fields’. Tortella (1994), given the

lack  of  coking coals and the competitivity of  its ores, situates “competitive Spanish iron and  steel

industry outside of the country: in Cardiff Newcastle, Essen, o Pittsburgh and not in Bilbao, Avilés,

Málaga or Sagunto2.” Tamames (1992) refers to picking Biscay as a prime location as “a site that did

not  result rational in the long run, {but that] followed a certain logic in its origins3.” Ile  existence of a

mislocation has never been contrasted, nor have the criteria effecting it been formally exposed.

The  lirst part of this paper will introduce the relevant aspects for formahizing a model to this

extent together with sorne specific consideration for the case of Spain.. Section two  will show the

methodology applied, i.e. the underlying assurnptions, the model of transport cost minimization and the

calibration of  parameters. The  numerical results presented iii  the next section are  the result of

combining the two alternative sources of coal with the different feasible iron ore sites. At the same time

these tables will show how the reduction of coal consumption, the predominating technical change.in

this  period, affects each of these alternative combinations of inputs. They will also allow as to identifr

‘the overail optimum site’ given the overail trend to reducing the weight of coal as an input.

1  Nadal (1989), p. 134.

2  Tortella (1994), p. 74.

 Tamames (1992), p. 322.
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These  conclusions will be scrutinized by introducing different aspects originally exciuded from

the  model. Uniform transport  will  be  questioned and  the  alternative of  sea  transport  will  be

contemplated, scope economies, such as port capacities, ore transportation iilities,  labor and capital

availability will be considered to question the results we have obtained. Our results show that Bilbao

was  second-best, but that Gijón as a practical alternative may never have really existed. Wc also find,

that  locating Spain’s principal steel mili la  Bilbao guaranteed its  technical drive to  reduce  coal

consumption and sealed the loss of natural hegemony once its high-grade ore reserves depleted.

The  only  thing  that  had  made  the  Bilbao mills competitive internationally had  been  it

preferential ore prices. English and Welsh coal were imported easily as an externality to  iron ore

exports, but the cydical behavior of foreign coal prices and the decline of iron ore exports demanded

different strategies. Scale and speed economies or product innovations which provided solutions to

ailing mislocations elsewhere, could not be considered. Attaining scale and speed economies implied

larger markets or selling abroad because the home market was limited. English and Welsh coal had no

ful! substitutes to permit Spanish steels to compete on world markets. Basque mill’s preferential ore

contracts were Jimited which further inhibited scale economies and the product innovations which were

doniinating steel production —Siemens scrap steel, new alloys and  structural steels— were being

developed near to their emerging markets.

B.  Location theory

Von  11itnens ‘Isolated State’, published la 1842, is one of the first known treatise on location

¡u  economic theory. Von Thünen established the location process of agricultural activity. ile  useof

different soils for particular crops and their distance from the potential market determined the plant

strain  or altemative use of land and its intensity. The industrial revolution was to change the focus of

location theory and to  bring manufucturing sites to the center of attention. Location problems la

industrial transformation was defined from a very different perspective. ile  optimal production process

itself was now predetermined and the problem was reduced to finding the optimal site given potential

markets and input sources.
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In  this context location theorists of the Gemian School4 conceived a more general theory

which incorporated von Thtinen’s work as a specific case in which land is considered an unconditionally

source-bound commodity or wbat we now cali an immobile stock. This explains why, in agricultural

location, production factor combinations are established by and on the land. Whereas in transformation

processes the knowledge of the ‘state of the art’ techniques determine the best practice and the location

exercise is reduced to placing this process economically on the site which minimizing weight-distance

transport  costs of raw materials and final products. Alfred Web&s theory of  industrial location —

based  on transport  cost,  fixed technieal coefficients, and  cost minimization— provides the  ideal

framework for optimizing the location of high volume, input-reducing industries with a low degree of

permissible Rictor substitution, as is the case of the steel industry.

The  procurement of natural resources in high volume transformation industries is a good point

of  reference for site selection5. The exact pinpointing of a  site needs to consider the disposition of

material fictors as decision variables in the flrm’s objective of cost minimization. Nevertheless we do

not  flnd many bulk-.transformation industry structures responding strictly to this criterion. Tbis may be

attributed to the fact that circumstances wbich determined location at the time of establishment, may

have become obsolete, disappeared or have been forgotten in the meantime6.

Also,  producers will not only attend rationale related to resource-acquiring only but must

counterbalance these  attraccion forces with  the  proximity to  their markets. The  convexity of

procurement and distribution costs with respect to distance wili usually determine an extreme point

location, i.e. near markets or inputs.

Location near inputs is very common in volume-reducing production processes such astfr

smelting of ores, crushing of sugar cane or those which imply large combustion of bulky Riel. Being

Weber (1909), Pred6hl (1925) and (1927), Engliinder (1926), Weigmann (1931) and (1933), Palander (1935)

and L6sch (1938) and (1940).

see Lüth and Kinig (1967), p. 141-2, Haven (1954), p. 347, Isard (1948), Day and Nelson (1973), Hekman

(1978).

6  see Arthur (1989), Rauch (1993) and Krugman (1991)
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closer  to  production inputs would be strictly advantageous for volume-reducing processes, ceteris

paribus7, and if freight rates per ton were similar on materials and product. This is generaily not the

case:  the transport of final products is more  expensive than moving the  equivalent amount of raw

materials the same distance.

High terminal costs, both in shipping and rail transport, determine widespread discrimination in

rates,  usuaily in fiivor of materials and against products. The pattern of transport price discrimination

reflects  the  lower unit value of  material inputs and  the  greater demand elasticity for this  kind of

transport. Price discrimination is introduced to compensate the terminal costs of lines with low trañic.

Transshipment costs are another very relevant characteristic for final location. The raifroad and

shipping services mentioned before have high terminal but low lime costs and are both ideal for bulk

transports.  They tend to  promote concentration and integration of high volume production in large

plants  to  reduce  transhipments to  a  minimum. Junction  points  can  reduce  transshipment costs

signiflcantly and  allow for  one-haul provision of  various materials each originating from different

points8. These strategic advantages are especially pertinent in the case of ports and railheads9.

Besides  the  high volume inputs mentioned aboye, processing costs will include direct labor

costs,  overhead costs, interest payments, rents, royalties, maintenance and depreciation, taxes and other

 This is to say that the same process, with the same factor shares, will be applied ifproduction is located near

any  of its materials or the market.

8  Chandler (1975), pp. 264-5,  show a map of the Edgar Thomson Works bordered by the Pittsburgh & Lake

Eire  Railroad (ore from Great Lakes), Pennsylvania Railroad (coal), Baltimore and Ohio Railroad and the

Monongahela River. An excellent example ofjunction point location.

For  example: “Much of the  world’s productive capacity is  found at places  intermediate between material

sources  and the center of gravity of the material market —at ports. In moving between land and sea unavoidable

transhipment costs are incurred. These costs of loading and unloading, and of the capital facilities used, must be

borne no matter where the processing plant is located. If raw material is off-loaded straight over the dock into a

processing plant and then the product is  loaded straight onto the  land carrier, clearly a set of  loading and off

loading  costs  has  been avoided compared with  any  other location than the  material and market end-points.”

OSullivan  (1981), p. 39.
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conventional expenditures. Wheti transfer costs vary little between altemative locations, these other

processing costs will constitute the key element to  location.. This is the case of low volume material

input production.

As  a  summary we could establish the  following patterns for transformation processes using

more  than one bulk material and tuming out more than one bulk-reduced product, assuming all along

that  substitution of material fiictors is not applicable:

1. ifthe marginal procurement cost per added km per unit of product of one material is greater than the

sum  of all other material marginal procurement costs, the flrm should locate near this dominant

flictor’°.
2.  if no single force exceeds the sum of the others, the point of minimum transfer cost can be at any of

the  material sources or at sorne intermediate junction point depending on the exact composition

of  prices and costs. The optimal point is such that no other point produces at a  cheaper total

cost  at the given prices structures and production possibilities”.

As  a flrst deflnition, we can define an optimal site as that, which provides a vector of prices and

other  circumstantial variables’2 which minimize costs  for  a  flrm.  Speciflcally for  the  case  of  an

integrated iron and steel plant, we can add sorne additional considerations.

1o                         .                                                                     .                                                                              .                                                  .                                                                                                                 .‘Dominance can be rigorously defined in the locational sense. A raw material of limited geographic

occurrence is dom inant in a transport-oriented production process when its weight exceeds the sum of weights of

ah  other materials that have to be transported  plus the weight  of the  fmished product, with due modification-fbr

varying transport rates on raw materials and products,” Isard (1948), p. 205.

‘  O’Sullivan (1981),  p.  40  proposes minimizing  the  foliowing  total transport bili  with  respect to  the
coordinates x0 and Yo of plant location on a map:

(xo,yo)=a,c,d  where

*  a     is the weight of material i per unit of product, unity in the case of the product itself, or a fraction

representing the proportion soid in each market if there are several markets.

*  e,  is the transport rate apphicable to the good or material.

*  d10  is the distance of source of material or market i to the location of the plant.

12  circumstantial variables can be distance, supply delay times and factor quality variability.
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The iron and steel industry uses two principal material fctor,  iron ore and coal, and two minor

material inputs, limestone and scrap. Scrap was generaily scarce in backward countries and frecuently

replaced with pig iron. This narrows the important fitctors down to three, because pig iron was made

with coal, limestone and iron ore. Or actually it reduces the input variable to two, because limestone is

a  veiy common]y found input. Considering both of these inputs, a number of relevant material sites can

be  considered for Spain: coal flelds which qua1i!r both in terms of coking coal quality and sufficient

reserves were situated in Asturias and León, whereas the most irnportant ore fields were in Biscay,

Teruel, Almería, León and, given their relative proximity and early 20±  century Spanish protectorate

status, the Rif mines in Morocco.

During the 19± centuiy input coefficients have varied iii the production of iron and steeL For

Spain, Biscayan foundries iii 1827 averaged 3.02 mt of iron ore and 5.13 mt of charcoal to produce a

ton of iron13. A one ton iron ingot in Navarran foundries in 1867 used 4.32 mt of charcoal and 2.88 mt

of  iron ore. Aton  of puddle iron, the direct predecessor of steel, was being produced with 2.41 mt of

ore  and 2.32 of coal en La Fábrica de El Carmen, Biscay for the same year. These high volumes of

coai  and ore were reduced to sorne extent with rnodern blast furnaces and steel processes, but also

dominated the modern era of steel production. A ton of Siemens-Martin steel  consumed 1.75 mt of

coal  and 2.39 mt of ore inAltos Hornos de Bilbao, Biscay in 1890’. This gives a certain importance to

the  disposition of both coal and ore flelds used for input supply. Even though the weight of coal and

ore  consumed worldwide per  ton of final steel  product summed up to more than 3 tons up to the

middle of the twentieth century, we can observe that  iron and steel plants have not always been located

strictly following the criterion of proximity to either or both of them.

Geographical examplcs of oriented tocation:

Coal:                       * Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania-US
*  Youngsto,  Pennsylvania-US
*  Ruhr, Germany

13  Uriarte (1985), p. 140.

Bilbao (1988), p. 245.
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*  Durham,, GB

Iron ore:  *  Lorraine, France
*  Duleth, Great Lakes-US
*  Bilbao, Spain
*  Cleveland, GB
*  Middlesbrough, GB
*  Teeside, GB

Limestone:                          * Volta Works, Brazil
Coal and ore:  *  Birmingham, Alabama-US
Transhipment points:           * Cleveland, Ohio-US

*  Bufllo, Indiana-US
*  Gaxy, Indiana-US

Coasta or waterside:  *  Sparrows Point, Baltimore-US
*  Stettin, Germany
*  Sagunto, Spain

Market:                              * Ford Steel Plant Detroit, US

A  general trend we can observe in the leading iron and steel companies could be the key to

understanding sites which were  not  situated on  coal  fields. The  amount of coal being employed to

produce  a ton of pig iron15, was graclually and persistently reduced. Iron ore input oscillated between

1.6  and 3 tons depending on the degree of metallic content. Coal input was steadily reduced from 8 to

10  tons  in  the  1750ts  to  an  average  1.67  or  1.27  in  1938  for  Great Britain and  United  States

respectively.  This  reduction was  due  to  the  introduction of  hot-blast  techniques,  the  improved

homogeneity  standards of the coal used, and other improvements in the flirnaces practices16.

The  table below, taken from Isard (1948),  can illustrate this trend with aggregate data from the

Iron  and  Steel Federation and Institute for  Great Britain and  US,  respectively. As  milis integrated

backwards into coke production large energy savings became available. Both coke oven and blast

15 Yields for pig iron are usually expressed in cokelpig iron but the conversion to coal is fairly easy. For Great

Britain and US the average coke yield per ton of coal ranged between 60 and 70 percent. Isard (1948), p. 206

quoting US Bureau of Mines, Minera! Yearbook, annual issues and Burnham and Hoskins (1943), appendix III,

pp. 303-3 13.

16 see chapter 2 for a more detailed account of how these changes brought down per unit coal consumption.
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Table  5.1 Consumption of coalper  ton ofpig  ironproduced, 1873 -  1938

year          Great Britain United States
(tons) (tons)

1873                2.55                                                                                                                                        -

1879                2.19                       2.10
1884                2.06                                                                                                                                        -

1889                2.01                        1.85
1894               2.00                                                                                                                                        -

1899                2.02                        1.72
1904                2.02                        1.70
1909                2.04                        1.62
1914                2.06                         1.57
1919                2.14                        1.53
1924                2.01                        1.45
1929                1.91                        1.31
1934                 1.75                          1.28
1938                1.67                        1.27

Sources: Home Office reports on mines and quarries (1894-1920),  Statistics of the ¡ron and Steel Industries, of the British ¡ron
and  Steel Federation. data in the volume of manufactures of the Tenth, Eleventh, Twelflh, Thirteenth, and Fourteenth Census of
11w United States, and data in the Annual Siatistical Report of  the American  ¡ron and  Steel  Institute.  Table  taken  from Isard
(1948),  p. 205.

The  table aboye, taken from Isard (1948), can illustrate this trend with aggregate data from the

Iron  and  Steel Federation asid Institute for Great  Britain and US,  respectively. As mills integraled

backwards  into coke production large energy savings became available. Both coke  oven and blast

furnace  waste gases were used to  generate energy needed for providing motion and heating to  the

rolling mills, for blasting machinery asid for transportation of materials and products. A similar set of

energy-saving economies became available as liquid iron was  directly converted into steel or  when

fresh  steel, which had soaked out heat evenly in a pit, was immediately rolled to  its intermediate asid

final shape without being reheated. In the latter cases substantial reheating costs were avoided. Even

further  savings on coal consumption were introduced with the gas-driven electrification of motors in

the  twenties.

Coal  reduction was a very gradual, input specific process. As late as  1953 ENSIDESA17 in

Asturias, off the northwest coast of Spain, projected a minimum of  1.43 tons of coal for processing

17  see INI Ensidesa -  Proyecto  de  la Fábrica de Avilés,  June 1953.
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Spanish iron ore  from León  to  a  ton  of pig  iron, and  an additional 3-3.5 tons would bave  been

necessaty to process the necessary amount of pig iron to structural steel using coal as caloric input. The

real  amount to consider is significantly lower than that. Theoretically waste gas production would fblly

cover  the heal requirements without uskg  any additional coal except thai applied to the processing of

pig  iron. Even though waste gases were being used as a source of heat and motive power in Spanish

plants previous to the Civil War, we can not consider coal being fully replaced in the processing of iron

to  steel and of steel to its final roiled form. A reasonable ‘guesstimate’ for the  total amount of coal

empioyed in rolled steel products would be somewhere between 1.5 and 4 tons per  ton of finished

product.  Tite amounts for  iron ore,  as we mentioned before, would then be  between 1.6 and  2.2,

depending on the iron content of the ores.

Before  going on to  applying these ranges of input consumption in the  location model to  be

formulated, sorne industry specific caveats shoulld be mentioned for interpreting the results obtained

with  both. So much money was invested in steel plants’8, thai much more care was given to location

than in other more disintegrated production processes with less voluminous inputs and outputs. The

high  fixed cost goes into explaining why this industry has been and is reluctant to cbanging both sites

and  equipment’9. Even en  technologicai advances have made older plants obsolete, Isard detected

“slow  response of  business organization to  these changes, owing to  the  conservatism [...] to the

continually expanding scope of operations which was generaily found expedient, if not necessary, and

to  the inflexibility and long life of iron and steel plant, which oRen tempted entrepreneurs to  deter

aclopting new techniques until the oid &cilities were flilly depreciated20.” The model which we  are

18  Sánchez Ramos (1945), p. 285  estimates that the average mili investment at the end of the  i9th  century was

around $  10 million, $ 25 million around  1913, and close to  $ 45 million in  1938. White (1957) estimates that it

costs  between 300 and 500 million dollars to buiid a plant in the  late fifties.

19  Adams and Dirlam (1966)  consider the  case of American steel producers delay in  adopting the oxygen

steelmaking  process.

20  Isard  (1948),  p.  211.  The  instaiiations of  an iron  and steel  plant  in  VS1k1ingen, recentiy declared a

monument of humanity were built in  1873 and renovated in 1923 but remained in use with slight  improvements in

its  original parts until it closed down in  1986.
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about to fonnulate will neither reflect these decisions nor explain why industiy maintained mislocation

if it existed.

C.  The model

The  Weberian model we propose for the  cost minimizing exercise is based on sorne of the

assumptions included in the original model2’ and others have been added to apply it to this specific

case.

Assumption 1: We are looking at one firm which produces a known arnount of product.

Assumption 2:  We have determined the weighted loci of consumption and the points of origin of raw

material are known points in space.

Assumption 3:  Transportation costs are uniform along each transportation vector.

Assumption 4:  The production funetion is Leontiefwith lixed technical coefficients.

Assurnption 5:  ile  consurnption distribution is known  and  remains invariable to  changes in the

location of the production center.

Tite generalization of Weber’s original location triangle can be defined as the following points

O  (x1, y-) tite iron ore mines, C1 (xi, y’) the coal fields and Bk (x,  y  which we have generalized for (k

1,  2, ...  J) multiple consumption points. Originally the model was taken from Launhardt (1882). This

methodology has been  used by Kuhn and Kuenne (1962), Cooper (1967), Nijkamp and Paelinck

(1973) and Paelinck and Nijkamp (1978).

Ile  combined ‘distance -  transport cost -  fixed material weight’ puil of each of these points will

codetermine the optimal production site in terms of transport cost minimization. Mathematically this

can  be expressed as below:

21  see Paelinck and Nijkamp (1978), p. 34 for a summary.
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Variables    qk     the amount of product distributed at consumption point Bk.

q     the total volume of product.
r     therawmaterialsatøandC,(i=1,2)

the  distance from the unknown production location to the raw material sites.
dk     the distance from the unknown production location to the consuniption center

Bk.
a•     denotes the weight volume of raw material required to produce one weight unit

of  final product.
t1     is the unit transportation cost per ton kilometer for raw materiaL

is the transportation cost per ton kilometer for finished products.
a1q    is the total requirement of iriput r used to produce on unit of final product.

T  =  tdrarq  is the total transportalion cost of raw material r.
=  tdqk  is the total transportation cost of final products q.

With these we can develop following equations to determine total transportation cost T.

(1)  

J=1+K

=   tdaq
1 = 1

for  j=(1,2,...,I,I+1,...,I+K)

A  aJSUChthataJq=q  Vj>IAVk

(2)  df/(xJ=X)2+(YJY)2  Vj

(3)  q=qk

The  optimal location will be found by minimizing respect to the unknown location, an unkown set of

coordinates:
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First Order Conditions

(3a)  aT(x,y)                                              ___ta1q
d

±tjafcJ  +t1ai        .. =0
=1  d1             =i d

t1  aq
Xj

•••             d
ta  q

=i  d

(3b)  3T(XY)$j.q.  YJYO
ay              d

1
=0

 d              ji d3

y]
•    y=J=Id

 d

Second  Order  Conditions

In  order to define a transport  cost  minimum, the transport  cost funetion T  should be convex.

As  T is the suin of distance functions d,  it will be sufficient to show that cJ• is convex for all j, i.e. that

its  Hessian matrix is semi-definite positive.

[3.       2 d

2      a  a             - (  -  x)2 c3     - (x1 -  x) .  -y)  T3i
H=                     =

a          2       [- (.  -  x) .  -y)  dT3     df’  -   -y)  df3]

3x3y      3y2                                                     213



This verilies when the eigenvalues of the determinant are non-.negative. Using the properties of

quadradatic expressions:

=  (h11 -  X)(h22 -                  - h12h21 =  -  (h  + h22)•X + h11h22 -  h12h21

the ?s will be non-negative if

1. the trace of the I{essian is positive, Le. h11 + h22 > O, and

2.  the determinant of the Hessian is non-negative, Le. h11h22 -  h12h21 �  O.

1       df ‘  (x1 -  x)2T3  +  [  1_ (y  _y)2T3  =

aY’[l  (xjx)2cT2  +  1 (yy)2d.2]

is  positive  A

[(x1x)2+.y)2]2  <2

2  -2d.   <2           q.e.d.

2.    [df’ x)2d13J  [dT’  (y)2d3I  -  [(y1)(y1y)df3]2  �  O

d2  [1- (x  z)T2I  [1-  (y  -y).2]  -  (x  x)2(y  y)2d6  �  O

d2        - [()2)2]d4  +   -  x1x)2(y1y)2Tó  �  O

-2     2 -4d1  -.    �O       q.e.d.

This can be shown to be true and because ofthis, we know that any local optimum ofT is a

unique global niinimum of this transportation problem. The first order conditions provide a system of
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non-linear equations which require a solution algorithm, which will generate a numerical solution for

the  optimum in a  flnite number of stages. The parameters are defined below and the algorithm is

included iii appendix F.

The iron ore mines and coal flelds for the exercise have been  determined by their degree  of

importance, reserves and quality. Fernández-Miranda (1925) has been very useful for identiIring both

the  coal fields22 and iron ore mining districts23. We have chosen the  coal flelds near Mieres in Asturias

and  La Robla, León  -  given their sufllcient coking, steam and heat qualities24. The choice of the  mining

districts includes the mines around Bilbao and Castro Urdiales, the Sierra Menera mines in Teruel and

Guadalajara, the mines in Almería and Granada, the mines mear Ponferrada iii León  and, as a remote

option,  we have added the  Rif  mines in Morocco given their relative proximity and their Spanish

protectorate  status until 1956. We had identified the amount of coal consumed for a ton of final steel

product  as somewhere between 1.5 and  4 tons per ton  of  final output25. The  model will consider

locations for discrete amounts, between 1.5 and 4 tons, being employed per ton of final steel  product

made.  The weight of the  iron ores in the  finished products  has  been determined with much higher

22  Fernández-Miranda Gutiérrez (1925), p. 21,  shows the major coal producing areas in  1922, the maximuni

amount produced in one year, their probable reserves and the coal classes available.

23  Fernández-Miranda Gutiérrez (1925)  shows regional iron ore  production between  1913  and  1922  by

provinces. Apraiz Barreiro (1978), pp.  122-124, complernents that with a  description of  the most important iron

ores  used to the date, their chemical composition, annual production, and reserves.

24  Merello Llasera (1943),  pp. 80  and 88,  defines the  mines around  Mieres  and  La Robla as the  only coal

mining  districts capable of  supplying coal  for  coking  and  steel  processing purposes. Merello  was  a  mining

engineer, who worked as Director of Altos  Hornos de  Vizcaya’s coal mines in Asturias for 6 years and was Chief

Executive Officer of AHV for 27 years.

25 Between 1.4 and 1.5 tons of coal are necessary to reduce them to one ton of coke. Approximately 0.9 tons of

coke  were used to process ore to pig  iron. Further processing of pig  iron to  steel and steel to its final form used

energy  equivalent to 3.5 tons of good quality coal. We assume the at Ieast one ton of coal energy had been already

replaced by waste gas  energy  which gives  us  the upper bound,  a  4  ton total  consumption for one ton  of  steel

product. The lower bound is assuming that gradually ah coal consuniption with the exception of coking  coal could

be substituted for waste gas energy, leaving us with a minimum requirement of  1.5 tons.
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precisiorL As processing losses are compensated by a  small percentage of  scrap added in  steel

processing, the various ores have only been adapted to refiect their different iron contents26.

The major consumption points are projected from the steel demand schedule provided by Paris

Eguilaz (1954) for 1953. The coordinates used in the algorithm, concentrate the regional consumption

figures in the region’s capitais. This is the earliest regional breakdown of steel consumption we have

Table 5.2 77w weight of Spanish iron ore in steelproducts.

¡ron  Ores from ¡ron  Content Ore needed for 1 ton of steel product

Bilbao  -  Castro Urdiales 49  % 2.05  tons
Sierra Menera 53 % 1.90 tons
Almería -  Granada 55  % 1.80 tons
Ponferrada, León 50  % 2.00  tons
Rif,  Morocco 64  % 1.60 tons

Source: Apraiz (1978), p. 262-4.

been able to find. The demand schedule is probably biased by over a decacle of economic autarky and

far below the 1 million ton production of steel obtained in 1929, but it is indicative of the consumption

pattems  for steel inputs in  industry, transport and constructioit We can assume that population

distrilution and previously existing economic structure has remained relatively unchanged and is

determining demand to a great extent. Also the algorithm will be normed to one unit of production and

later generalized to production of haif a milhion tons of steel products27. The solutions are insensitive to

production leveis. But it will be interesting to interpret both the total cost of transport and the total ton

kilonters  transported.

The  Iast set of parameters that  need to be deflned are transport costs. As we have assurned

uniforniity of transport costs, we will assign a  unique transport cost to  each coal, ore and final

products. Origin and destination will not be taken into account. As a benchmark we have used the rail

26  Data on the iron content were taken from Apraiz (1978),  pp. 122-4.

27  Barreiro Zabala (1943) shows steel products around that level between 1925 and 1931 and later in  1940/1.

This  figure has been chosen arbitrarily but within the capacity the production centers.
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1re  for a ton of coal from Mieres, Asturias to Bilbao, 15 pesetas28 which represents a per ton/km fhre

of around 0.049 pesetas. Wc have indexed railway freight price diflrentia1s for coal, iron ore and steel

products for the United States in 1932 in the middle of economic depression.. Rail freight rates

themselves may not be considered strictly comparable as distances, rolling stock, demand, etc. differ

considerably from Spain. Nonetheless we can consider these depression year figures as indicative of the

added value and elasticities which determined the discriminated fares of each of these bulk transports.

Table 5.3 Breakdown of Spanish steelproduct demand in 1953 byprovinces.

Provinces Percent Tons Provinces Percent Tons

Biscay 24,508 140.186 Orense 0,259 1.481
Barcelona 14,103 80.669 Palma 0,258 1.476

Madrid 10,609 60.683 Logroño 0,248 1.419
Guipuzcoa 9,787 55.982 Almería 0,197 1.127

Foreign Sales 8,189 46.841 Jaén 0,146 835
Oviedo 5,954 34.057 Castellón 0,143 818

Valencia 3,265 18.676 Teruel 0,135 772
Seville 2,894 16.554 Badajoz 0,127 726

La  Coruña 2,046 11.703 Huesca 0,12  1 692
Saragossa 1,739 9.947 Palencia 0,112 641

Valladolid 1,635 9.352 Lugo 0,108 618
Santander 1,473 8.426 Tenerife 0,089 509

Cádiz 1,376 7.871 Toledo 0,087 498
Málaga 1,205 6.893 Guadalajara 0,073 418
Murcia 1,186 6.784 Gran Canaria 0,070 400

Pontevedra 1,140 6.521 Cáceres 0,058 332
León 0,975 5.577 Granada 0,049 280

Navarra 0,882 5.045 Gerona 0,047 269
Burgos 0,778 4.450 Segovia 0,036 206

Ciudad Real 0,750 4.290 Albacete 0,0  12 69
Alava 0,682 3.901 Cuenca 0,008 46

Alicante 0,432 2.471 Soria 0,008 46
Tarragona 0,363 2.076 Avila 0,004 23

Córdoba 0,345 1.973 Morocco 0,017 97
Lérida 0,307 1.756 Guinea 0,017 97
Huelva 0,301 1.722

Salamanca 0,286 1.636 TOTAL 99,904 571.451
Zamora 0,265 1.516

Source:  Paris Eguilaz,H.  (1954), Problemas  de la Expansión  SiderÚrgica en España,  Madrid. p. 42.

28  Ojeda (1985), p. 221.
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These  indexed ratios29, 127.7 for ore  to  coal and 226.2 for  steel products to  coal, are used

toextrapolate the tonlkm flires of coal, iron ore and finished steel products which maintain these

relative price ratios and are close to our benchmark. Coal ilires are fixed at 0.0442° pesetas per ton

asid kilometer, iron ore at 0.0564 pesetas and steel products at 0.1 pesetas.

D.  Numerical results

Using  the two altemative coals as the basis for two separate exercises, they liave been

combined alternatingly with each of the five iron ores and the proposed demand schedule. The

amount of coal used in processing a ton of steel products has been reduced stepwise from 4 tons,

which was the upper bound we liad established for the beginning of the century, to  1.5 ton which

was the lower bound established by the state of the arts in the 1950’s.

The  results show two clear patterns, at  maximum coal consumption leveis (4 tons), the

cost  minimizing site is in Asturias or La Robla respectively, asid as we reduce the amount of coal

needed, the optimal site is either the ore site or an intennediate point between coal and iron ore

location. The overail optimum in terms of the discrete amounts of coal shown here, is iii  Vizcaya

for both coals at a 1.5 ton coal consumption. This combination has a lowest total transport cost of

around 28.5  million pesetas. Seen in the context of the model, this is indicating coal sites for high

coal  consuming production techniques. This was best practice at the end of the  l9th  century.

Therefore Bilbao would have been a mislocation in its beginnings. The model also indicates that

this  initial mislocation would have been overcome by the steady decrease of coal required to

process one ton of steel product. lis terms of the analysis we have presented iii earlier chapters,

we  know that those initial inefficiencies and cost redundancies that may have existed iii the origins of

29  Berger (1951), Appendix C, table C-1, pp. 196-7.

30  This has been biased downward to allow for sorne adjustrnent to higher quantities being transported,  but the

criteria has  been to  normalize final product transportation to  25  % aboye the  average transportation cost for al!

goods  on the Caminos de Hierro del Norte de España and the Ferrocarril Madrid Zaragoza Alicante unes, rail

tariffs  for this  calculation were taken  frorn Tedde de Lorca (1978),  table IV-17,  p.  99.  The  25  % differential

between average product fare and steel product fare are taken from Berger (1951),  p. 199.
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the  Bilbao milis, disappeared as these milis integrated, tethered alternative energy source, electrified

their  fctories  and introduced coal saving innovations. Mislocation may have made their secondary

products  uneompetitive early on,, but  these  losses due  to  misallocations should have disappeared

throughout the lirst halfofthe  century.

Table  5.4 Optimum locations using Asturian coal.

Coal Coordmates Transport Total
Asturias X Y Cost Distance      Location

tons million  Ptas thous.  kms

Ore Bicay

Ore Teruel

Ore  Almería

Ore  Ponferrada

Ore  Rif

4
3.5

3
2.5

2
1.5

4
3.5

3
2.5

2
1.5

4
3.5

3
2.5

2
1.5

4
3.5

3
2.5

2
1.5

4
3.5

3
2.5

2
1.5

4.0
6.0
6.7
6.8
6.8
6.8

3.9
5.1
5.9
6.5
7.3
8.2

3.9
4.3
5.0
5.5
6.1
6.1

3.9
3.9
3.9
3.8
3.6
3.1

3.9
3.9
4.5
5.1
6.0
6.1

11.0
10.8
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0

11.0
10.2
9.6
9.0
8.2
7.3

11.0
10.4
9.4
8.3
6.6
6.3

11.0
11.0
11.0
10.7
10.3
9.9

11.0
11.0
10.1
9.2
8.0
6.6

42.2
40.9
37.9
34.7
31.5
28.3

57.5
56.7
54.5
51.4
47.1
41.5

77.0
76.8
75.3
72.5
68.0
62.5

34.2
34.2
34.2
34.1
33.5
32.4

72.1
72.1
71.7
69.8
66.7
61,8

35.58
33.13
33.83
33.83
33.83
33.83

3 6.04
3 1.21
28.94
27.58
26.72
27.32

36.08
33.05
29.06
26.5 5
24.97
25.06

36.08
36.08
36.08
35.12
34.20
34.50

36.08
36.07
3 1.89
28.38
25.99
24.97

Mieres

Bilbao

Mieres

Setiles

Mieres

Getafe-Madrid

Mieres

Ponferrada

Mieres

Madrid
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Table 5.5  Optimum locations  using León  Coal.

Coal Coordinates Transport Total
León X Y Cost Distance     Location
tons million  Ptas thous.  kms

Ore  Biscay

Ore  Teruel

Ore  Almería

Ore  Ponferrada

Ore Rif

4
3.5

3
2.5

2
1.5

4
3.5

3
2.5

2
1.5

4
3.5

3
2.5

2
1.5

4
3.5

3
2.5

2
1.5

4
3.5

3
2.5

2
1.5

3.9
5.3
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.8

3.9
4.8
5.7
6.4
7.2
8.2

3.9
4.0
4.7
5.4
6.1
6.1

3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.8

3.9
3.9
4.1
5.0
5.6
6.1

10.1
10.3
10.9
11.0
11.0
11.0

10.1
9.7
9.2
8.7
8.0
7.2

10.1
10.1
9.1
8.0
6.6
6.2

10.1
10.1
10.1
10.1
10.1
10.1

10.1
10.1
9.8
8.8
7.7
6.6

41.4
40.7
38.4
35.1
31.8
28.5

53.2
52.9
51.2
48.4
44.7
39.7

71.2
71.2
70.4
68.3
64.5
59.9

30.3
30.3
30.3
30.3
30.3
30.3

67.0
67.0
66.9
65.8
63.4
59.2

32.88
3 1.67
33.29
33.83
33.83
33.83

32.90
30.13
27.99
26.89
26.46
27.33

32.90
32.54
28.62
26.23
24.97
25.14

32.90
32.90
32.90
32.90
32.90
32.89

32.90
32.90
31.60
27.86
25.71
24.97

La  Robla

Bilbao

La  Robla

Setiles

La  Robla

Aranjuez

La  Robla

La  Robla

La  Robla

Madrid

E.  Discussion of results

The first important variable to be reexamined in order to contrast the relevance of

these results is the formalization of transportation cost. We have assumed that transport

cost is uniform, j.c. equivalent in any direction and that the transport distance paid will be

the shortest distance between two points, a straight une. The transport system used well up

to  the Civil War was a  combination of coastal shipping and rail transportation. The
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geography of  Spain, especially its  topography, shows thai land transport is  highly

disfvored by the ascent and 1h11 of the sierras which surround the two central mesetas. Sea

transport to a point of easy access was many times preferable to land transport.

We  have readapted the previous parameters for a seaboard model. All inland steel

demands have been allocated in the following way:

a)     the dominant criterion has been to choose the ports which provide the minimum

number  of railway transshipments on lis way to the  final destination ideally one

haul routes were chosen.

b)     as a secondary criterion, if equivalent transshipment hauls existed, we chose the

port which minimized the distance to the final destinalion.

We  maintained the freight diflrentia1s between coal, ores and final products as those used aboye, given

that  we  assume the  same added value differentials and  elasticities. We establish the  per-ton and

kilometer sea freight for coal at 0.015 pesetas, less than a third of rail 1hre31. Sixteen major ports were

chosen given their importance as a final consumption point  or as a transshipment points to  inland

demand. They were ordered in one dimension according to the distance between them.

Almost all the non-port consumption points had unique optimal land routes, with the exception of

Madrid  with altemative routes. The islands and foreign locations posed additional problems. The

consumption of the Balear Islands was included with Valencia, that of the Canary Islands was added to

Cádiz. Madrid and foreign sales were flnally assigned to Barcelona as a strong blas against Cantabian

ports  which la where coal was located. As we can assume that the decision rule taken for assigning the

We have used freights for Asturian coal to Barcelona and Bilbao to regress the flxed component of freight,

between 4 and 5 pesetas, and the variable component which depends on distance, between 0.0 15 and 0.022 pesetas.

These calculations are for 1890 and 1895. As 1890 was a year of exceptionally high English coal prices in Spain

which may have biased Spariish coal freights we chose the second benchmark. Our rail-fare benchmark  was for

1894 so this is quite coherent.
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inland transport minimizes its cost, this would allow us to abstract the transport cost minimization

problem to that of reducing sea transport. Table 5 below shows the results.

Table 5.6 Optimum locationsfor coastal transport.

Coal Coordinate Transport Total
Asturias Y Cost Distance     Location

tons million Ptas thous.  kms

Ore  Vizcaya                 4       4,5      34,69         36,35        Gijón
3,5        4,5      34,69         36,35

3        4,5      34,69         36,35
2,5        4,4      34,69         36,35

2        1,1      34,20        41,27
1,5        1,1       32,95        41,28        Bilbao

Ore  Teruel                  4       4,5      81,60         36,35        Gijón
3,5        4,5      81,60         36,35

3        4,5      81,60        36,35
2,5        4,5      81,60         36,35

2       22,8      78,11        26,93       Seville
1,5       34,9      67,85        34,86      Valencia

Ore  Almería                4       4,5      72,30        36,35        Gijón
3,5        4,5      72,30        36,35

3        4,5      72,30        36,35
2,5        4,5      72,30        36,35

2       23,5      67,91        26,93        Cádiz
1,5       28,9      58,87        28,47      Almería

Ore Ponferrada               4       4,5      28,17         36,35        Gijón
3,5        4,5      28,17        36,35

3        4,5      28,17        36,35
2,5        4,5      28,17        36,35

2        4,5      28,17        36,35
1,5        4,5      28,17        36,35        Gijón

Ore  Rif                   4       4,5      65,33        36,35        Gijón
3,5        4,5      65,33        36,35

3        4,5      65,33        36,35
2,5        4,5      65,33         36,35

2        8,8      65,17        32,91      LaCorufía
1,5       28,9      58,87        28,47       Almería

A  first result to  be underlined, is that Gijón comes out  much  stronger  than in  the  previous

exercises.  The coal coefficient has to drop  below  2.5  tons  per ton  of  steel product  to  break Gijón’s grip

on  minimum transport  costs for  any of  the  iron  ores  used.  The absolute  minimum of  28.17 million
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pesetas, for Ponferrada ores and 1.5 tons of coal in Gijón, tends to reaffirm the adequate location of the

Spanish public-owned integrated mili, Ensidesa, in the late fifties.

Our seaboard model strengthens the view of Bilbao as a mislocation and question its status as

the overail optimum location. The depletion of Biscay2s ores reserves and ita falling ore grades reinforce

this conclusion. The transport savings which could have been altained by locating steel production la

Gijón, were around 5 million pesetas a year or 14.5 percent of sea trarisportation cost, for a production

of  haif a million tons of finished products. At the same time it is important to remember thai once

Biscayan factories ran out of home ores they would lose considerable puil on the optimum site.

Locations move along the coast to the west and then to the south when we consider using southem

reserves while and coal inputs below 2 tons.

We  must  be  cautious about jumping to  wrong judgments. An  important premise for

conclusions are the significant scope economies provided by the iron ore mining sector la the Bilbao

area.  Harbor fadilities and  the  lime and  tranlp  shipping gaye Bilbao clear advantages over Gijón.

According to Frax (1981) the volume of coasting trade docking al Bilbao and Gijón are similar.

Between 1878 and  1920 they average 347,200 tons for Bilbao and 385,000 tons for Gijón32. In the

case of Gijón practically all ofita maritime trade was limited to other Spanish ports. For Bilbao this was

far  from true, the vohime being shipped to and from Spanish ports was only 8 % of its total shipping

volume33. The potential for  commercial expansion la Bilbao was bucked by a modern harbor. Gijóns

limited harbor facilities liad been a serious impediment for expanding coal production la  Asturias

already  at the turn of the centuiy34. Gijón admitted a gross tonnage of  around 300 t,  one  flfth of

average British tonnage towards the end of  the  l9th  century and  the  water lime dropped  bekw

navigation limits twice a day when the tide went out. Bilbao liad not only modemized its installation to

32  Frax (1981),  pp. 93 and  102. Standard deviations are 275,000  and 260,800 respectively, due mainly to  a

significant  increase in coastal shipping volume during World War 1.

 Churraca (1951), table 8.  These figures have been contrasted with data obtained from the Spanish Foreign

Commerce data presented by Puerta (1994),  table 13, p.  127. for decades and similar results for those reference

points are obtained.

 Ojeda (1985), p. 229.
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admit higher tonnages but its lighting and signaling services allowed boats to navigate day and night

and it had an extensive Ría for docking and loading fidilities.

A  second scope economy can be found iii  the availability of capitais and potential investors.

(lonzalez Portilla (1974) tries to quantify the benefits obtained from iron ore mining and how these

capitais were available for reinvestment in the iron and steel industry. Although Valdaliso (1988) has

questioned the amount reinvested by mine owners and mining companies in major iron and steel

processing enterprises, his figure is still considerable (25% of iron and steel capital proceeds from

mining capitais). The infrastructures aix! economic actMty created with its mining boom attracted

investors to Bilbao. This was important as the dimension of steel mili investments introduce important

liquidity constraints when important investments were necessaly. Strong capital irjections from outside

their  industiy were needed to overcome the initial liquidity constraints biocking long-run economies.

The  availability of capitais was crucial for including such investments in 1km strategies. Over two

billion pesetas were invested in incorporated companies in Bilbao between 1900 aix! 1936,  thai is

eleven times as much as the leading Basque company, Altos Hornos de  Vizcaya, invested over the

same time period.

But the extractive activity had even further externalities, it had created its o  transportation

infrastructure for bringing ore into the port36 as 80% of the mineral was exported. This lowered ore

transport costs of ores for river side locations considerabl?7. Iron ore extraction also attracted work

force to the mining district; the estimated work force for the area surrounding the Ría grew from

 Churraca (1951), pp. 108-110.

36  The  port of Bilbao had been improved to  allow for a more fluent export of  iron ore for which there was a

high  demand iii Great Britain, but at the same time this provided import facilities and the possibility of  applying

backhaul rates for returning ships.

37The five major ore railways had their loading bays in direct neighborhood of the Altos Hornos de  Vizcaya factories.
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26,700  to 72,200 workers between 1877 and 190038. Wbile ore mining attracted unqualified wo±ers,

it  was an intermediate step to a disciplined working class and in the medium run, other activities were

sure to offer better opportunities. In 1896 around 4,000 workers were being employed in Bilbao’s steel

mills.  By 1909 that number liad increased to 5,620  and by 1924 to 6,982 alone for the Altos Hornos

de  Vizcaya fctories40.

Two  of these ilictories, Baracaldo and Sestao were the original sites of two of the lirms which

rnerged to creale Altos Hornos de  Vizcaya in 1901. The riverside location of both sites together with

the  company towns constructed around them seriously limited the  area lefI for expansion. Wbile

elsewhere plants were doubling and tripling size and  extension41, the  Sestao and Baracaldo plants’

expansion were restricted lxi this sense. But the  saine can be  said for the more important Asturian

ctories,  La Fábrica  de Mieres  and Duro-Felguera,  both were situated in narrow valleys with little

space for expansion42.

These  numerical exercises have been conclusive for determining the optimum site on coal fields

in terms of domestic transport of products and inputs. But we have seen that there were a number of

important entena that tipped the balance in favor of Bilbao, which was an optimum site for processing

its  own  ores  and  when reducing total coal  consumption below 2  tons  of  coal.  The nature  of

mislocation, if it ever existed, was of such nature that it was gradually corrected through the reduction

38  Shaw (1977), p. 95. Iron ore production rose from 432,418 mt iii  1876 to 4,691,000 mt in 1887 and to

5,361,796 in 1900. Population in the mining areas grew from 40,159 persons in 1857 to 105,728 in 1887 and

167,680 in 1900. Gonzalez Portilla (1974), pp. 53, 81 and 82.

 Shaw (1977), p. 98.

40  Monografia de la Sociedad Altos Hornos de  Vizcaya de Bilbao (1909), Barcelona: Thomas, p. 55.  and

Monografla de las industrias siderúrgicas propiedad de la Sociedad Altos Hornos de Vizcaya (1924), p. 34.

41  Chandier (1977) describes how US plants for iron and steel processing  were  being  built bigger and more

extensively for the late nineteenth and earlier twentieth  century. The  same can be  seen in the Krupp and Thyssen

works in Germany or the Bulckow works in Great Britain.

42  State technicians discarded either of the sites for locating the second integrated iron and steel complex after

the Spanish Civil War for this and other reasons.
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of  coal consumption and in that sense as long as Biscay used it own ores, it could remain an efficient

site.  Once its  ores were replaced by  others, its  seaboard location, the  accumulated linkages to

surrounding industries and the rent-seeking stategy it had adopted would be what permitted Altos

Hornos de Vizcaya to persist as a prime site intime.
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Appendix  F.  Weberian location algorithm.
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A  =  {0,    1* coal Asturias *1
1.5,   1* coal León */
0,  1* 2.05 iron  ore Vizcaya *1
0,  1* 1.85 iron ore Teruel  *1
0,    1* 1.9 iron ore Almería *1
O,       /‘‘ 2.1  iron ore Wagner-Vivaldi */

1.6,   /*  1.6 iron  ore Riff  *1
.24508,  /*  Vizcaya *1  1* Demanda Siderúrgica  -  Pedidos  cursados  */

.14103,  /*  Barcelona */  f”  por Central  Siderúrgica  *1
.10609,  /*  Madrid  *f
.09787,  /*  Guipuzcoa *1
.05954,  /*  Oviedo  */

.03265,  /*  Valencia  *1

.02894,  f*  Seville *1

.02046,  /*  La  Coruña */

.01739,  /*  Zaragoza *1

.0  1635,  /*  Valladolid */

.01473,  /*  Santander  */

.01376,  /*  Cádiz  */

.01205,  /*  Málaga *f

.01186,  /*  Murcia  /

.0114,  /*  Pontevedra */

.00975,  1* León  *1

.00882,  /*  Navarra  */

.00778,  /*  Burgos  *1

.0075,  /*  Ciudad  Real  */

.00682,  /*  Alava  */

.00432,  /*  Alicante  */

.00363,  /*  Tarragona  *1

.00345,  1* Córdoba */

.00307,  ¡*  Lérida  */

.00301,  /*  Huelva  */

.00286,  ¡*  Salamanca /

.00265,  /*  Zamora  *1

.00259,  J* Orense */

.00258,  ¡*  Palma */

.00248,  /*  Logroño  *1

.00197,  ¡*  Almería  *f

.00145,  /*  Jaén  */

.00143,  /*  Castellón  */

.00  135,  ¡*  Teruel  */

.00127,  /*  Badajoz */

.00121,  /*  Huesca  *1

.00112,  ¡*  Palencia  *1

.00  108,  /*  Lugo  *1

.00087,  /*  Toledo  */
.00073,  f*  Guadalajara */

.00058,  /*  Cáceres  */

.00049,  /*  Granada  */

.00047,  /*  Gerona  */

.00036,  /*  Segovia */

.00012,  /*  Albacete */

.00008,  /*  Cuenca */

.00008,  /*  Soria */

.00004,  /*  Ávila *1

.00089,  /*  Tenerife  */

.00070,  /*  Gran Canaria  */

.00017,  /*  Marruecos  *1                                                      232

.00017,  /*  Guinea  I
,08189};  1* Extranjero  I



X  =  {3.85  11,       /* Asturias  coal I
3.9 10.125, 7* La Robla coal *7
6.75 11,     7* Vizcaya coal *7
8.5  7,  1* Teruel  iron ore
6.875  1.875,  /*  Almería  iron  ore /
2.9  9.875,  7* Wagner iron  ore  /
6.94.125,  1* Riff ores  /
6.875  11,      /* Vizcaya *1
12.75  8.125,  /* Barcelona *7
6.06 6.625,  /*  Madrid */

7.95  11,    1* Guipuzcoa *7
3.875 11.125, /“  Oviedo *7
9.875 5.125, 7* Valencia *7
3.56 2.125, 7* Seville *7
0.9 11.1,   7* La Coruña */

9.0625  8.375,  /*  Zaragoza *7
5  8.75,     7* Valladolid */

6  11.2,     7* Santander */
3.3 0.85,  /* Cádiz  *7
5.375  1.05,  7* Málaga */
9.05 2.875,  7* Murcia *7
0.375 9.375, J* Pontevedra *7
3.9  9.875,  7* León *7
8.3  10.125,  7* Navarra  /
6.1 9.625, 7* Burgos */

5.75  4.375, 7* Ciudad Real */

7.2  10.375,  7* Alava */
9.8  3.625,  7* Alicante *7
11.65  7.625,  7* Tarragona  *7
5.01  2.875,  7* Córdoba *7
10.95 8.375, /* Lérida */
2.375 1.85,  7* Huelva */
3.85  7.375,  7* Salamanca *7
3.95  8.375,  7* Zamora  *7
1.3 9.625, /* Orense  *7
9.875 5.125, 7* Palma */

7.6 9.612, /* Logroño *7
7.625 1.3, 7* Almería */

6.08  2.625,  7* Jaén *7
10.2  5.875,  /*  Castellón *7
9.03  6.625,  7* Teruel  */
2.5  4.375, 7* Badajoz *7
9.8  9.125,  /*  Huesca  *7
5  9.125,     7* Palencia *7
1,625 10.625, /*  Lugo *7
5.75  5.875,  7* Toledo */
6.825 6.875, 7* Guadalajara */

3.1 5.125,  7* Cáceres  *7
6.05  1.875,  7* Granada *7
13.55  8.875,  7* Gerona  *7
5.75  7.375,  7* Segovia *7
7.95  4.375,  7* Albacete *7
7.95  6.126,  7* Cuenca */
7.61  8.625,  7* Soria */
5  6.875,     7* Ávila *1
3.3  0.85,  7* Tenerife  *7
3.3  0.85,    7* Gran Canaria  */                                                  233
3.3 0.85,  7* Marruecos *7
3.3  0.85,  /*  Guinea *7
6  6};      7* Extranjero  */



T  =  {0.0442,     1* Coal Asturias  *1
0.0442,        /* Coal León */
0.0564,        /* Ore Vicaya *1
0.0564,        /* Ore Teruel  */
0.0564,        /* Ore Almería */
0.0564,        /* Ore Wagner */
0.0564,        /* Ore Riff *1
0.1,       /*products*/
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,
0.1,                                                                     234
0.1,
0.1};



1  =  Ones (60,1);  /*  weighted average of  the  known coordinates  xi & yi  *1
ya  =  500000*!;
Ab  =  A  .*  ya;
xa  =  T  •*  Ab;
xe  =  X[.,1];
ye  =  X[.,2J;
xc  =  xe’*xa;
yc  =  ye’*xa;
s  =  T’*Ab;
xl  xcls;
yl  =  ycis;

1*  Calculate distances from weighted averages  *1
x2  =  xl*I;
y2  =  yl*I;
ci  =  (xe - x2Y’2;
c2  =  (ye - y2Y2;
c  =  ci + c2;
d  =  sqrt(c);

b  =  1;           1* open loop f
do  while b  <  2;

x4  =  xl;  1* calculate coordinates  for new distances *1
y4  =  yl;
xa  =  T  •*  Ab;
xO  =  xa  ./  d;
xe =  X[.,i};
ye  =  X[.,2J;
xc  =  xe’*xO;
yc  =  ye’*xO;
s  =  (T .1 d)’*Ab;
xi  =  xcfs;
yl  =  yc/s;

1  =  ONES  (60,1);       /* calculate new distances for  new coordinates  *1
x2  =  xi*I;
y2  =  yi*I;
ci  =  (xe - x2Y’2;
c2  =  (ye - y2Y2;
c  =  ci + c2;
d  =  sqrt(c);

ql  =  (xi - x4Y’2;    1* convergence criteria !
wi  =  sqrt(ql);
zi  =  wi  <=0.0001;
q2  =  (yl  -  y42;
w2  =  sqrt(q2);
z2  =  w2  .<=  0.0001;
b  =  zl+  z2;

continue:         1* condition loop  *1
endo;
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print  “the optimal site is”;  1* results  *1
print  xl  —yl;
print  ‘the total transport  cost  is;
Ih  =  1*100;
di  =  d  *  Ih;
x5  =  xa  .  di;
x6  =  I’  x5;
print  x6;
x7  =  1’ *  di;
print  “the total  distance is;
print  x7;
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Appendix  G. Map with simulation coordinates.
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